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MAY ASK INSPECTION
“Irregularities" In Aroostook County

Subscriptions <3 00 per year pa j able in
Figure In Brewster's Narrow De
advance: single copies three cents
feat
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The impression around the State
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab House is that Ralph O. Brewster of
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established Dexter, beaten for United States rep
In 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to
tile' Tribune"'These~papera consolidated j resentative from the Third District
March 17, 1897._______________________| Py 294 votes, and having'failed in a

; determined effort to get Gov. Garch7 ner and the Executive Council to de*••
He th at lives upoi\ hopes will ••• fer tabulation of the votes, will ask
•- die fasting—Benjamlh Franklin. —
*•*
.«• for the right to inspect the ballots or
demand a recount. He has 20 days
in which to do either.
The tabulating was done Wednes
PIANOFORTE LESSONS
day after prolonged discussion during
Beginners or Advanced
which Brewster asked for deferment
75c per lesson
At pupil's home or at 12 Center St. to give him time to investigate “ir
regularities" in voting methods which
Attorney General Clement E. Robin
Edna Gregory
son had reported occurred in Aroos
Telephone 169-M
took County.
118’lt

FIRST C H U R C H OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
ROCKLAND, ME.
Cordially Invites You and Your Friends to

A Free Lecture on Christion Science
By ROBERT STANLEY ROSS, C. S. B.
of New York City
Member of the Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church, The
First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts
In the Church Edifice, Corner of Cedar and Brewster Streets

PUBLIC AGOG OVER TH RIFT CLUB
Many N ew Club Members On List Today With Many
Sections Yet To Hear From— Prizes and Cash Salary
Checks Worthy of Spare Tim e Effort
If there is any doubt in the minds stroyed. It would be unfair to transof anyone about the interest of the fer counts, or allow any combination
public in the Thrift Club now being of club members in such a manner
organized by The Courier-Gazette, a But of course any club member may
glance a t the list of membership in \ have as many people work for them
this issue of the paper will dispel
they wish. No money must be
any such idea instantly. As a matter [ spent in any way to secure subscripof fact, in just the few days since this ’ tions. By that is meant, no reduction
Thrift Club has been announced, the 1in the price of the paper can be made,
olub has almost run away with that I or any presents or premiums made to
department of this paper. Every mail ; a prospective subscriber for the purbrings in new club member nomina- I pose of securing the subscription,
tions from all over the territory cov- i All subscriptions payments count,
ered by The Courier-Gazette. And according to the schedule in another
this is as it should be, for the more part of this paper. Back payments
there are who take an active part in i and renewals count the same. A
this club, the easier it is going to be brand new subscription counts just
to win the various prizes, and the i double the regular schedule. Every
more interesting and the more enter- ! one who takes an active part in the
taining the club is going to become club, will either win a prize or receive
for the readers of The Courier-Ga- \ a cash salary check at the close of
zette as well as the club members the club, equal to twenty percent of
the amount of subscription money
themselves.
The counts appearing in today’s list each has turned in during the club.
If you have already been nomina *of club members, is far from com
plete, owing to the great flood of ed as a club member, start your club
counts coming in just a few hours be actively at once. If you have not yet
fore the list was made up. These received your free receipt book, get
| counts will appear on the next list to in touch with the club manager at
be published on Tuesday. So if you once and he will see that you do get
i have sent in more counts than appear one. Remember always, that you
to your credit on the list today, look have your own circle of friends and
for them next time. And a great acquaintances who will put up the
many counts have likewise come in same winning fight for you that any
for several of the members whose of the others have. Everyone, every
standings could not be corrected at where has his and her own circle that
all for today’s publication. Press none of the others can draw support
time found the club department in the club from. This is what makes
the club more interesting. So—lets
buried in count coupons.
There are just a few points in the all get under motion actively the first
conduction of the club that should be thing. Send in your entry coupon if
| emphasized and repeated. The prin- you haven’t. You can’t afford to
I ciple ones are these: Counts cannot miss an active p art in this greatest
| be transferred. If a club member de- of all clubs. If you do. you will sin
i cides not to continue with the club cerely regret it, and you will always
all counts received to the credit of feel that you missed an opportunity
such member are cancelled and de- , really worth while.

"G R A N D H O T E L ”

Union Fair Comes To A Brilliant Close

V olum e 8 7 .................. N um ber 1 18
ed by the 2.25 class. Frank Butler
drove Direct Patchen as a winner of
the first two heats, bub Calumet
Chimes then came to the fore, taking
the next two and the ‘‘rubber.’’ Calu
met Chimes is by Peter the Brewer
and Clukey was the driver.
The free for all saw S tarter Ludwick sending away five fast horses.
Northern Night took the first heat.
Expressive Guy the second and third.
Northern Night rode under the wire
a comparatively easy winner of the
fourth heat, and first money, because
there was no sun to illuminate a de
ciding heat.
The summary:

2.17 Class, Trot or Pare
Peter Pokey. T. J. Kelley. Bangor ............................................. i
Maude Abbe W A Worthen.
Port Fairfield .......................... 3
Jingle Bells. Harry Clukey.
Dexter
..................................... 4
Jessie Napoleon. S E Whitcomb. Bangor ....................
2
Warren the Great. M Wright,
Dover ....................................... 5
Peter J. K , H. C. Buzzell. Bel
fast
........................................ . 6 6 6
Time, 2.13. 2.14',. 2.11%
2.25 Class, Trot or Pace
Calumet Chimes, H. Ran
dall. Harrison .............. 2 2 1 1 1
Direct Patchen, Jones &
Butler, Rockland ........... 1 1 2 2 2
Norma C. E. Perkins. Gar
diner .............................. 5 3 3 4r.o
Ruben Glue. W. A. Drake,
Albion .......................... 3 4 4 3r.o.
Julien. W. A. Reed. Ban
gor ................................ 4 5 Jr.o.
Time, 2.18, 2.17, 2.17%. 2 18. 2 24.
Free For All
Northern Night. A. E Web
ber. Bangor ....................... 1 2 3 1
Guy. Waldoboro
lit rt we have a fine view of the judge's stand and vaudeville platform, both of which wore very much in the Expressive
Oarage .............................. 3 1 1 3
public eye during the three days’ fair. The vaudeville attractions were amon gthe best ever presented at this Marjorie Brook. Malcolm &
Anderson
........................... 2 3 2 2
fair, and the racts have spoken for themselves. With “Bob” McKinley as race manager and Earl Ludwiek as Marda Harvester. Dr. E. W.
Hodgkins. Thomaston
5 4 4 dr
starter, the Union races are bound to be a success.
Henry of Navarre. H. B Bur
gess. Rockland ................... 4 5 5r.o.
Time. 2.12, 2.13. 2.13%. 2.16%.

LINDBERGHS SAY GOOD-BYE

ROCKLAND SPIRITUALIST SOCIETY
S un day, O ct. 2— G. A . R. H all

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
Its Six P er C ent
C um ulative P referred Stock

AH! HA!

*<

THREE CENTS A COPY

I t may be that a warmed over Hart, Pauline King, Evelyn King, j driven by Jordan. Here again there
dinner doesn't taste as good as the ■Edna Carver, Esther Robbins, South ' was a close contest for second honors
j Henry Clukey of Rockland is selfreshly prepared, but there was noth ! Hope
ing at all the matter with the pro- j Room Improvement—First prize, dom on a race card without driving
a race winner, and this was the case
gram at Union Fair Thursday after Edith Nash, Camden
a day's postponement on account of
Cooking> Housekeeping - Juniors Thursday in the 2.22 class, when he
rain. The weather was a bit snappy, muffln&__First prize, Arlene Knowi- captured first money by driving Vol
COM ING— W ED., T H U R S., FRI.
and the happiest patrons were those ton South ^ ^ t o n ; second prize, unteer under the wire first in three
who wore top coats, but the sun was Pauline Young Unlon; Mlrlam wiR. successive heats.
The summary:
a merry object in its field of azure. gin
Rerce,
2.15 Class, Trot or Pace
and
everybody
inside
and
outside
of
South
T
h
^
t
o
n
;
third
prize.
Rachel
And Morrow Estate A t North Haven Is Closed For the
Napoleon. H. B. Burgess.
the enclosure was in a happy frame Noyes, Harleth Hobbs. Hope; Fran- Sister
Thank These Stars—
Rockland
Season— Flyer’s Visit Undisturbed
of mind, with that old Bogey, Depres cis Rhodes, Dorothy Esancy, Cath Sadie Dillon, O. Johnson. Fort
Fairfield
G RETA G A R B O
JOHN BA RR YM O R E
sion, put out of mind for at least one erine Chandler, Union; Catherine Effie Hall. Chas Murray, Bangor ...............
JOAN C R A W FO R D
W ALLA CE BEERY
day.
Simonton, Marguerite Buzzell, Alma Edna Klyo, Webber Motor Co.,
North Haven bade a regretful the island with his guests, which in 
Bangor .....................................
Those who attended Thursday, and Annis, Catherine Annis, Simonton’s Dude
LIONEL BA RR YM O R E
McKlyo. W A Wathen.
| adieu to the Morrows and Lindberghs cluded a number of the islanders.
Fort Fairfield ........................... 5
One of the latter was Floyd Dun again on yesterday, found th at The Corner; Marian Watts, Alice Baum,
Time. 2.16%. 2.14%, 2 14
I
Thursday,
and
the
work
of
closing
the
For the Greatest Entertainment in the History of
2.19 Class, Trot or Pace
can, who is no novice at flying, but Courier-Gazette presented no over-! gouth Thomaston; He,en Cripps.
' estate for the winter is already in
Wilma Scott. Joseph Robinson.
Stage and Screen
who had never before navigated the drawn picture in its Thursday report. [ Simonton’s Corner.
Oxford
.................................... 1 1 1
The fair offered all that this paper !
! progress.
Harvester, Del. Stratton.
ether with Col. Lindbergh.
Cooking and Housekeeping—Seniors, Comet
Albion
.....................................
2 3 2
Col. and Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergn
“Did he do any stunts while you said, and then some. The storm bread—First prize, Marion Hobbs, Lillian. T. J. Kelley. Bangor ...... 3 2 3
THEATRE
AT THE FUBLIX
Riley.
Simmons
Stable.
Lewis
j came to the island from Englewood. were in the plane?” a Courier-Ga shadows were chased completely from
ton ............................................ 4 4 4
Hope; second prize, Eileen Payson,
the genial features of President
Blanche Belwln. W. A York.
Hope; third prize, Thelma Esancy,
' N. J., about two weeks ago, and zette reporter inquired.
Bangor ..................................... 5 dis
Arion, J. H. Randall,
“Not on your life I” was Floyd’s Creighton, and his faithful allies Bernice Field, Verna
Hastings. Nancy
! though business called him away oc
Harrison .................................... dis
“Bob”
and
“Herb’’
presented
their
answer.
Time,
2.13!2.11% . 2.14.
Union; Katherine True, Clarista Paycasionally the famous flyer enjoyed a
2.22 Class, Trot or Pace
| Floyd would probably be willing to usual unruffled demeanor.
son, Hope.
i ! j complete rest, with nobody to violate
Volunteer, Henry Clukey, Rock
The
big
event
of
Thursday
outside
paddle a canoe across the bay in
....................................... I l l
Canning—First prize, Edith Nash Luland
Hall. W A Drake. Albion .... 2 3 2
j his desire for seclusion.
a nor’easter and not turn a hair, but of the race card, was the drum corps Camden; second prize, Marguerite Rllla
McKlyo. E. C. Luce. Farm
contest. The Legionnaires who beat
ington
..................................... 4 4 3
The Lindberghs had planned to re- riding upside down. 2000 feet in the
Buzzell, Catherine Annis, Simonton's Reuben Glue. R. W. Drake, Al
WILL HOLD SERVICES
| turn Wednesday, and did get as far air, is quite another matter, even the drums and blow the fifes made a Corner; Marion Wright, Hope; third
bion
......................................... 3 5 4
Postillion. M Wright. Caribou 5 2dls
colorful picture as they paraded In
as Brunswick, but concluded not to when the pilot is the only man who
Time, 2.15%. 2.16%. 2.14.
prize, Catherine Simonton, Alma
front
of
the
grandstand,
and
the
• • • •
brave the storm farther, and returned has ever flown alone from New York
Annis,
Helen
Cripps,
Simonton’s
listeners' hair stood on end as they
In the stand with Starter Ludto the Morrow estate. With them on to Paris.
Corner; Louise Eugley, Hope; Annie
2.30 AND 7.30 P. M.
wick Thursday were O. A. Tolman of
When Mr. Duncan had alighted played their brisk selections. Those Rhodes, Union.
j their final departure yesterday mornwho
have
hair.
Those
who
did
not
West Tremont, Fred Wescott of
from the plane ,Mrs. Lindbergh took
i ing was Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow.
Potatoes—Clifton Meservey, Union,
Lecture by W illiam Elliot Hammond
felt their scalps go prickly.
Southwest Harbor and Fred E. Bur
The maids who have been on duty his place, and then there was some
The competing corps represented first; Royce Thurlow, Hope, second: kett of Union as judges, and James
stunting.
in
the
household
followed
by
rail
last
M essages by Julia A . Barker
Quentin Barrett, Hope, third.
Whitmore and Hollis Reed of South
Cql. Lindbergh has now been com Winslow-Holbrook Post of Rockland.
117-118
night, and the Morrow boatman,
Beans—Maynard Thurlow, Hope, west Harbor as timers.
Paul
Burrill
Post
of
Lincoln,
Lew
Floyd Duncan, returned to North ing three years to North H aveniston Post and Roland H Smith Post first; Clifton Meservey, Union; Wil
• • • *
Haven to put Col. Lindbergh’s cabin coming first during the stages of his
of Bath, and the prizes were award liam Pearse, Hope, second; William
The management received many
cruiser Mouette into winter quarters. courtship, next as a bridegroom and
ed in that order. The sturdy roof Hardy, Leroy Hunt, Guilford Payson, compliments for Thursday night’s
Col. Lindbergh devoted consider then as the proud father. Here dur
of the grandstand nearly collapsed Richard Hart, Quentin Barrett, Hope, fireworks display, said by many of the
ing
the
absence
of
his
parents
in
the
able time to the golf links at North
when the admirers of the Rockland third.
spectators to be the best ever offered
Haven, and made several flights over Orient, was spent the one, happy
OFFERS
Dairy—Willard Howard, Union, ill Knox County. The attendance
summer of Charles Augustus Lind Post gave vent to their satisfaction.
Lieut. S. E. Willard. U.S.A. was chair first.
exceeded by 200 the largest night
Very Attractive Apartment bergh, Jr., whose fate plunged a | man of the board of judges.
crowd which ever passed through the
whole
world
into
grief.
Sweet
Corn—Robert
Farris,
Union,
of five rooms and bath. All modern,
• ♦• •
gates
of North Knox Fair. Tile
During
their
stay
on
the
island
the
first;
Robert
Mitchell.
Union,
second;
hardwood floors, plenty of hot water
The 4-H Club Winners
all the year round and heated from Lindberghs kept in constant touch
Willard Howard, Theodore Mitchell, battleship and Amos and Andy sel
A H om e Company and Local Investment
Sept. 1 to last of May. Very desirable with their second bom, who will prob
pieces featured the display.
One hundred five of the 4-H boys Union, third.
•
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
for business couple. Call at 91 NORTH
• • • •
and
girls
of
Knox
County
exhibited
ably
be
with
them
on
their
North
Garden—Clifton Meservey, Union,
MAIN ST., Sundays and evenings.
T ax Free to Holders in Maine
And
to
whom
belongs the credit of
their products at the Fair. Twelve first; Walter Annis, Simonton; Ru
Haven sojourn In 1933.
118‘120tf
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
projects were represented. The sum dolph Hesselgren, Union, second; Ed this increasingly popular fair? Read
P ar V alu e $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
of $100. given for prizes, will be divid gar Whitten, Raymond Rhodes, Law this list of officials and find your
Camden, Rockland and
February, M ay, A ugust and N ovem ber 1st. Callable
ed among the following boys and rence Esancy, Leon Esancy, Union, answer;
President, John C. Creighton; vice
Thom aston Bus
girls the first prize being $1.50.
as a whole or in part a t $1 05 a share.
third.
and
president, C. W. Mitchell; secretary,
Sewing—First prize, Annie Rhodes,
In order to connect with the Train
Now for the announcement you
T his stock, issued under the approval of the
Poultry Management—Clifton Me Herbert L. Grinnell; treasurer, M. A.
out of Rockland at 8.00 A. M. and 2.00 Union; second, Frances Rhodes.
have been waiting for
Public U tilities Com m ission is offered to investors
servey, Union, first; W alter Annis, Lucas; trustees, Jethro D. Pease, F.
P.
M.,
will
leave
Camden
at
7.25
A.
M.
The K. of P. Hall Dances and 1.25 P. M.
Union;
Louise Nash, Camden;
Simonton's Comer, second.
at a price o f $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
Open for the winter with up-toO. Jameson, William Prescott and
Blanche Leonard, Velma Gray, Edna
116-118
the-m inute music and down-loChick Raising—Melvin Kennedy. Robert M. McKinley. These officials
yielding a little m ore than 6% per annum .
Young,
Camden;
Margaret
Linscott.
the-depression prices.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
have made steady Improvement in
Burkettville; third prize, Elizabeth Union, first.
SA T U R D A Y , OCT. 1
• • • •
the office o f the com pany, 5 L indsey street, R ock
the plant, and have not been sparing
Overlock,
Edwina
Light,
Mary
Blake
Ladies, 15c; Men, 35c;
in money when it comes to entertain
Thursday’s Races
Arabelle Millay, Burkettville; Shir
50c per couple
land, M aine.
No
More!
No
Less!
ing
the patrons. Small wonder that
At
ley
Morton.
Geraldine
Gould,
Martha
Intensive work by Robert M. Mc
C am den-R ockland W ater Co.
116-118
109-S-tf
Gould, Hope Brown, Dorothy Morton. Kinley and his associates had put Union Fair has come to be recognized
East Union; Sylvia Tyler, South the track in surprisingly good con as the year’s biggest event in Knox
UPPER LIMEROCK STREET
Thomaston; Beatrice Barton, Ten dition after two days of almost steady County.
• • • •
ant's Harbor; Helen Mitchell, Arlene rain. As a result there was some fast
Yesterday's Races
Cummings, Warneta
Cummings, racing, the slowest heat of the aft
Madelgie Gordon, Eleanor Gleason, ernoon being 2.16%, while the fastest
8.30 to 12
As usual the last day’s races were
Gertrude Antilla, Miriam Niemi, Alice heat was less than two seconds be the best—a fact which the public
D EA N ’S ORCHESTRA
Brock, Verna Hastings, Union; Mary hind the track record.
118-119
seems tardy about discovering.
Tabbutt, Norma White, Althea Rokes,
Under the direction of Starter C Twelve heats were necessary to de
Eleanor Perkins, Dorothy Grey, Ber Earle Ludwiek the procession of cide the winners of the three events,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
51 PARK STREET
F O R SALE
tha Start, Camden; Annie Wallace, events again moved off promptly and and sunset found the exciting free
Evelyn Wallace, Ava Wallace, Friend smoothly, the only untoward incident for all unfinished. Most of the spec
ship; Justine Norwood, Hazel Rolfe, being a locking of sulky wheels in the tators clung to their seats until the
FOR CIDER
East Union; Hope Bowley, Agnes 2.15 class, when Effie Hall and Dude last announcement was made al
BURNHEMIER BROS.
North Waldoboro, Maine
Leonard, Charlotte Robbins, Annie McKlyo came in contact. Nobody though it had come to be exceedingly
Sessions 8 to 1 o’clock
Registration Daily
116*118
spilled and nobody hurt.
chilly, and hot dogs were ( necessary
All of the races were won in straight to sustain one's fortitude.
j heats. The 2.15 class saw a pretty
The 2.17 class was won in straight
battle for second position, with a dif heats by Peter Pokey, but there was
ferent starter coming under the wire a nice scrap for second money, three
T U E SD A Y A N D T H U R SD A Y NIGHTS 7 TO 9 O ’CLOCK
BEST PRICES PAID
Our unlimited outlet for native
in th at order each time. Sister horses coming under the wire in that
For Your
poultry enables ns to pay you high
j
Napoleon
evidently had lots of friends position. It was Maude Abbe which
est prices. Consult us before you
in the crowd, and Driver Jordan got got that portion of the purse. The
sell.
LENA K. SA R G E N T , Principal
j a good hand when he came back in last heat was done in 2.11% and Peter
Eggs 3c Under Boston
C O H EN BROS.
Phones 994 or 1 1 23-W , Rockland
' front of the stand after capturing the Pokey thereby displaced Jack Demp
Prices
Largest Shippers in Maine
sey as holder of the track’s trotting
j third straight heat.
INTERNATIONAL
Inspect Our Fine New Quarters in the Lewiston Buick Co. Building At 51 Park Street
Care of Charles McKellar. Tel. 2-3
)
Another
mare
was
straight
winner
record. Dempsey did the stunt In
WARREN, ME.
POULTRY RANCH
111-119
WALDOBORO, ME., TEL. 149 I in the 2.19 class—Wilma Scott, owned 2.12% back in 1928.
No lots too large: none too small.
117*120
The day's greatest thrill was affordI by Joseph Robinson of Oxford, and
108-tf

Tuesday Evening, October 4 , 8 o’clock

0

R ockland, Mane, S aturday, October 1, 1932

DANCE

P ete E dw ards' Barn
W ed n esd ay, Oct. 5

R o c k la n d B u s in e s s C o lle g e

M alt S yru p Barrels

NOW OPEN

NIGHT SCHOOL OPENS OCT. 4

A tten tion Poultrym en

POULTRYMEN!

POULTRY and EGGS

The Drawing Events
The drawing of horses and oxen
attracted the usual laige crowd and
continued until dark last night.
Secretary Grinnell announces these
winners:
Oxen
Seven feet and over—Won by
George Wiley, Warren; L. S. Burns,
Union, second; Glidden Bros., Jeffer
son, third; Roscoe Cunningham,
Jefferson, fourth. Distance, 62 feet.
Over 6 feet 8 inches, and under 7
feet—Won by George Wiley; Harold
Butler, Union, second; Glidden Bros,
third; Charles Watts, Warren, fourth.
Distance 15 feet, 4 Inches.
Six feet, 8 inches and under—Won
by Harold Butler; Glidden Bros., sec
ond; Charles Watts, third; A. F.
Wiley, Cooper’s Mills, fourth. Distansce 56 feet, 9 inches.
Steers
One year old—Won by Clayton
Keizer, Thomaston; Lorenzo Linscott,
Appleton, second; Weston Carroll,
Union, third. Distance 106 feet, 4
inches.
Two years old—Won by B. R. Cum
mings, Union; A. F. Wiley, second;
L. F. Gleason, Union, third; Charles
W atts, fourth. Distance 92 feet 11
inches.
Three years old—Won by A. F.
Wiley; Harold Butler, second; B. R.
Cummings, third; L. B. Wotton, War
ren, fourth. Distance, 58 feet.
Bulls
Six feet, 10 inches—Won by George
Wiley; Otis Jones, Liberty, second;
Roger Allard, Jefferson, third. Dis
tance, 150 feet.
Horses
2800 pounds and over—Won by
Scammon & Williams, Topsham;
Ebcn Haggett, Damariscotta, second;
Distance. 143 feet, 7 inches.
Over 2400 pounds and under 2800—
Won by Levi Keizer. Thomaston; Ed
ward Ludwig, Hope, second; R. F.
Prescott, Liberty, third; Lorenzo Lin
scott, Appleton, fourth. Distance 89
feet, 9 inches.
Under 2400 pounds—Won by R. F.
Prescott; Levi Keizer, second; J. E.
Whelan, Whitefield, third; Lorenzo
Linscott, fourth. Distance. 380 feet.
Sweepstakes For Horses
Scammon & Williams, first and
second. Distance, 163 feet.
Sweepstakes For Oxen
Scammon & Williams, first and
second; George Wiley, third; Henry
Cunningham, fourth. Distance, 13
feet.

Y O U R F A V O R IT E PO EM
t0 1,v* my 1,fe RKaln 1 would
*a ru,e to reftd some poetry
! w J v J k t0 . 80m® mu8lc ftt lpRMt °nc©
a week. The loss of these tastes is a loss
of happiness.-—Charles Darwin.
FADED LEAVES
The hills are bright with maples yet:
But down the level land
The beech leaves rustle In the wind
As dry and brown as sand.
The clouds In bars of rusty red
Along the hill-tops glow.
And In the still, sharp air. the frost
Is like a dream of snow.
The berries of the brier rose
Have lost their rounded pride:
The bitter-sweet chrysanthemums
Are drooping heavy-eyed.
The cricket grows more friendly now.
The dormouse sly and wise,
Hiding away In the disgrace
Of nature, from men's eyes.
The pigeons In black quavering lines
Are swinging towards the sun:
And all the wide and withered fields
Proclaim the summer done.
His store of nuts and acorns now
The squirrel hopes to gain.
And sets his house In order for
The winter's dreary reign.
’Tis time to light the evening fire.
To read good books, to sing
The low and lovely songs th a t breathe
Of the eternal spring.

—Alice Carey.
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M A IN E’S B IG SA VING

THE COURIER-GAZETTE THRIFT CLUB

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Associated P ress Tells W hat
MEMBERSHIP
M aine H as D one, U nder
They that wait upon the Lord shall
Miss Geraldine Sprague, Box 104,
Long Cove ............................
renew' their strength; they shall
the Code Bill

LOCAL MAN H O N O RED

“G R A N D HO TEL”

Charles W’. M orton Receives Fam ous T a lk in g Picture W ith
M illion D ollar Cast, C om es
M ilitary C itation of T he
N ext W eek
Purple H eart
7,650

S A V E Li Y O U R
F U E L B IL L

I
12,700
closest approximation
of a
---- -------..
Charles W. Morton, 114 Broadway, I The
12.550
has received from the War Depart genuine "million dollar" cast is
Hundreds of owners of Glenwood Furnaces throughout Knox
5400 ment
the citation of the Purple offered by Baum's sensational novel
County will testify that a Glenwood Furnace will save one-quarter
Mrs. Virginia S. Strickland. 87', Pleasant Street, Roeklam................ 12.100 Heart, a decoration given service men and stage hit, "Grand Hotel,” which
the fuel cost for a season’s use.
-lr,.
BI
M
....................
* »<» J - M J l w W g r " X
*
The cost of a Glenwood
.0,00 Pitalization. The handsome deco come? to the Strand next Wednesday,
Miss Mildred Ryan, 95 Park Street, Rockland
ration, beautifully
engraved,
is Thursday and Friday.
Furnace is now lower
^jrs owar c. Lane, Vinalhaven ................................
9.300 awarded this particular year in recAs Orusinskaya. the Russian bal
than any time during
a
•T-‘
:
12.900 ognition of the Washington Bi-cenMrs- Dorls Black Brewster, tam den
------- 1
the past twenty years.
7,100 tennial, this medal being of the same lerina, there is Greta Garbo, whose j
Mrs. Madge Pratt, Tenant's Harbor .............................
last picture. "M ata Hari," broke box- I
We have every size in
order
os
th
at
given
by
Washington
to
Miss Lotta Skinner, 169 South Main Street, Rockland
'
the Continental Army.
office records throughout the country.
stock. We give you a
Mrs. Florence F. Ellis, 15 Summer Street, Rockland ........................
6,200
Paired with her as Baron von G aiprice completely in
Mjss pear| Lfach 29 Kockiand street, Rockland .............. ................
9,750
gern. who enters her room to steal
stalled by expert Glen
Miss Shirley M. (Hidden, 101 New County Road. Rockland
jewels but remains to fall in love, is
wood workmen.
Miss Phyllis Snowman, 9 Rockland Street, Rockland
John Barrymore, recognized as the
Terms can be arranged
Miss Burdell Strout. 7 Granite Street, Rockland
foremost romantic actor of the
so you can buy and
American stage and screen.
Mrs. Leola Mann. Central Street, Rockport
take the whole year to
Joan Crawford, another breaker of
Mrs. Dorothy N. Baxter, 48 Grace Street. Rockland
pay. It is surprising to
box-office
records
is
cast
as
FlaemmMrs. Irving Simpson, North Haven
know the low price of a
chen. the sex-appealing stenographer
Glenwood
completely
Mrs. Myrtle Taylor, Tenant's Harbor ....................
who finds th a t happiness and tragedy
installed.
Fred E Harden> 566 Oid County Road. Rockland
often go hand in hand. Wallace
Beery essays the most dramatic role
Miss Florence Dunton. 18 Mechanic Street, Rockland
You can have the single
of his career as Preysing, the mili
pipe style or a uiae fur
Mrs. Beulah Ames, 447 Main Street, Rockland
taristic industrial magnate who trifles
nace that carries heat
Miss Mary Anderson, West Meadow Road, Rockland
with dishonesty and unfaithfulness
to every room in the
Mrs. Victor F. Atwood, 493 Main Street, Rockland
with dire consequences.
house. A Glenwood is
Mrs. Helen Blanchard, 9 Jefferson Street, Rockland
Lionel Barrymore, awarded tlast
almost a permanent in
year's acting trophy from the Acad
Miss Pearl Borgerson. 24 Slate Street, Rockland
vestment as they wear
emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sci
for many years.
Mrs. Elsa H. Constantine, 60 Mechanic Street, Rockland
ences. has the grand characterization
Mrs. Emma Harvey, 10 Berkeley Street, Rockland
of Krlngesein, a humdrum factory
Mrs. Alta Dimick. 19 Orange Street, Rockland
clerk who registers at the G rand
Mrs. Margaret Lakeman, Thomaston
Hotel to enjoy a brief period of splen
dor before he dies. This is his second
Miss Gladys M. G rant, 5 Fulton Street, Rockland
appearance with his brother, John,
Mies Lenore W. Benner, 34 Pleaiant Street, Rockland
with whom he recently played in
Genev>
clarendon Street, Rockland
Mr. Morton is a native of Friend- "Arsene Lupin.
Mrs. Charlotte C. Jackson, 166 Main Street, Rockland
ship, son of Reddington and Alver- „
S* ne ™
,h
94-tf
Miss Sybil Jones, 146 Limerork Street. Rockland
teen Morton and was employed by doctoF and Jean Her?h0 1 “
i
6.150
Burnham
&
Morrill
in
Portland
at
the
«
r
*
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*
anx!°?*
^
out
the
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Ot
Mrs. Viva Kalloch, 24 Holmes Street, Rockland
10 950 time of going into the service. May hls baby, head the large supporting
Miss Hazel Kellar, 87 Broadway, Rockland
25. 1918. He trained at Camp Devens cast’ which lncludesRobert McWade,
Miss Isabelle Kirkpatrick, 19 Rockland Street, Rockland
with the 303d Infantry and sailed for Purnell B. Pratt, Ferdinand G ottsMiss Louise McIntosh. 120 Main Street. Rockland
9,650 prance July 6, 1918 He was then chalk, Rafaela Ottiano, Morgan WalMiss Helen Merry, 34 James Street, Rockland
10,300 attached to the First Division, 18th 'ace. Tully Marshall, ranFk Conroy.
Mrs. Charles W. Morton. 114 Broadwav. Rockland
6.150 Infantry, Company 2. as a repla:e- Murray Kinnell and Edwin Maxwe.l
.. .
1. «
o
.
10 ’00 ment outfit. and saw active service in —adv.
Mr£ Menln H arr,m an' *
Street. Rockland
the St. Mihiel drive and in the
6,400 Meuse-Argonne sector.
Mrs- E'elyn Peaslee, 88 Summer Street, Rockland
He was
PA RK THEATRE
.Mrs. Exxy Perry, 18 Grove Street, Rockland ................
12,100 wounded on the morning of his
Mrs. Everett Blethen. 11 Crescent Street, Rockland
7,850 birthday, Oct. 4, 1918 and remained
A fine job of casting, which be
Mrs ^lena starrett, Warren
10 ■’00 ln hospital until after the signing ot speaks excellent entertainment, is
the
armistice.
He
sailed
for
home
in
evident in the list of players in
Mrs. Amber Childs. Waldoboro
ll„ 0 J April, 1919 and received his discharge "Stranger in Town," which comes for
Frank A. Hallowell, 40 Knox Street, Rockland
13,700 at Camp Devens.
Monday and Tuesday, with "Chic"
Mrs. Elsie Crabtree. R. F. D. 2. Union
10,200 ,, Mr. Morton
, „ is
, a . member
»
.of Winslow-. Sale, Ann Dvorak, David Manners,
M ri Hflen Perrv Waldoboro
9,606 Holbrook Post, A.L., and ot the 40 j^oata Beery and Raymond Hatton in
f £ emp‘oy*d as sa' « man the leading roles. This story of coro11,900 by Sw ft &
Mrs Florenfe Ames. R F 0 B°*
Rockland
Co. and lives on BroadUUon betw een "Chics" country
Miss Anna Dillingham. Thomaston
frl1
C
» ir v
Ho
1C
m ovnoH
t/w r
. . .
10500 UTftV
way. this rcity.
He
is married
store
and a chain store which opens
Mrs. C. E. Wentworth. 51 Gleason Street. Thomaston
9,800 Blanche E. (Smalley) Morton.
in his town affords him an excellent
Mrs. w i„ianl E Hvler. Cushins
7.850
[ opportunity to deliver the finest ch ar
. . „
, „ ,. .. *
"ON MY SE T ”
acterization he has yet done on the
10,750
Mrs Jafk SeW*to’ South Cnsh,ne
screen. His is a fighting role—a fight
7.650
Mrs- J - L- Stevens, Friendship
The only man never "tuned
of a pioneer against two irresistible
Mrs. W. J. Whitney, Friendship
10,700 out" of radio broadcasts is Babe
forces.
Mrs. C. C. Wall. Box 102' . Long Cove
6.850
Ruth, according to that humor
For the first time in his career. Sale
,,,
j
9.600 ously inclined gentleman, Will
11 len ThomPt'on- Port c l>de
will be seen as he really appears, off
Rogers.
screen, minus whiskers and white wig
6.500
Mrs" c -vrus •*. Hilt- s t - George
....................
The opening sequences of "Stranger
Mrs. Frank Harris, Glenmere
7.450
What's this. Dr. Conrad about
in Town" show him in the covered
Mrs. Judson Young. Matinicus
8.600 to be married? So says a Boston
wagon days as a young man when he
despatch, which notes th at the
6.750
c rtd “ ™
starts the town which later supports
bride-elect
is
Miss
Jean
Living
6.450
Mrs' John Jones' Fmer> Star Route, Rockland
his general store, and in which he
ston, 27. Will Dr. Conrad’s future
Mrs. A. M. Pierson, Spruce Head
becomes the leading citizen —adv.
10.750
broadcasts be m odified?
Mrs. William A. Allen, Stonington .................. .............
9.400
Mary E. Hall. Gleneove
.................................
STRAND TH EA TRE
6,750
Aunt Hattie Dickey and Effie
Arnold’s expedition against. Que-uec purchasing.
Mrs. Andrew Rokes, R. F. D. 2, Liberty
10,600 Neville decide to teach their hus
Other highway markers, designed by
"The Night of June 13," a drama
bands a thing or two, and what's
Included in this department is the Mrs. Guy Peaslee, Washington
6.400
set in the suburb of a large eastern
the Commission will indicate the division
more get away with it, in "Movin’
of transportation, which pur Mrs. Ethel Moody, Union
...........................................
10,700
city, and featuring Clive Brook and
Fever” a new story of Snow Vil
routes of the Roosevelt Trail, the chases all motor equipment and super
7,550
Lila Lee, comes Monday and Tues
lage which will be presented by
Pequawket Trail, the Ossipee Trail vises travel of S tate employes in their Bessie Thorndike, R. F. D. 2, Union ...........................
...............................
day.
the Soconyland Players next
and the Atlantic Highway. The official duties. As one economy meas Mrs. Dora Perry. Appleton
8,950
Brooks in the role of a young hus
Monday night.
Roosevelt markers, distinguished by- ure. this division cut from ten to Mrs. Albert L. M arrintr, Route 3. Box 37. Lincolnville
11,600
••• ••• •••
band whose wife. Miss Allen, is
silhouettes of the Rough Rider seven cents the mileage rate allowed Mrs. Verona Miller, Glenmere
10350
Being too busy enjoying the
hysterically jealous of him. When
President mounted on a horse, are in State employes for use of their pri- Mr:. William Davis, Clark bland
7.500
summer to sing about it, Singin' I she suspects him of an affair with
place at several points. Other mark vate automobiles.
Mr:. Raymond Ludwig, Hope
.......... _.............
Sam has picked an autumn eve | Miss Lee. their next-door neighbor,
8,350
ers, on which the figures of Indians
ning to sing the most famous j she commits suicide. Brook discov
Miss Hattie M. Wotton, Friendship
and ships will be shown in silhouette
7.850
H
E
R
E
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warm weather song, “In the Good
ers her body, and beside it a note in
are being prepared for erection in the
Mrs. Roy Simmons, Round Pond
8.650
Old Summer Time,” which he
which she accuses Miss Lee of hav
near future.
Mrs. Mary B. Ordway, Liberty .....................................
7.450
will present Monday night over
ing been responsible for her act. To
There is a whole lot of psychology— Show ing H o w A m erican Le- Mrs. Oscar Turner, R. F. D. 1. Palermo .......................
the Columbia network at 8.15
protect th e girl. Brook destroys the
8.650
a much over-worked word—in these
p. m.
Another old favorite, ! note. The result is that authorities
gion A u x iliary of New Sherwood E. Frost, 158 North Main Street, Rockland
7.650
"Danny Boy,” and several popu
charge him with murder. At the trial,
forms of publicity. They Impress
Y ork A ids the Deserving Mrs- Fred H- Ames> Thomaston
10,650
lar selections round out his pro
each of the neighbors, to cover up
upon the reader a sense of the abun
H. P. Mac .liman, 55 Broad Street, Rockland
7,850
gram.
some petty deficiency of his won,
Fam ilies
dance of Maine's historical and
— — —
—
—
-----------------testifies damagingly against Brook.
An amazing price
romantic associations and advance by
A new methQd
1vpt finoiv
„ „,i
Somebody told us a great broad- Miss Lee has disappeared meanwhile,
for
this beautiful
U N SELFISH AIM S
}
. a d
sjm pa- casting station was to be erected in and knows nothing of the happenings
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super-dynamic speakers, providing the
' sendine programs to the United truth comes out, and Brook, in the
Table model of
it in vacation time. No marker is i lary in New York State.
finest, brilliant tone reproduction.
,
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om n n
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xiw th a n a larBe i States. YIOU would make appropri- very shadow of the gallows, is freed.
G othic design.
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Do—
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school
children
occupying
ate
caU
letters.-Nashville
Banner,
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possesses
many
of
the
without its significance. It
make jams and jellies, which are
The 7-tube receiver with 8-tube per
n
ii
i
i
the balcony. While the committee '
outstanding advancements found only
such reasons that this paper has given to those needing relief in the
Kockiand R epresented
was out to elect officers, a few boys
formance includes automatic volume
in Majestic receivers.
urged the setting up of these pur- ' way of food. Coupled with the flour,
from this group crept softly down the
control, tone control, duo-diode de
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
A.
Tnurston.
Com
stairs and proceeded up the middle
veyors of publicity in our own neigh- which
Auxiliary already Is helping
tection and full-pentode amplification.
mander
and
Mrs.
C.
F.
'Snow,
Miss
to distribute for the Government, and
aisle for a personal interview with
borhood. the value of which would j which is made into bread, the jams Dorothy Snow. Hoiger Struckman, Admiral Byrd, who met them on their
COMPLETE w ith m a jestic tubes and federal tax paid
certainly be recognized.
and jellies help
to provide many and Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Robin- own ground and talked to them in
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
. . .
SPECIAL E.ASY TERMS
wholesome and strengthening meals, son motored to Augusta Monday to boy's language and added a still furWhen the plan was suggested in a attend the meeting to form a Mair.e ther gracious touch bygiving them
THE NATIONAL GAME
T he follow ing counts are allow ed on all renew ed
THE NEW
____ _
| meeting of one of the New York branch of the National Economy ' his autograph.
subscription paym ents and all back paym ents, or
,
. . . . ,.
,, ! Units, a call was sent out for volun- League. The officers of the new or- !
____________
The seasons culmination oi it
□ teers t0 meet at a memjjer'S garden, 1gantzation are: Chairman, Gov. Wm.
FREE COOKING SCHOOL
arrearages. D O U B L E T H E F O L L O W IN G SC H E D 
our great national game as highly | pick the fruit and put is up. The en- Tudor Gardiner; vice chairmen, '
_____
U L E F O R EN T IR E L Y N EW SU B SC R IPT IO N S.
enthroned in the hearts of the people thuslasm of the response, not only on President Kenneth C. M. Sills of * Stonington Furniture Co. Will Have
A new subscriber is one who w as not taking T h e
nc »nnar»nil« it rn n ld be The ooe’.l- the part of the members but al£O on Bowdcin College, Herbert E. WadsFamous Cook andHome Economist
pp
'
, the part of those who received the worth of Winthrop, and Clarence C. i
Here Next Week
C ourier-G azette on Sept. 24. A S K FO R C O U N T S
lug games in New York, both taken , jam and jgllyj led ,to several simiiar stetson of Bangor; secretary-treasSU PER H ETER O D Y N E
W H E N P A Y IN G Y O U R SU B SC R IPT IO N .
by the home team, have been followed "Jelly bees
urer, Phillipps M. Payson or Portland,
A free cooking school will be con
bv the country's millions of eager | Tben
id?a sPread- Other Units j n addition to the officers there will ducted next week at the Stonington
lone nlav hv n liv and attention now ln the ,S.t u''e began
utlllze in this be a state executive committee of 27 Fuurniture Co. store beginning
FIRST PERIOD
, p . .• P . • <
manner the surplus fruits from their members, nine from each Congres- Tuesday, Oct. 4 and lasting through
U ntil Oct. 29
turns to the Chicago arena. The own orchards and those of their sional district an d later a constitu- Saturday, Oct. 8. The school begins
daily at 3 p. m. and is to be held in
opinion which in advance has gen- friends. Soon offers of all kinds began ^ on ancj by.iaws will be prepared,
$15.00
5 Y ears
4 0 ,0 0 0 C ounts
erally favored the Yankees, iS Pouring In. Donations of fruit came
organization of the branch was the large North window.
442 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND,
TEL. 721
2 Y ears
6.00 12 ,5 0 0 C ounts
Miss Libby of Portland, one of the
i from those who had plenty. Sugar and effected after the purposes of the
strengthened b> these initial victor.e., glasses came from those who had no ieague bad beenexplained at some best known cooks and home econo
3.00
1 Y ear
5 ,000 C ounts
tu t the loyal rooters for the Cubs do Ifru t. And women who had neither
®th Richard
s Russell of Bos mists of that section, will preside over
not lose confidence in the ability of |
it nor equipment gave freely ot ton, and Rear Admiral Richard E. the sessions and comes very highly
SECOND PERIO D
.. ' .____ .
:their time. Each of several uni»s
recommended. She will use an At
their team to retrieve its fortunes to- p igdged iqq glasses of jelly for dis- Byrd, who is chairman or the national lantic range with the new Philgas
O ct. 31-Nov. 12, Inclusive
body. Admiral Byrd stressed this heat. It will be a practical demon
morrow on the home field. A great tribution.
point:
stration of practical home cookery
and glorious sport, in every corner of I Certain days are designated on
5
Y
ears
$15.00 3 5 ,0 0 0 C ounts
"First of all the National Economy
the country pursued with the same “
c r y ^ k e ‘th eh S e ? in
^ a8ue is entirely non-personal, non with up-to-the-minute methods.
2
Y
ears
6.00 10 ,0 0 0 C ounts
All those enrolling will have an op
keen interest that each summer sets kitchens of the Legion Headquarters salarlcd- non-partisan and non-secta- portunity to participate in. the p re
I Y ear
3.00
4 ,0 0 0 C ounts
our own Knox County people set on But every member of the Unit has rian' If it w'ere anything else but sentation of a substantial gift at the
asked to make jelly in her own th at 11 would
an unworthy vehicle conclusion of the school with, of
edge, as they follow the brilliant been
TH IR D PERIOD— FINAL
home.
in which to ask American citizens to course, no obligation. As a special
___
lie was too sensible and industrious for that. Fourteen years ago
achievements of their favorite home
Many women right now are putting r 'de- And th a ts what the league is, , inducement a handsome 9x12 conNov. 14-Nov. 19, Inclusive
tie eommeneed to buy five shares in the ROCKLAND LOAN &
players.
up grape jelly for use in their own a vehie'e bv which the American pec- goleum rug will be given free with
BUILDING ASSOCIATION and out of his earnings he saved
5 Y ears $15.00 3 1 ,5 0 0 C ounts
families. These women, though not Ple can make a new Declaration of i each new Atlantic range purchased
$840.00
Auxiliary members, have been asked Independence, independence from the during cooking school week. Too it
INVESTMENT
6.00
2 Y ears
9 ,0 0 0 C ounts
j to make an extra batch of jelly to be '■extravagances and waste in govern- ] must be remembered that Stoningin 168 months. Very good you say. But the Association made that
1
Y
ear
3.00
3
,6
0
0
C
ounts
(For The Courier-Gazette|
sent in to headquarters for distribu- ment which are brought about large- , ton Furniture Co. is very liberal in
good better. Every six months it gave him a generous dividend.
The Keeper of Time
| tion.
ly by the dictation of noisy, organ - its allowances on your old range and
The first six months it was
Has taken away
-----------------ized minorities. I t Isn't a selfish or- offers convenient easy term payments
D uring the first period,
100,000 E X T R A
All th e moments of gold
.45
T hat made un our day;
NOBODY LONESOME THERE
ganization, there is nothing personal 1when desired.—adv.
C O U N T S will be given for each C lu b of $1 5.00 in
The seconds ticked by.
-------in it. That is shown by the fact j
--------------The last six months it was
B ut we gave them no heed.
subscriptions tu rn ed in. D uring the second and third
T? e ■regislrat on "or the first th at former President Calvin CoolNorth and South Carolina DemoFor youth was our banker
$30.20
And filled every need
semester al the University of Maine idge. ex-Govemor Alfred E. Smith, crats have nominated wet candidate?
periods 75,000 E X T R A C O U N T S will be given on
and they all amounted to
had .ncreased to a total of 1584 stu Newton p. Baker. Elihu Root. Gen- for the Senate, and indications are it
Who ever supposed
each $ I 5.00 C lub turned in. D O N O T H O LD S U B 
T h at we could grow old?
dents Wednesday, with several to eral Pershing, Admiral Sims, and ' won’t be long now until the Gover$413.55
We thought to go onward
other such men are its leaders.”
nors of th e two States wiU pick ud
register
yet.
This
enrollment
is
less
SC R IPT IO N S U N TIL YO U H A V E A W H O L E
For ages untold.
Now his five shares are worth
He might have added that his own | the conversation where they left off
than 5 percent under last year’:
And youth would he with us
C L U B . C areful check will be k e p t in Club office,
Till tim e was no more.
which ivas by far the largest in the interest could hardly be termed j some years back.—Macon Telegraph,
$1,253.55
And every good thing
and as soon as one of these clubs have been co m 
selfish,
as
he
has
deferred
a
project■
■
history
of
the
institution.
This
yea
’s
For us was ln store.
whirii
he
may
have
in
cash
at any time. When he looks at these
figures show an increase in graduate ed polar trip a full year in order to
pleted, extra counts will be issued. ALL S U B 
AUTHORIZED
figures on his Pass Book he forgets about the DEPRESSION and
But th e Keeper of Time
devote his full time to perfecting the
students
and
seniors
and
a
slight
fall
advises you to start an account right now.
Took those moments of gold.
SC R IPT IO N S M U ST BE T U R N E D IN T O T H E
PHILCO RADIO
ing off in the other classes. T! e organization of the league. He does j
We loaned him what we
SALES AND SERVICE
Could no longer hold;
figures a t the end of Wednesday not mention th a t angle because when j
C L U B M A N A G E R within 48 ho u rs after having se
Now he Is our banker—
talks
with Admiral
Byrd
were: Graduate students, 63; seniors, one
comes
convinced
he is not
theone
typebeto i
>UlN ^ROCKLAnd1?^,. 721
We do not bemoan.
cured them .
354; Juniors, 332; sophomores, 372;
For memory's the interest
We get on the le»n
freshmen, 434: specials, 20; two-year i talk about himself. He is quiet ■
114eot-ft
w B
F. H. Winslow.
1spoken and intensely serious minded,
97Stf
agricultural course, 9.

mount up with wings as eagles; they I
shall run and not »e weary; and they i The State of Maine expended $679.shall walk and not fa in t—IsaiahI 490.31 less during the first six months
40:31.
tor that
two
S K U K S S w S ttw B X
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
Associated Press staff writer.
Budget Officer William H. Deering
For President
Ssaid: Half of this amount is directly
i due to more direct supervision and
HERBERT C. HOOVER
control, and a central purchasing
of California
' system, both of which are concerned
with all agencies of the government.
For Vice President
The other half he attributed to reCHARLES CURTIS
duced commodity prices “and a tight
ening up on expenditures that were
ai Kansas
not absolutely necessary."
The latter, he said, did not mean
that needed equipment was not bought
USING THE BOMB
and imperative additions not made.
"Everything actually needed has been
That was a dreadful thing, the done,” he said.
bombing of the Worcester home of
Records in the major departments
Judge Thayer. It was the plain work \ created by the Code Bill show what.
has been accomplished and indicate
of anarchists, retaliating upon that costs have been reduced. They reveal
distinguished official because of his that an early estimate of a revenue
courageous upholding of the law loss of approximately $700,000 during
which had condemned to death the the fiscal year which closed June 31.
was not an exaggeration. It was
two men found guilty of murder in through a cutting down of expendi
the famous Sacco-Vanzetti case. tures the first six months of this year
That was half a dozen years age. that it was possible to balance the
year's budget despite the revenue loss.
That the revenge of anarchism
"While it is too soon to evaluate the
should at this elapsed period of time I resun s with exactness,” the Gov
manifest itself illustrates a condition ' ernor said, “it is apparent that the
which the law-abiding people of this ; efflciency and economies during the
, .
, eight months the Code Bill has been
country cannot hghUy p e r m i to go
ti
have
far greater
unregarded. I t is the spirit of law - | than predicted
The whole financial structure of the
lessness, born of ignorance and re
pression, which comers to this land of state Is built around the Department
of Finance of which William S. Owen
freedom bring with them out of the is head. Among those under his
old world. I t is a spirit alien to our supervision are Budget Officer Deer
laws and institutions and cannot be ing and Controller William A. Run
nells. Deering's job is to keep watch
suffered to have its way. Well may of all income and expenditures, see'
this Nation take action, through wise jng particularly th at the latter does
and just legislation and enforcement not exceed the former The work 01
Runnell s bureau Is highly technical
thereof, to protect itself from every but in brief includes centralized bookform of attack launched against the keeping, pre-auditing and approving
Constitution and the enacted law:, of contracts, and monthly reporting of
upon which Americahas risen toits '
financial status of all State agenpresent exalted place in the world as C1q ov Gardiner termsthe Depart.
the land where men of proper mould ment of Finance the "keystone of
may enjoy without molestation the the arch of economy."
Other bureaus connected with that
fullness of life, liberty and the pur
department are the Bureau of Tax
suit of happiness.
ation. headed by Frank H Holley, and
the Bureau of Purchases, of which
BEAUTIFYING THE HIGHWAYS Leigh I Harvey is acting director.
The Taxation Bureau's records show
reduced overhead of about 50 per cent
This little story from Augusta will in the running expenses of the assessmeet with warm commendation:
ment division and 27 per cent in the
Highway beautification in Maine, cost of collecting the gasoline tax, or
(so it reads* is being furthered by a total saving of about $9500 and
the Maine Development Commission $8500. respectively, annually.
At the time of his sudden death six
through the placing of markers along
the principal touring routes of the months after organizing the Bureau
State. The latest in a series of such
Purchases. Eugene C. Tobey had
markers identifies the Arnold High- already established a well running orway and the towns through which it
passes. These signs are ornamented
by wrought iron framework and tically all State agencies, since even
iron silhouettes depicting a bateau those exempted by law, such as the
manned by Colonial soldiers. Thus University of Maine, have to some ex-

Miss Mary A. Johnson, 169 South Main Street, Rockand ....................
............................
M tes Amber A. Elwell, Spruce Street. Rockland
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TALK OF THE TOW N

Mrs. Frank Lyddie has returned
from a visit to Swan’s Island.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Mrs. Kenneth Spear was hostess
Oct. 3—Shakespeare Society meets with to the Hil land Dale Club Wednes
Mrs. A. S. Littlefield.
day afternoon at her home on Tal
Oct. 4—Christian Science lecture.
Oct. 5 — Thomaston — Harvest supper. bot avenue. Mrs. Herman Hart was
Methodist Ladies Aid.
a special guest.
Oct. 7 (evening) — Dedication of
Union’s new High School building.
Oct. 7—Knox County Sunday School
Sleeper Bible Class will meet with
Association annual convention at Con Mrs. A. L. Hall, Masonic street.
gregational Church.
Monday at 2.30 p. m. This marks the
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 13—Meeting of State Advisory opening of the reading by this class
Board. Maine Society. D. A. R.. Congre for the fall and winter months.
gational Church.
Oct. 14—Opening meeting of Rubin
stein
„ Club, subject the Eastern Music
Eighteen tons of paint are being
Camp
Oct.14-15—State Congress
ofParent- spread on the new Carleton bridge
Teacher Associations at Rockland.
between Bath and Woolwich, reOct. 15—Opening of the Rockland quiring the services of 42 men.
Thrift Shop.
Oct. 18—Rockport—Masonic School of Something tells the paint editor that
Instruction at Masonic hall.
he would have no hankering for that
Oct. 19—Annual meeting of Knox-Llncoln Farm Bureau.
_____
Oct 20—First meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
An
apple
tree
sprig which bore
Oct. 28—Penobscot View Grange an
buds and blossoms as handsome as
nual fair at Orange hall.
Nov. 2-jUnlversalist Fair.
one ever saw in spring, graced the
Nov. 18-19 — Camden — Megunticook apple blossom editor’s desk yester
Grange Fair.

WEATHER
October's 1st presents itself with
a smiling face, a midsummer green
remaining upon the lawns and grassy
places, the foliage of the trees only
sltehtly tinged with autumnal colors
and on the whole an agreeable note
cf lengthened summertime. And
there is Indian Summer itself yet a
month away on the horizon. Happy
days, inspiring that inclination, like
Mr. Boflin, to drop into poetry. At
7 o'clock this morning the mercury
shows at the 40 mark, which an hour
later softened to 45. Wind northwest.
Shall we begin to think upon alcoholing the radiator?

ifi '.''.'ll!-

SERENO THAYER KIMBALL

Mfb

Death* of W ell Known Attorney and Former Member of
the Maine Legislature

Sereno Thayer Kimball, senior byist” at the State Capitol where he
member of the well known law firm effectively represented the interests
of Kimball & Miles, born in this city of the Maine Central Railroad and
Dec. 3, 1867, died at his home other large corporations
on Maple street shortly before noon
A brilliant mind found one of its
yesterday. His health had been pre- demonstrations in his ability to pre
more than a vear Draccarlous Ior more tnan a >ear’ Prac sent his case clearly, concisely and
tically confining him to the house. consecutively.. Hia audience never I
exceptwhen he went for a brief ride, found it difficult to follow his trend
He cast hls balUot jn w ard 3 on elec- of thought and never failed to be im- J
tiop day, however, and there was pressed by his logic. His viewpoint
nothing yesterday morning to indl- i on questions .of the day and his
cate that death was so clgse at hand, j analytical powers were amazingly
The deceased was a son of the late i keen.
day. It had just been picked on the ex-Mayor and ex-Postmaster George • Mr. Kimball had long been promipremises of Harold Darling, 12 Hill W. Kimball, one of the recognized i Sent in Masonry. He was a Knight
street.
leaders of the Republican party in j Templar and Shriner.
this State. The mother was Almira j His interest in the Knox County
Congressman-elect Moran was yes Achorn, 6f a prominent Rockland IGeneral Hospital was especially
terday invited to address the Massachusetts Democratic State convention family. He prepared for college strong, for he had served as its presiin Massachusetts, but was forced tc j at Phillips Exeter, and for a time was dent 13 years—during that formative
decline on account of a previous en- a student at Bowdoin, transferring period when the institution felt its
g a th e rin g s i ^ ^ m e r ^ a ^ ^ f f i T o l l n It0 Amherst College, from which he ; greatest need of a firm guiding hand

counties this week.
graduated. He prepared for the legal 1and an able legal advisor.' He was a
------I profession at Harvard Law School, I member of the board of directors at
The weekly barn dances at Peter studied in the office of the late Judge j the time of his death.
Edwards', Limerock street, arc- a t William H. Fogler, and was admitted j An important event in his legal
tracting jolly crowds. Winners of !
prizes at the dance Wednesday night to the Bar in 1893. His death marks i career was his service as special
were Lucille Blackington of Thom the passing of the second member of assistant to 'the attorney general ir
aston, candy; Louise Johnson of th at body within 10 days.
[ the settlement of the inheritance
The Universalist Church has its Camden, home made cider; Dwight ' Combined with his legal profes- taxes from the Smith estate at War
Gross
of
Camden,
bushel
of
potatoes.
annual fair on Wednesday, Nov. 2.
sion Mr. Kimball had several import- rentop.
He was one of the pioneer devotees
‘•Some of the world's best scenery an t business interests. He had been
Claremont Commandery begins its
season's drive next Monday night out here," writes Alton H Blackinton a director of the Megunticook Woolen of radio in this city, and for a numwith work on the Red Cross and former Rockland boy, who
wno at
av that
nidi Miii an(j Camden Anchor-Rockland ber of years possessed the best receiv
precise moment was Inspecting the
_____ „„
____
_________ __
Malta orders.
Royal Gorge of Colorado, which is Machine Company, and for a long ing set in Rockland. I t was from this
Ralph Chaples, Wilbur Connon, spanned by the highest bridge in the time was vice president and treas th at he derived much comfort during
his long period of enforced confine
Helen Delano, Roger Jameson, world. "Everything seems Demo urer of the Eastern Maine Railway.
Bertha Knight, John Mazzeo, Joan cratic out here," writes Alton, "but
He was always strongly aligned ment to the house.
Moulaison, Marian Mullen and Law- you c a n t tell about these Indians, with the Republican partly, and while
Mr. Kimball was an extremely loyal
rence Pike are taking post graduate
Capt. Ammi Sewell of 12 Knowl he had held no local office, had been friend, and to those who shared in
work at the High School.
ton street planted three peach trees chairman of the Republican city com that friendship and in his literary
seven years ago. Two of them failed
Cleveland L. Sleeper recently to survive the climate, but the third mittee, and served in the Maine tastes, the parting is keenly felt
bought from Samuel Levy an undi found it very congenial and has House of Representatives in 1903 and
Mr. Kimball is survived by one son
vided two-thirds part of the land and just
repaid its owner by presenting 1905. His colleague during those two —Thayer Kimball of Boston.
buildings at the corner of Main and him with three bushels of well
• **»
High streets, Belfast. This property formed and richly colored fruit. ‘‘I sessions was the late Arthur S Little
Funeral services will be held Mor.was for many years known at Howes know they're good,” said Judge field, and both were exceedingly
block.
Leonard Isaac Reed Campbell, “be prominent factors in the two sessions, day at 2 o’clock from the family home
cause I sampled some of them.”
serving on most important commit 13 Maple street, Rev. Walter S.
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., holds
Rounds of the Congregational Church
its first meeting of the season Mon
Warren, 10-year-old son of Mr. and tees.
day night. Six o'clock supper will be Mrs. Hudson Barrows of Gleneove,
His acquaintance with State legis officiating, and burial will be at
in charge of Mrs. Lizzie French and : was badly burned about the face and lation and Stale affairs was widely Achorn cemetery. Friends are de
Mrs. Carrie House. Officers and flag head Wednesday afternoon. With
sired kindly to omit flowers.
bearers are asked to be at the eve t another boy about his age, he was extended during his service as “lobning meeting to prepare for eariy in playing at the beach. A fire had been
spection.
TRAGEDY
built and among the drift wood and
The Red Cross will hold a well babother material gathered was powder clinic Monday at 2 p. m. at Grand
With bowed shoulders Homer
Dr. Edwin Shaw, professor o f . such as is used in blowing up logs, Army hall. A doctor will be in a t Smith entered his house. His drag
mathematics at Tufts College, and The powder exploded as Warren was tendance.'
ging feet scuffed their way through
one of the principal speakers at the bending over the fire, with severe rethe front hall and into the kitchen
Knox County Teachers' Convention suits, not only from the burns but
Oscar Ddheim. operator at Strand where his wife was preparing the eve
in Rockland Thursday, was gues; from the powder going into the skin, Theatre ,is resting comfortably at ning mdal.
speaker at the Belfast Rotary Club
------The smile faded from Mrs. Smith's
Wednesday. His subject was based
The first circle supper of the Uni Knox Hospital following a severe ill face as she noted the wobegone ap
on what lie considers the chief civic versalist parish takes place Wednes- turn Thursday night.
pearance of her better half.
object of club work among boys. Dr day at 6 with this committee in
"Homer!” she cried.
H. A. Stanley is moving from the
Shaw is a member of the Somerville' charge: Miss Blanche Crandall,
Slumping into a chair, Homer
iMass) Rotary Club.
chairman, Mrs. Ambrose Mills. Mrs. Keene house on Rockland street to Smith stared straight ahead witli
_____
Mary Messer. Mrs Lillian McRae, the lower tenement of the Thurston
dead eyes.
The annual meeting of the New Mrs. W. L. Benner, Mrs. W. R. Stew - house, Warren street.
“Tell me, darling," pleaded his wife.
E n^and branch of 8the Woman's art. Mrs. Frank Sherer. Miss Annie
came over to Homer and lifted
F o S M i X a n Society of th e 'C o n an t Mrs. George Stewart, Miss
Herbert Ellis, immediate past presi- hisShe
in ner
hernano,
hand. tiomer
Homersmn
Smith
rMethodist
u ic ig n EpiscopalChurch
c to n lM Mrs.
M rs Susie
qnxip Davis.
Davis Mrs.
M rs jdent. ofr the nBeUast
it , Rotary Club and f, nis chin
cmn in
will ....
be Maud. Staples,
held at the Congress street M F Florence McMillan and Mrs. J. C. its delegate to the recent convention
o
.. ,'Pi
T
h
held at the congress street, m _ Cunningham
Mrs. Grace Rollins. at Seattle, gave local Rotarians some „ The
h e said dismally, "has
b
Church, Portland. Oct. 4-5. An out
standing guest will be Bishop Jash- president of the Woman s Society, intimate pictures of the huge gather- ‘aPPenea.
“No!” cried Mrs. Smith aghast.
yesterday’s meeting. Bert Dawant R Chitambar of India, the first has called a business meeting to take jng
“Yes,” said Homer. “This after
vis of Belfast a nd Kendall Hopkins
native Indian bishop of the society. place after supper.
of Camden were visiting Rotarians noon just before quitting time the
On Wednesday the chief speaker will
included Joseph Porter of
call,ed
in and 8ave me the
be the new bishop of the New Eng John P Breen representative-elect
had p le d ^ d New York and Lucian Thomas of business.-Judge.
land area, Charles W. Burns of Bos
,
ton. Dr.„ J. hC. T. Blackmore
of Af- s tn d a j sp^rt lawT of M^ine 8 T. Maplewood. N. J.
“ in °hpe n , = i n e M rsm E dith 3re€A aays that should he fail to get

aries will be present. Mrs. Editn
Tweedie.president o. the local organization and secretary
oi tne
Augustadistrict,and Mrs. Ella lu.vey will attend as delegates.

resu!fS tbe peopie themselves can ac- j "You can just say that we're opticomp i i ts repeal by drawing up mistic," was Coach Olsen’s reply yespetition getting 10.000 signatures terday when questioned as to RockanfJ submitting this petition to the land High's chances in today's game
governor. He says that this will j with Crosbv High of Belfast at Com
bring about a referendum. He sug- munity Park. The contest will start
Kennebec Journal: Paul H. Locke gests sending the petition into every at 2.30 o'clock, and will find the
of Rockland, who was taken into cus city, town and hamlet of Maine. He £ame team starting which was sent
tody by Federal prohibition agents feels certain that thousands of folks against Skowhegan High last Saturnear Cooper's Mills, when 49 gal who see no harm in amateur sports day The officials will be: McCall of
lons of alcohol were found in the on Sundays will sign the petition- Augusta, referee: Charles Wotton,
automobile he was driving, was ar He figures there are nearly enough [ RoCkian(j, umpire; and Wendell of
raigned before United States Com golfers alone to make up the signa Harvard head linesman. Ai. Morrill,
missioner Robert B. Williamson, tures.
former Bowdoin star will referee the j
charged with illegal possession and
Camden game a week hence, and ■
transportation. He waived examina
Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood
Farrington, who blazed more
tion. plead not guilty and was or motor to Portland tomorrow to a t Frank
dered to appear at December term tend the services at the Williston recently in the Bowdoin firmament
of the United States District Court in Congregational Church dedicating comes for the Winslow game two
Portland. Unable to secure the nec the three memorial windows in weeks hence.
essary bonds, set at $1,000, Mr. Locke commemoration of Dr. Francis E.
was remanded to the Kennebec Clark, founder of the Christian
Mrs. James D. Mortimer of NewCounty jail until his appearance. Endeavor Society. President Daniel York, who has for some time been
Dec. 13. William A. Moran of Ban A. Poling, LL.D., will preach the me living at her summer estate on
gor, Federal prohibition agent, was morial sermons, and the windows will South Shore, Belfast, has received
the complainant. The respondent be unveiled by Mrs. Francis E. Clark, an appointment as game captain for
was represented by Carl F. Fellows. widow of Dr. Clark. The windows Belfast as her assistant in the Olym__ ____
are the creation of the
famous Nor- Contract Bridge Olympic, and has
“The First Mrs. Fraser," John Er- wegian artist, Oystein Sinding-Lar- ; appointed Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee of
vine's delightful play listed, in 1930 sen. and were made at his studio in Belfast as her assistant in the Olymby Burns Mandel as one of the ten | p aris. The artist was educated in pic. The contest will take place be
finest plays of that year, is to be Norway, and afterwards studied with fore Oct. 19. and those planning to
presented at W atts hall, Thomas- eminent artists in Italy. Germany enter will be advised of the time and
ton, Oct. 11. for the benefit of the I and France. The chief object of Dr. place in which it will be held. This
Thomaston Public Library, and in an(j Mrs. Ellingwood's attendance is Olympic will be world wide and will
Camden Oct. 13. for the Camden to hear Doris Doe. contralto of the be under the auspices of the National
Nursing Association. Mrs. Joseph Metropolitan Opera Company, who Bridge Association. There were sev
Brewster will head the Camden com- Wjn be soloist at the services, taking eral thousand in the contest last
mittee. while Mrs. John Creighton I piace at 11 a. m. and 4 p. m. Miss year. This year th a t number will be
and Miss Rita Smith will assume the , Doe Jias been a guest in the Elling- far exceeded on account of the popu
larity of contract bridge.
chairmanship in Thomaston. A de-1w'ood home.
lyn Bushnell will have the leading j
------feminine role and also direct the
chickawaukie Chapter. Delphian
Walls Wonders defeated the Three
production. This alone insures a | society, held its first meeting of the Crows 1448 to 1408 at the Star alleys
brilliant
performance.
Marshal! , season Thursday afternoon at the last night. It was a three-man af
Bsjtdford will be leading man, and j apartments of Mrs.. Beulah Allen, fair with Snow high-lining on 522.
others in the cast include Mrs. Joseph The new officers are: President, Miss
Capt. Harry R. Huntley, 84 and his
Brewster, Mrs. Grace Rollins, Mrs. Caroline Jameson; secretary-treas- faithful helpmeet, Mrs. Henry- R.
A. B. Elliot, Alfred M. S trout., urer Mrs . Maud Smith; advisory Huntley, 76. celebrated their 61st
Joseph Emery and Atwood Leven- board Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. chair- wedding
anniversary
yesterday.
saler. Miss Ruth H. Pillsbury will , )nan. Mrs. Carrie Palmer and Mrs. There was no formal observance, but
act as stage manager and prompter. Helena pales; critic, Mrs. Suella the number of callers, cards, letters
Sheldon. The club is entering upon and presents showed high regard for
Don't take chances witnout automo the study subject of “Art,” and with this esteemed couple. Callers found
bile insurance. Insure your automo Miss Jameson acting as leader this Mrs. Huntley actively engaged in her
bile today with Roberts & Veazie, program was undertaken Thursday: daily household routine.
Capt.
Inc., M. F. Lovejoy, manager, Masonic Introduction to the Study of Renais Huntley dropped into Grand Army
Temple. Rockland.
40-S-tf
sance Paintings as the general topic: hall for a short time to chat with
"The Elements of Visual Beauty and "the boys," and received their hearty
Scope of the Year's Study,” Miss felicitations. Present were repre
COMMUNITY
Jameson; Ancient Painting, Mrs. sentatives of four generations headed
Sheldon; Byzantine Painting, Mrs by this couple. They were Mrs. Fred
Fales; The Italian Revival, Mrs. j Lewis of Melrose, Mrs. Maurice B
Smith. Then followed study on pic- Perry of Rockland and Mrs. Jean
tures—Fresco recovered in Herculan- nette Molway.
SOUTH HOPE, ME.
cum—“Maidens Playing Jackstones;" | _______________________________
LOBSTER, CHICKEN & "Empress Theodora and Her Attend
ants;" "The Nativity” by Cavallini:
1855
1932
STEAK DINNERS
"The Mother Mary" from the Church
E.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
of
St.
Mark.
Venice.
Questions
on
art
$ 1 .0 0
Waldoboro and Rockland
and a general discussion proved in
OUR SPECIAL
Highland*
teresting features. The next m eet
Hot Chicken Barbecue 25c ing will be Thursday afternoon of
Artistic Memorial* In Stone
111-tf
1223-tf
next week.

SWEET SHOP
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** KENT2Z*
Rockland’s Tire Store

29x4.40 $3.59. Tube .95
29x4.50 3.89. Tube 1.00
30x4.50 3.95. Tube .95
28x4.75 4.63. Tube 1.00

BATTERIES

The Largest and Best Line W e Ever Had
G arm ents are C ut to G overnm ent Standard Size— No Skimping
Ladies’ num bers com e solid color or stripes
$1.00

L adies’ Flannelette Pajam as,

.50
.75

Robes, A m oskeag 1101; white, pink, peach,
Extra Size,

.75
1.00

Robes, Am oskeag, 1921,
Extra Size,

C hildren’s Sleepers, striped flannel w ith feet, 2 to 6,

.29

C hildren's Sleepers, figured flannel, w ithout feet, 2 to 6,

.50

M isses’ two-piece Pajam as, 7 to 14, striped or figured,

.59

M en’s Night Robes, T roy flannel (full c u t),
A A m oskeag Flannel (full c u t ) ,

.59
1.00

Pajam as, Am oskeag,
R oanoke Scotch Flannel,

.69
1.00

B oys’ Flannelette Pajam as, 2-piece, Troy, 10-16,
Roanoke, 10-16,

.49
.79

C h ild ren ’s Flannelette Bloomers, value 25c,

.10

SEN TER C R A N E C O M PA N Y

IN TH E
CHURCHES

’ ne’er be told,” and "My Friend of
1Calvary,” Lorenz. Mr. MacDonald
will begin a series of sermons on the
, subject "What Can We Believe?” This
service subject "W hat can we believe
about God?" The happy prayer i
service Tuesday evening at 7.15. The
annual meeting of the church will be
held Wednesday evening.
* **•
At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will j
j preach on the subject "Two Kinds of i
People." The Sunday school will con
vene at noon.

“What Can We Believe About God?”
A sermon that atheists and agnostics should hear
Is it reasonable to believe in God?
Have we outgrown God?
Can He reveal Himself to us?
Sermon by

J. CHARLES MacDONALD
at the

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
SU N D A Y EVENING, OCT. 2, at 7.15

YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU CAME
• ♦ * •
Rally Day exercises will be held at j
RURAL SUNDAY SCHOOLS
the Clark Island Sunday school, Oct.
FR IEN D SH IP
2, at 2 o'clock. The juniors will pre
Missionary
Ulmer
Reports
On
Work
sent a dramatization which they have
Mrs. J. W. Tufts of Martin's Po’nt
Carried On In Maine
worked out themselves from the Suni has closed ner cottage and returr.Lii
, day school lessons on the life* of
to Dedham, Mass.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
! Jesus.
* • • •
Sometimes Sunday schools will
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Davis ot Portdiscontinue in spite of all the mis
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni sionary can do, but usually a way 1land who have been visiting friends
versalist Church a t the 10.45 service can be found by which their interest in town returned home Mondav.
will have as his topic “Two By Two.” will be revived and the good work
Mrs. Delora Simmons is visiting her
The quartet will sing as anthems "My function once more. If suitable daughter Mrs. Everett Thompson of
SERMONETTE
Faith Looks Up To Thee." Schnecker, leadership cannot be found in these Loudville.
with violin obligato by Francis M. Lip- communities, outside help must be
Mrs. Hattie M. Wotton, Mrs. Ida
Three Churches on a Hill
ovsky, and "Softly and Tenderly,” secured if possible, that the children
Thompson-York. Church school will may be trained in the essentials of j Wotton and son Elliot and Mrs. CnrThousands of tourists traveling
meet at noon. The week’s activities life and for future leaders of their i rie McFarland and son Elbridge visit
by train from Lewiston to W ater
ed Mrs. Carrie Morse of Damariscot
include circle supper a t 6 Wednesday, communities.
ville by the side of those beautiful
ta last week.
followed by a meeting ol the Wom
lakes that stretch almost from
Some years ago I organized a Sun
en’s Society.
the one city to the other, have
Mrs. Daniels, Mrs. Hines and Mis.'.
day school which had very good in
» • ♦ »
had th eir’ attention arrested by
terest and attendance at first, but Christobcl of Jacksonville, Fla., are
the sight of three churches, side
The sacrament of the Lord's Supper because of the lack of suitable leader occupying their cottage for some
by side, on the top of a hill.
will be observed at the Methodist was obliged to discontinue. I held weeks after an absence of several
Today not even a fence divides
Church tomorrow morning. The an  special services there with the hope years.
them. Whether this is true of
thems “Breast the Wave, Christian,” that someone might be persuaded to
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Brow made a
doctrinal fences we may not be
Shelley, and “The Wondrous Cross,” help, but I was finally convinced that business trip to Portland Wednesday.
sure, but it is safe to conclude
Miles, will be sung. Rally Day will be my only hope lay in securing assist
An all-day session and picnic din
even those barriers time has
held by the Sunday school at noon ance from some other community.
ner was much enjoyed by the Ladies'
largely removed.
and Epworth League at 6 o'clock will
I found Just the help I needed in Aid at the home of Bertha Jameson.
How odd it must seem to
be led by Hazel Vasso. “The Flight a neighborhood where there was a East Friendship. There were 27
neighbors in a small village to
of the Soul" will be the pastor's sub minister who had been unable to
go at the same hour, to the
ject at the brief evening service at find a regular place to preach be adults aifd five children and ample
same hill-top. with a common
7 15 The Tuesday evening prayer cause of his age. He has increased justice was done to the bounn.ui
impulse of worship, and there
service will be at 7.15.
the attendance of the Sunday school dinner of meat, cabbage and all other
separate into thfee communions.
♦ ♦ * »
from six to over forty and has had vegetables that go to make a harvest
dinner complete with all the extras in
All to worship the same God. ac
The weekend meetings at the Sal a regular service each Sunday. Every pies and cakes that the ladies know
cept the same Redeemer, sing the
home
is
open
for
him
as
he
goes
vation Army, 477 Main street, will be:
so weiplhow to bake and brew.
■ame hymns, read the same Bible
10 a. m„ Sunday school; 11, holiness about visiting the people during the
.’.nd send their children to be
Members of the M E Church great
week,
and
staying
wherever
he
hap
meeting, when Adjt. Wilbur will bring !
taught at Sunday School to be
ly regret the death of Mrs. Annie C
pens
to
be
at
night
time.
the lesson, “Let Him Take All;” 6.30
come good citiens of the same
As I look back over my summer’s Cook, wife of Capt. Melville Cook,
P m., Young People's meeting; 8.
Commonwealth.
it is with sincere gratitude that who a t one time were residents of
great harvest meeting. Lieut. Morris work
Today in Maine the various de
I have been privileged to help more Friendship. Mrs. Cook was a member
will
bring
the
message
on
"Sowing
the
nominations are trying to do
than 1200 children and older ones, in of long standing of the M. E. Church,
Seed and Reaping the Harvest."
away with such duplication of ef
similar neglected places in Maine, to a lovable woman, of refined nature,
There
will
be
meetings
Sunday
at
fort, in the interest of economy.
receive a religious training, in spite and an ardent worker in the churob
2.30 and 7.30, Grand Army hall, under of
And it is surely wrong to have
their financial difficulties, which and Sunday School, where she served
auspices
of
Rockland
Spiritualists'
three churches in one spot while
have hindere'd many Sunday schools faithfully and freely as organist and
Association
with
William
E.
Ham
scores of communities are not
from being self-supporting this year. talented singer for many years. She
mond of the National Association as
served by any gospel service at
loved to train the children to sing
Henry E. Ulmer
lecturer.
Julia
A.
Barker
of
the
State
all. We are inclined to comment
Missionary of the American S S. and sponsored many interesting con
unkindly at such apparent lack Association will bring messages.
certs for both young and old. Her
Union.
* » • •
of vision. That is most unjust.
last days were spent with her son-inEast Vassalboro.
The times that produced the dif
The usual order of service prevails
law, Dr. Abbott of Bridgton and his
ferences built the churches. Re at the Littlefield Memorial Church
daughters, Oladys and Charlotta. her
ligion then if dogmatic, was dy
tomorrow: Early morning prayer
own daughter Grace having died 10
namic, vital, real.
meeting at 10 o'clock; preaching serv
years ago. Every consideration and
Better by far to have the con ice at 10.30, the pastor, ReV. L. G.
kindness was accorded her by Dr. Ab
sciousness of a distinctive mes Perry, using as his subject, “Walking
bott and family in her declining
sage, than to have economy, in With God." Mrs. Lima Barter will
years.
difference, worldliness — and no be soloist; junior church meets in
churches.
the vestry a t the same hour. Sun
BORN
William A. Holman.
day school a t 11.45 with a place for
PAULSEN -At Thomaston. Sept 23
everybody; B.Y.P.U. at 6.15 led by
Mr. and Mrs. John B Paulsen, a so
PERRY—At Warren. Sept. 27. to Mr
The Pentecostal convention is now Mrs. Frances Mosher. Evening serv
Mrs Benjamin Perry, a son, W
in progress at the Mission hall. 3 ice is at 7.15, when the pastor will
Arthur.
James street. Meetings are held daily preach on "The Lord's Supper" and
that ordinance will be observed at
at 10, 2.30 and 7.30.
DIED
the close of the service. The or
** *
KrMBALL—At Rockland. Sept 30 Se
chestra
will
furnish
music
and
Mrs.
Thayer Kimball, aged 64 years
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) Evelyn Hart will sing. Mid-week
months. 27 days. Funeral Monda'
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the services prayer meeting at 7.30 on Tuesday
2 o’clock from the MaDle street hi
for tomorrow will be appropriate for evening.
Friends are desired kindly to <
flowers.
the 19th Sunday after Trinity; Holy
Football in Ireland
BROWN—At Vinalhaven. Sept 27 ’
Communion at 7.30; church school at
Austin Brown, aged 71 years. 3 mor
SUNDAY AT ST. GEORGE
9.30; Choral Eucharist and sermon
If you w ant to see looal sports in SHEERER—At Tenant’s Harbor. S
Ireland
you
must
be
there
on
a
Sun
at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30 p. m.
29.
Olive, wife of W E Sheerer, i
At Tenant's Harbor the usual serv
75 years. 6 months, 27 days. Fur
• * ♦■*
day for most of the great football and
ices, by Rev. Mr. Barton.
Sunday
at 2 o’clock from the Bai
At First ChTUch of Christ, Scien
Church.
At Martinsville Rev. Mr. Kerr con hurley games are held on that day.
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster ducts the regular services, followed Like most everything which the JENNES8—At Newport. N. H.. Sept
Maurice, son of Mr and Mrs Mat
streets, Sunday services arc a t 10.30 by the Martinsville services by the Irish do, these games are played v 1th
Jenness. Burial at Waldoboro.
and the subject of the lesson sermon same pastor. Mr. Kerr leaves Mon a zest and excitement hardly seen
tomorrow will be "Unreality." Sun day on vacation during which Rev. in any other land. Dull Sundays are
CARD OF THANKS
day School is at 11.45. Wednesday Mrs. J. C. MacDonald and Miss unknown in Ireland. Irish football
Through these columns we wish to ex
evening testimony meeting is a t 7.30. Emily MacDonald of Rockland w ill; is played by teams of 15 players, and press our most sincere thanks to our
and friends for many kind
Is something like soccer, but the neighbors
The reading room is located at 400 will officiate.
nesses shown our mother and sister
Main street, and is open week days
Irish player may catch the ball and during her Illness; also for the very
floral tributes.
from 2 until 5 p. m.
When the president of the Los run three paces before kicking it. beautiful
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence O. Russell. Nel
«»• *
Angeles Chamber of Commerce was This and other differences make the son Williams. Hattie MacFarland and
•
The subject of the sermon at the asked recently whom the depression game more robust and rougher than Ermlna Williams.
First Baptist Church Sunday morn had hit Los Angeles, he replied, "De the English game. All players who
ing will be “The Great Objection.” pression? We have no depression in are hurt retire from the field and
There will be special musis, including Los Angeles, but I will admit that we their places are immediately filled
the anthems. “Let Us Crown Him.” are having the worst boom in many, by waiting subtitutes. On Sundays
you will have no difficulty in find
McGranahan, and “If Ye Love Me,” many years.”—Christian Advocate.
Simper. The church school a t noon
ing a game being played close by.
SERVICE & REPAIRS
has classes for all ages. The EnThe young bride was asked what
deavorers meet at 6 o’clock, Everett she thought of married life.
Handwriting Expert—"This speci
ALL MAKES OF SETS
Frohock leader, topic, "The passage of
“Oh, there's not much difference,” men indicates patience, indulgence,
Scripture that has meant the most she replied. 'I used to wait up half the kindness.”
R. W . TYLER
to me this week.” Evening seivice night for George to go, and now I wait
Client—"That's fine! It's the writ
P doN E 58-S3
at 7.15 will open with the prelude and up half the night for him to come ing of the tailor I have selected to
the anthems will be "His love can home."r-Answers.
make my new suit."—Passing Show.
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STORMING THE HEIGHTS

I

M aine’s E m battled Farm ers A t Castine D uring

A M ISSIO N A RY TEA M

W ARREN

W ill Be Greeted By the Lin
coln A ssociation In W is
casset Oct. 4

Mrs. George A. Savage and Mrs.
Charles Savage of Northeast Harbor
were guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs.
H arry Robinson.
Miss Anna Coughlin of Rockland
will address the W oman's Club Tues
day evening at its October meeting.
Miss Hilda Aspey will render vocal
solos, and the octet and club will sing
"America the Beautiful.” Mrs. Lottie
Spear, Mrs. Ruth Philbrook, Mrs.
j Ruby Kalloch, Mrs. Alice Brown.
1Mrs. Emma Kalloch and Mrs. Chisie
! Trone will serve as hostesses for the
evening.
Lloyd Simmons h as been ill.
Alfred and Carl Oxton are shingling
th e northern side of Chester Wyllie's
barn .
The teachers report a worthwhile
- -Knox County
_Teachers'
.
.
session at the
Convention held a t Rockland Thurs
day.
A son, Willis A rthur, was born
' Tuesday morning to Mr. and Mrs.
I B e n ia m in Perrv
M rs aones Traev
Beiyamin Perry. Mrs_ Agnes Tracy
I an
of dRockland
caring for the ‘“UU1"
mother
child is‘ Caring

Rev. Joseph L. Moulton is one of
the speakers at Wiscasset, Oct. 4.
when the churches of Lincoln Asso
ciation will assemble to greet the
i missionary team of four members.
The assistant to the superintendent, j
FOREW O RD .
Rev. W. H. Palmer, is expected. The
team is composed of Mrs. Erlon RichTTie “ Expedition to the Penobscot,” as the American ardson. president of the Maine Mis
attack on Castine is officially designated, has always been sionary Council; Rev. Messrs. George
N. White, Joseph L. Moulton and
a “sore spot” in American Revolutionary history, to be Rodney W. Roundy.
passed over lightly w ith brief reference or w ithout any
The first session begins at 10.00
reference whatever. T h e reason for this was that it is a a. m.
Aside from what he can tell of
crushing American defeat. T h e expedition was doomed
social movements and the temper and
to fail before it started. Instead of the 1500 men called aspirations of the people at large,
for by the Massachusetts authorities, but a scant -900 Mr. Moulton has a fascinating tale of
reported for duty. T o m ake success certain 2000 men his own work.
W ith "Agnes," his faithful Ford,
should have been provided in the land force.
tilted an an angle of 45 degrees,
However, no greater gallantry was shown in any battle bumping perilously along deep rutted
of the Revolution than th a t displayed in the joint army roads and cross-sections of plowed
and n aw attack on the Heights along the western shore of the Castine fields. Mr. Moulton visits his farflung parish, and sees men. women
peninsula, which resulted in their being carried. Even now the place ot and children drop their work or play
attack is a tangled wilderness almost inaccessible with precipitous banks to greet the missionaries and to enthat require the agility of youth to climb A wooden sign marks the place j joy the services of songs, story and
’ the wildwood
of ascent of Colonel M cCobbs ~
Regiment. Deep in
Qver an area 0{ 300 square miles,
another tablet of wood which indicates the place of sepulchre ot the gallant deluding 13 village schools, eight lo
officers and men who perished in this ill-fated expedition. But for the cal churches and varied contacts
sign there is nothing on the face of the earth to denote that human beings with 50 other villages. Mr. Moulton
does evangelistic and educational
are buried on this spot. O n the contrary trees nearly two feet in diameter work.
are growing over this burial place. T h e memory of these gallant heroes
Even bugs are used by Mr. Moul
deserves something better than oblivion and it is the purpose of this article ton for missionary purposes. He has
imported a colony of cochineal bugs
to render them substantial justice.
which he discovered would eat the
After the defeat all thought of attacking Canada and Nova Scotia was tall, rangy cactus hedges which grow
finally abandoned, and the shipping trade from the banks of N ew found profusely and painfully where no one
wants them.
land along the N ova Scotia coast enjoyed unusual security.
Moulton is a Bates College gradu
Bunker H ill was a British victory. So was Castine. But American ate and trained for th e ministry at
valor shines with undying luster through the murky clouds of defeat in Hartford Seminary.
both battles.
"Lord God of Hosts Be With Us Yet,
RO CK PORT
Lest We Forget—Lest We Forget."
Teachers' Convention at Rockland
E D W A R D K. G O U L D
' Thursday was the occasion of a holi
day in the local schools. Among those
who attended from this place were
[EIGHTH INSTALLMENT]
Sydney Snow. Mrs. Kora Farmer.
Captain Philip M . U lm er was one of the few officers who held his Raymond Perkins, Mildred Graffam,
Mrs Clara Lane. Mrs. Wilma Rhodes,
company together, and they commenced an orderly retreat to Camden. Miss Hortense Bohndell. Mrs. Veda
Capt. Peter W a rre n ’s company of Col. Jonathan Mitchell's Cumberland Brown. Miss Edith Wall. Miss Feme
Whitney. Mrs. Nancy J Tribou. Mrs.
County Regiment also took this line of retreat, taking up their line of j Annie Deane,
Mrs. Margaret C arr of Spruce Head
march at daybreak but lost their way.
was an overnight guest Wednesday of
They soon encountered about 200 soldiers, sailors and marines making her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roland F.
the best of their way across the country. They went across a large Crockett.
Charles Marston is moving his fam
meadow and found a road in the woods, on which they continued until ily from the Fred Shibles house on
7.00 o’clock when they halted for breakfast. Continuing their march Beech stieet to the S. B. Haskell
house on Commercial street.
they arrived at Belfast at 12 o’clock, noon, where they were fed by the
Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham are
starting today on two w'eeks' vacation,
inhabitants.
most of which will be spent at Twin
T he day was exceedingly warm. T h e retreating men came to a river Mountain, N. H. They were accom
and crossed in canoes.
panied by Mr and Mrs. Louis Cash
Capt, W arren purchased two sheep, for which eighteen dollars was who will return home Sunday.
Misses Hazel and Florence Carver
paid, and then the party dined. L ater they arrived at a fine plantation
whb have been visiting their aunt,
where tea was served, and General Peleg W adsworth and Captain Mrs. Lillian Keller, returned Monday
W illiam Burk supped with them. T h ey had a fine barn to sleep in and to their home at Monmouth.
, A successful bridge party was held
rested comfortably.
O n August 16th the march was begun at an early hour and it led Wednesday evening at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Stevenson. Jr.,
through marshes, beaches and thick woods, over mountains and valleys to in Camden, under auspicas of Har
Duck T rap (N o rth p o rt) where they arrived when the sun was an hour bor Light Club. Belfast. Camden and
Rockport were represented among
high.
On August 17th, the party was up early and followed the shore, halting those present. Refreshments were
served.
by General W adsw orth’s orders, who endeavored to make a stand
Miss Maria McFarland who had
against any pursuing force of the enemy. T he men would not stay, been in ill health for several months
but had recovered sufficiently to enter
however, having had enough of w arfare and being eager to get home.
Continuing the march, they arrived at the westerly part of Camden at school at the beginning of the present
term, is again confined to the bed at
one o’clock and continued on to Clam Cove, (Glen Cove) where there , the home of her aunt, Mrs. Lillian
was a battery on Pine H ill at the northern entrance of the Cove, and i Kellar.
A unique invitation to attend the
barracks for troops. T his was simply a temporary shed like, structure for
session of the Baptist Sunthe protection of the soldiers, situated on the land of W illiam Gregory, j morning
day school has been mailed to each
where there was a small body of troops in garrison. It is said that these ! member with a reminder that it is the
retreating men came into Camden w orn out and hungry, and ravenously • first Sunday of the new attendance
devoured raw green peas and whatever came to their hands, among other contest with the goal set at 100.
Classes have been provided to ac
things a churn of butterm ilk standing at the door of M r. Richards’ house. commodate all ages and everybody is
Going to headquarters al Clam Cove (G len Cove) the famished men welcome.
were allowed to draw some fresh beef and satisfy their hunger. A
Mrs. Sarah Prince is moving this
Sergeant’s guard was formed and posted, while the rest of the troops took week from Mechanic street and will in
i the future make her home with her
possession of a large barn for their barracks.
I sister. Miss Annie Richards, Russell
T he courtly and soldierly W adsw orth then endeavored to establish avenue.
discipline among the troops and guard the country against a devastating
Marian Grey, who for several years
enemy. Capt. W a rre n ’s Company w as stationed at w hat is now South has been conducting a barber shop in
transferred his equipment
Thomaston, or “ South W est Gigg.” C ap t. U lm er’s Company was held Camden,
this week to his home on Russell
for duty at Clam Cove (Glen Cove, Rockport, M aine) and Camden avenue where he will continue to reH arbor, continuing in active service until September 24th, 1779.
[ ceive patrons.
Church Night was observed Thurs
Some of the troops from Cumberland County then marched six miles
from Clam Cove (G len Cove) to Colonel Mason W heaton’s at M ill day at the Baptist Church with good
attendance. Picnic supper was served
River in Thom aston, where they found a double saw mill and grist m ill: at 6.30. after which a service of worthen starting for St. Georges, thence to N ew Meadows and Lalmouth. I ship was held and several matters of
1business discussed.
where they arrived the 26th of September.
Miss Evelyn Carver and Miss
T hus this great American tragedy draw s to a close. T h e intrepid
Muriel Giles attended a surprise party
W adsw orth had not seen the last of the British fort at Castine. T w o recently tendered Wallace Thompson
years later he was carried there wounded and a prisoner, his courtlv bear at his home in Camden. A chicken
ing and gallant defense when attacked by the party sent to capture him, so supper at 6 o'clock prepared by his
impressing the British General at C astine that he had him dine at his
1 er Mr3' Perc^ Luce, preceded an
. .,
u
.
» ui
r- i • ..
/ „
i k- ik evening of much merriment. Mr.
table as an honored guest while confined in the tort and ottered him many Thompson is a popular employe at
civilities. H is daring escape from the fo rt with M ajor Burton, and his the Comique Theatre, the staff of
return home over almost the same route of the retreat just described, has which were the instigators of this
social affair.
been so frequently narrated that it need not be repeated here.
Members of the Trytohelp Club will
A British account states that during the retreat whenever the American enjoy a chafing dish supper Monday
seamen and soldiers met they accused each other of cowardice; thev fought, evening at the Baptist vestry preced
many lives were thus lost, others perished by famine, and w hat was left ing the regular weekly session. The
hour is 7 o’clock.
of the remainder reached Boston in a miserable plight.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Parker, son
W ill iam Goold of Windham, the historian states, “W hen I was a boy Myron and Mr. and Mrs Bert Brown
many of the men of Cumberland C ounty who had been in the Bagaduce of Searsport were guests Thursday of
expedition were then living; some .of them were my own relatives. I have Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rider.
Baptist Church, George F. Currier,
often heard angry discussions between those of the k n d and those of the
minister; Next Sunday is rally day
naval service. T h e landsmen always assumed the aggressive, and had the in
the church and Sunday school.
best of the argum ent.”
Rally day exercises at 10 o'clock;
It was the opinion of both the soldiers and sailors in these discussions worship at 11, with children's story
th a t if the gallant W adsworth had been in chief command on shore, the and sermon “G reat Objectives in
brave detachments which stormed the Heights could not have been Christian Work;” special music by
choir. B Y.P.U. a t 6, Miss Marion
restrained until they had come to close quarters with the garrison of the Cavanaugh, leader: evening service at
half-built fortress, and that was the tim e to have carried the works.
7, candle-light service with installa
T h e British fort at Castine continued throughout the Revolution to be tion of newly elected officers of the
Pp°P^e s Society; Trytohelp
an object of solicitude to the American high command. W ashington
frequently corresponded with Congress about sending another expedition | C h u rch 'v 'estr^'l^ffies^C lrd e'W ed 

the R evolution— By J u d g e E. K. Gould

to capture the fort. T he French Commander-in-Chief, G eneral Rockantbeau, in 1781, contemplated sending a French force for that purpose
during the absence of the British fleet in Chesapeake Bay. Before hr
could put his plan into execution, a superior British force arrived and
prevented the expedition. T he British continued to occupy Castine for
the rem ainder of the Revolution, evacuating in 1783, after peace had been
declared.
T h e A m erican loss of men is not definitely known but was probably
not less than 150; although the British set it as a much larger figure; that

of the enemy was 85.
T h e failure can be charged to the supineness, stubbornness and w ant
of enterprise of Commodore Saltonstall, who was popularly charged with
having been “ bought by British gold.” H e was subsequently tried for
cowardice by a c o u rt martial and cashiered. Afterwards in the privateer
pervice he is said to have shown courage and seamanship.
(TO RE CONTINUED!
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THE REALM OF MUSIC
G la d ys S t . Clair M o rg a n

I t is gratifying to learn that just started her 20th year as teach
Charles A. Warren of Brunswick, er. Mrs. S m art went to Dexter as
who has done such remarkable work teacher of music and drawing, but
with the All-State Orchestra in its ! after a time because of her excellent
W
24
23
22
i sumifter sessions at Castine, has been , work along musical lines was per! engaged by the Portland Symphony ; mitted to devote her entire teaching
Orchestra as its conductor to succeed time to music.
27
2b
25
It is interesting to those familiar
Charles Raymond Cronham.
W
The orchestra (formerly the Port- with the teaching of music in the
2b
w 29
_____
.
_
| iand
Municipal
(J.-chestra)
voted schools during these years to observe
unanimously last year to sever a ll! how Mrs. Sm art has changed mai unanim
i connectjons wilh lhe Portland Music terials and methods »«
to meet the ever
35 34
30 31
32
Commission and since has been changing ways of presenting this
virtually without a musical director. subject to her pupils. A teacher of
3b
35
Mr. Cronham, former municipal or the violin, nearly all the members of
s 37
ganist and director of the municipal the orchestra who play th a t instru
w
received much of their
orchestra,
continued as titular head ment
— ........have
_
40
i
38
79
41
newly organized symphony or- training a t the hands of Mrs. Smart.
e ne
w y ,org_I.„z™
I| ch“« tra
, but’
his recent removal <---fromHer remarkable work with both high
i
44
0
45
43
41
‘ A O. Johnson is spending a few Portland necessitated the selection of and gram m ar school orchestras as
well as w ith the high school glee
days in Boston and will return Sun- II a Mr.
new Warren’s
conductor.position in music is clubs, is well known. She is presiday.
49
48
4b
47
significant. He has been director of dent of th e Maine State Association
Mrs. Elizabeth Leach has been a music in the Brunswick public of Music Supervisors.
recent guest of relatives in Belfast schools 15 years. He is a member of Mrs. Sm art has made many friends
50
51
an d South Union.
the advisory board of the Eastern throughout the State through her
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waldron
musical ability, one of her staunch
?» « X X .S™ ,d
BT 1».
“
'J i 'S E 'l i . S
est ones being Mrs. Esther Rogers,
HORIONTAL
HORIZONTAL ,Cont.) VERTICAL (Cont.)
Rockland's public school music su
11-Council of state
1-Mohammedan prince 37-Large monkey
pervisor, who never fails to pay
i12-Wagon tracks
Mr. and Mrs Arnold Teague and ™ ber ^ ‘'the Boston Opera Com- tribute to the outstanding work done
38-Without interest
5-A prima donna
13-High priest (Bible)
42- Very
9-A number (pi.)
I family of South Union were guests
and jat€r piayed With the Bos- at. all times by Mrs. Smart.
19- In a greater degree
43- Even (Poet.)
42-Short coat
1
■ a
^ nian Sextet which crossed and re- ,
-------20- Consumed
44- A Turkish name
14- Tantalum (abbr.)
burn
°
L
tb
y
1
"
g
n
Au'
crossed
the
continent
four
times.
He
j
am
delighted
to see the Har21- Nominative (abbr.)
45- Preposition
15- Part of the foot
Ths
offmorc worr, z.ioz.ioH has had pei-501141 charge of many monica Band, organized and direct26- Exist
16-Town in Germany 46- Obliterated
Mvsn RebekaT t n Z
Maine 3011001 orchestras and recently ed by M rs. Rut£ E. Sanborn, em27- Automobile Associa
48-Near-sightedness
17- Musical note
Vv J f tn ? Mrx
nnhm insta‘led a system of music in the barking upon its third season. In its
tion of America
18-Pertaining to two or50-Weakens
erand ^ rs^ N a n e^ C la rk vrie'ar^nrt Brunswick High School considered to , two years u has already established
(abbr.)
more nations
51-To be unwilling
M r,
sml7h
be unequalled in the State.
a statewide reputation by its excel29- Brook
22- Eternity
retarvC m A Spvina
w ith Mr' Warren dlrectin« th e ; lcnce, its schedule having included
30- A lady (Sp.)
23- American TemperVERTICAL
AAretar?1
M
r
^
MiM?£5
'raA
m
n
n
destinies
of
the
Portland
Symphony
a broadcast from Station WCSH,
31- S. W. State of U. S
ance Society (abbr.)
dK d
’ I orchestra and Prof. Adelbert Wells while in Portland to compete in the
(abb>.)
24- Used in negation
1-Town in Italy
t easurer. There will be a semi-pub- Sprague those of the Bangor Sym- [ sta-te contests sponsored by the
32- Sardinia (abb.)
25- Revolve
2-Baser
lic installation of these officers the phony Orchestra, we may feel that Maine Federation of Music Clubs.
33- Prefix. Upon
27-American Society of 3-4 (Roman)
evening of Oct. 10.
Maine has two orchestras it m ay; Mrs. Sanborn's work with these
I34-A notch (Her.)
4- The capacity of
Mechanical
well be proud of—a credit to the | children is noteworthy, n o t only for
36-Repair
Engineers (abbr.)
holding
communities which contribute thi the excellence attained by the youthW ALDOBORO
38- Employs
5- Manifestation
28- Anger
musicians and to the State.
| iul players but for the fine discipline
39- Golf term
6- A supposition
29- Perched
Webster Simmons has bought the
• • • •
she maintains. It is a splendid
40-Shy
7- Having a veil
30- Preserve
In the Sept. 24 issue of Musical thing for our schools tp have such
house on Friendship street formerly
8- Salt inland sea in 41- Football term
32-Gazed fixedly
owned by Charles Sprowl and will jCourier, appears a picture of Luisa : an organization among th e younger
Russian Turkestan 47-A month (abbr.)
35- Before
move his family there.
Franceschini (Louise Bickford of this I pupils, an d we are expecting
still
10-And not
[49-Greek letter
36- Deface
Harold Sprague has resumed his city) taken with Maestro T. Benin- j greater things of them this y e a r(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
studies at Wentworth Institute, Bos- j tende and B. Vanucci, tenor, stand-1 and know we are not going to be
__________ ______
ton, after passing the vacation with ' ing in front of the Teatro Duca didisappointed,
siE ileiN L jsid T L J i ir | 11si
|
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Genova at La Spezia. Italy, where i
•• r •
Sprague.
Miss Bickford made her memorable ; speaking of music in our schools,
I
Mrs Herbert Hastings and Miss debut in “Lucia.” Miss Bickford has Mrs. Rogers is much gratified that
A. B. Crocker
I
Gladys Hastings of Somerville, Mass., ( been singing in opera in Geneva. \ out of th e 400 or more students in
have been guests of Miss Elizabeth Switzerland, from Sept. 15 to 26. nigh School, more than 300 are tak1going thence to Venice.
ing music this year. This is worthy
And I have loved thee. Ocean! and my Genthner.
Joy
Mrs. Warren Weeks o f Round Pond
of mention, as music in the High
! Of youthful sports was on thy breast to has been visiting Mrs. Fannie Burns, j Rockland will see “G rand Hotel” School after the freshman year is
he
,
The local time table on the M.C.R.R. next week at the Strand—a picture elective, and hitherto the interest
Borne like thy bubbles, onward; from
a boy
went into effect th is week as follows: termed as one of Hollywood's "truly displayed has been inclined to be
I wantoned with th y breakers.
East bound, 9.51 a. m„ 2.09 p. m„ 9.11 : great productions.” Despite adverse lukewarm. Much interest is being
Having been born and living for p. m. Sundays, 9.35 a. m. West bound, j reports from some critics, it seems to shown in glee club work, and Mrs.
j the first 20 years of my life near the 8.37 a. m„ 2.40 p. m„ 5.38 p. m. Sun- I be the consensus of opinion that Rogers expects to have a boys' and
ocean. I naturally still love it. But days, 3.17 p. m.
’ G reta Garbo's performance in this girls' glee 'club capable of doing
I am not so sporty as I was in youth
Donald French is attending the ! picture is unexcelled and th a t it tops brilliant work.
• • *•
about "breasting the breakers." The Bliss Electric School a t Tacoma Park, all of her previous efforts. This is exwater's too chilly.
Washington. D. C.
; treme praise when one considers such
Francis M. Lipovsky, the brilliant
My summer saunterings took me
Mrs. S. H Weston is in Bremen, j associates in this offering as the two young violinist, who has been in
LINCOLN COUNTY FAIR
to old ocean—n o t th a t I love the called there by th e illness of her sister \ Barrymores, Joan Crawfor d, Wal- North Haven for the summer, plans
’lace Beery, Ferdinand Gottschalk, to rem ain in Maine for a time, hav
On Boards For Next Week—Incentive country less, but the ocean more. Mrs. Abbie Kent.
My most delightful saunter was one
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Vose of Rock- I and others—undoubtedly the most ing succumbed to the charm s of the
Offered To Break Track Record
_____
day early In July, together with 1799 land have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. distinguished cast ever assembled for Pine Tree State. His fine training
a single motion-picture production. has equipped him admirably as so
Close on the heels of the Notth males and females of the species Earle Benner.
,. , _
from New Hampshire. Vermont and
Mrs. Carrie Wallace, Mrs. Isadore One critic has summed up this pic loist and teacher, as well as for en
Knox show comes the Lincoln County Qreater Boston, leaving at 10.30 Hofses, Mrs. Ralph Mors?, Mrs. Wen- ture thus:
semble playing.
Fair next week—its 76th annual, by morning on a 7000 ton steamship for dall Blanchard. Mrs. Albert Benner,
Best scene: The shots from the
• • • •
high
balconade,
looking
down
upon
the wav. A thumbnail description of a trip down Boston Harbor, along the Miss Gladys Bailey, Mr. and Mrs A.
Those
who
recall
the lovely voice
South Shore to th e entrance of the L. Shorey, Miss Cora Hoak, Miss Mil the bustling crowd in the lobby.
the events follows.
the fascinating charm of Helen
Cape Cod Canal; thence turning and dred French and Miss Laura W hit
Best performances: G reta Garbo and
York when she appeared as soloist at
Tuesday—Running race, harness running across t h e bay to the tip of
and John Barrymore, by the slight one of the Maine Music Festivals
races, vaudeville, 4-H Club program Cape Cod, thence turning and across comb were among the guests attend est of margins.
ing the Hilton-Timberlake wedding
be interested to learn th a t she is
begins.
•
the bay to Marblehead, and back to Saturday evening a t Bremen.
Photography: Well lighted, imagi will
once more active in concert work,
Wednesday — (Governor's Day), Boston. Time 7t4 hours, perfect day,
native.
Robert
B.
Cooney
and
James
S.
having
recently appeared with
4-H Club Old Home Day, pulling, and a fine ocean sail.
Cooney, who have been passing the | Audience reception: Enthusiastic marked success in Detroit, and other
judging, three races, vaudeville. Night
Those trips lasted from June 26 to summer at their homes here, have en- j app^ ^ .
show, fireworks, vaudeville.
Sept. 18. and each of those days the tered Phillips Academy, Exeter, N. H.
Family suitability: Never offensive. larger cities. • • • •
For children: Mainly adult enter
Thursday—Fast racing, 4-H Club excursion boat left Boston was a fine
AN IMPRESSION
The annual meeting of the Rural
program ends, sweepstakes, pulling, day. Thirteen trips in all, and every Cemetery Association will be held a t tainment.
The Viking doorman scorns fatigue
trip saw from 600 to 1100 people left the Public Library Monday a t 7.30
General rating: Excellent . film Humming a marriage march from Grieg;
vaudeville.
The Italian bootblack’s brushes ply
The race program with C. Earle on the wharf, as th e steamer capaci o'clock. The la st two meetings have transcription of a fine play, splen To an aria Jrom “Butterfly.”
Ludwick as starter, offers this card: ty of 1875 persons must not be ex been omitted on account of lack of a didly acted and intelligently directed. The Germ an florist sprays th e palms
ceeded.
a lullaby from Brahms.
quorum and all members of the as,
’ *’ ’
, , J , Crooning
Tuesday—Running race, one-halt
French chef seasons a rich filet
Also several saunters to Marble
Malne has another song added to The
To a broken phrase of Charpentler.
mile. $100; 2.14 mixed. $150; 2.27 mixed, head, to “look ’em over,” some three sociation are urged to be present to
elect officers
1^he many extolling the charms of The Russian liftman signals off
$100.
hundred sail, from the single stick
Whispering Rimsky-Korsakoff.
Mr. and MrS. C arl Becker of P ort the Pine Tree State—“Aroostook The
Wednesday—2.22 mixed, $200; 2.18 ers with masts towering 166 feet
American guest in his glided suite
Moon,” words and music by Hedge
land
have
been
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
SlngM
“She’s my baby, a in ’t she neat?”
mixed. $225: 2.14 trot. $225.
above the deck, to the tiny skiff,
“Bob" Johnson of New Sweden. It
—The New Yorker.
Thursday—Free-for-all. $275; 2.24 manned by a boy or girl, from 10 to W. C. Flint.
is
written
in
waltz
time
and
is
very
Mrs. G. H. Coombs was called to
mixed, $200; 2.25 mixed, $200.
12 years old. For life on the water,
tuneful.
The
cover
is
attractive—de
A prize of $25 will be given to horse where the craft are propelled by sail, Newport, N. H , Sunday, by the sud picting a huge white moon shining
Frau X: “What a pity th a t the
breaking record in race or exhibition. Marblehead is th e place on the At den death of her nephew Maurice, son over a picturesque lake with a back pianist stopped playing just as I was
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Jenness.
The
The present track record of 2.10tx is lantic seaboard.
ground of dark mountains. In the going to tell you the most interest
held by Betty Direct.
One of my greatest pleasures has body was brought here Wednesday foreground are two stately pine trees ing part of the story.”
and
interment
was
in
the
Rural
The vaudeville offerings for the been to saunter to Castle Island. Bos
Frau Z (eagerly): ‘‘Let us keep on
and a handsome antlered deer.
week include The Ricardos, high aerial ton Harbor, where from the largest cemetery Thursday afternoon. Young
applauding and make him give an
Maurice
had
passed
the
summer
here
act; The Speeds, roller skating; and to the smallest cra ft must pass be
In looking for a name for his new | encore. I ’m crazy to hear the rest
The Dorans, comedy. A brass band fore your eyes in review. I have and at the Coombs camp at Butter operetta, scheduled to have its pre of w«hat you were telling me.”
Point
and
his
friends
in
town
were
will be in attendance.
seen the mighty “Leviathan,” 50,000
miere in Vienna during the coming
The officers of the Society are; tons, and the tiny kyak. capacity one saddened to hear of his death.
season, Fritz Kreisler ran across
LO NG C O V E
J President, George D. Pastorius, New person, and passenger and cargo
"Sissy,” the pet name applied to the
castle; vice president. K M. Dunbar, steamers of all shapes and sizes in STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. ill-fated Empress Elizabeth of Aus
MANAGEMENT.
CIRCULATION.
ETC.,
Charles M. Allen of this place is
Damariscotta; S. A. Miles, South between. Those passenger and ca r
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON tria, during the period of her en
Bristol; John P. Kelley, Boothbay go steamers have come from and are
GRESS OF AUGUST 24. 1912 OF gagement to Kaiser Franz Josef, taking care of the three vessels,
Harbor; C F. Leighton, Damariscotta: going to all ports of the world—
Abd, as a violin virtuoso’s second ef- Annie B. Mitchell, Charles Clink, and
and H. A. Clark, South Jefferson; Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia.
EVERY TUESDAY. THURSDAY AND
nnerptta. com no^ition HpaR
SATURDAY. AT ROCKLAND. MAINE. IOrl a t °PereTO C om position deals George Clink.
Secretary, Edward B. Denny. Jr., Japan, China, South America—b u t
with th at very subject, “Sissy" was
Leo Mackie has arrived home from
FOR OCTOBER 1. 1932
Damariscotta; Race Secretary, F. M. somehow there is no romance about State of Maine. County of Knox. SS.
chosen as its title, at least tenta New York where he has been staying
Decker, Newcastle.
Before me. a Notary Public In and for tively.
one of those “kettle-bellied cargo
with his sister.
State and county aforesaid, person
boats that go reeling around the the
ally appeared F. A. Winslow, who having According to Kreisler, “Sissy” will
Mrs. Emma Clark wrho has been
MOST PERFECT EGG
world."
been duly sworn according to law. deposes be a real Vienna pieep and the only visiting her cousin Mrs. Emma Lane
Before me on the wall hang two and says that he is the Associate Editor of concession to jazz will’consist of just
Rhode Island Reds Do Some Fine pictures, one of a full-rigged clipper- The Courier-Gazette, and that the fol six measures by a saxophone. Per at Willardham is now with another
lowing is. to the best of his knowledge
Stunts In Maine Contest
ship. running 'fore it. everything set, and belief, a tru e statement of the sons who have had the privilege of cousin Mrs. Ida Rivers of Wallston.
Charles Taylor and Granville Cook
ownership,
managem ent, the circulation, attending rehearsals of the operetta
a thing of life and beauty; the other
The 150 hens in the 15 best pens of a cargo boat th a t sails from Boston etc., of the aforesaid publication for the by the orchestra of the Theater an attended Union fair.
date
shown
in
the
above
caption,
re
| ten birds each in the Maine Depart- to the West Coast, and commanded quired by the Act of August 24. 1912. der Wein are reported as highly en
Weston Rivers is building a bunga
' ment of Agriculture's second annual by a former T enant's Harbor boy— embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and thusiastic over its charm.
low for Edward Monaghan.
**♦*
| egg laying contest, have given their but—there appears to be something Regulations.
Mrs. Stein of Willardham Is the
That the nam es and addresses of
, fathers, brothers, husbands and lacking; unlike the former, there the1. publisher
At least ten New England cities proud owner of a new Plymouth
and editor are: Publisher.
j sweethearts something to crow about. seems to be no life there, only a m a The Courier-Gazette. Rockland. Me. have petitioned Rowland Stebbins, coupe.
Editor. W. O. Fuller, Rockland. Me. the producer, for a visit from his play
The department announced Mon- chine.
Associate Editor, F. A. Winslow, Rock
Mrs. Mair is employed at Miss Nel
| day after five days of working over
I am looking as I write at a pic land. Me.
“Green Pastures,” which this week
1the records of the 980 chickens th at ture entitled “In d ia Wharf In 1857”
2. That the owners are The Courier- entered upon its fourth week of its lie Jackson's.
Gazette. Rockland. Me. and (stock
Carl Mackinen who has oeen em
were in the contest, that the 15 best ships, barques, brigs, schooners.
owning, or holding 1 per cent or Boston engagement a t the Colonial
pens produced 37,225 eggs. All the Those were davs to be remembered, w hen holders
more of the to ta l amount of stock) Theatre. The majority of the more ployed at Ash Point is now at his
birds in the contest laid a total of
our good ship sailed away.
home a t Willardham.
W. O. Fuller, K athleen S. Fuller, Caro
From the old hom eport behind us, to line F. Jones. F. A. Winslow. N. S. Perry, than 100 Negroes in the cast of the
99.827.
Kenneth Jphnson has employment
or Bombay;
H. G. Cole. O. F. Hills. J. M. Richard play have taken apartm ents in Bos
Roosters are expected to give ex When Calcutta
we sold th e Heathen nations ru m son. all of Rockland. Me.
ton, and each Sunday sees numerous at Thomaston.
tra pecks on the combs to ten Rhode
and opium in rolls.
3. That the
known bondholders, members of the company engaged
Mrs. William Sheerer died Sept. 29
Island Reds, owned by George B. And the Missionaries went along to save mortagees. and other security holders, in musical activities in leading after a long and painful illness. She
their sinful souls.
owning or holding 1 per cent or more of
Treadwell of Spencer, Mass. They
total amount of bonds, mortgages or churches of the city, with Richard leaves her husband and one son.
Among the steamers arriving and other
set “a world record” of 2,832 eggs.
securities are: (There are none).
b . Harrison preaching twice daily
Clarence Thompson of Tenant's
4. That the two paragraphs next j from various puiplts. According to Harbor is hauling stone for the new
The previous official figure for ten departing from Boston in 1886 are a
few which some of the elder brethren above, giving th e names of the owners.
birds of that breed was 2.785.
stockholders, and security holders, if the management of the play, more I mill bridge at Martinsville.
A Rhode Island Red owned by R. will recognize—Cambridge. K atahdin,
contain n o t only the list of stock- th a n 100 invitations have been ex
Izing Cove quarry is about ready to
nesday in the church parlor;- prayer E. Jones of South China laid 330 eggs, PenobsCot, Bangor; John Brook^, any
holders and security holders as they ap- \ trTlfipd M r H arrison h v rbo clerav
meeting Thursday a t 7 o'clock, fol- the largest number by one chicken. Tremont, Portland; Star of the East, pear upon the books of the company. \ , o e a . M r- g a rris o n Dy tne clergy shut down for the winter.
but also in cases where the stockholder of Boston ana its surrounding towns
At St. George's Church (Episcopal)
lowed by choir rehearsal
Nine of the 980 contestants each laid Bath-Augusta; S tate of Maine, Cum 
security holder appears upon the to address church congregations Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor, tomorrow's
Methodist Church, Forrest F Fowle, ) 300 or more. Seven of these were berland, St. John, N. B.; Empire or
books
of
the
company
as
trustee
or
in
,
Murine
the
stav
of
the
nlav
at
the
any other fiduciary relation, the name of c u rin g m e stay oi m e piay at tne services include church school at 3
minister; Sunday school at 10; morn Rhode Island Reds and the other two Sta(e, excursion—Boston Harbor.
the person or corporation for whom such Colonial.
o'clock and Evensong and sermon at
ing worship at 11; Epworth League were White Leghorns.
Somerville. Mass., Sept. 27.
trustee Is acting, is given; also th a t the !
« • • «
4 p. m. Everyone is welcome.
at 6; at 7 o'clock regular evening serv
“The most perfect egg" was the
said two paragraphs contain statem ents I “T h e P n t nnrl T h o 'Piddle” with
embracing affiant's full knowledge a n d ' J .ne
and Tne Fiddle witn
ice with special music; all day session product of a Rhode Island Red owned
belief
as
to
the
circumstances
and
con-1
Bettina
Hall
in
the
leading
feminine
of Ladies' Aid’ Wednesday; prayer j by Harold Tompkins of Concord,
SEN NEBEC
ditlons under w hich stockholders and j role, comes to Boston Oct. 3. It is
service Thursday a t 7, followed by Mass.
For RHEUM ATISM take security
holders who do not appear upon, „
affair of hitrh o rd e r with
the books of th e company as trustees. a m usIcal a n a ir oi nign oraer, wim
official board meeting.
Leroy Hemenway and son Benny
hold stock and securities In a capacity Otto Harbach as librettist and Je
other than th a t of a bona fide owner; rome Kern as the composer. Miss have been working on the road.
and this affiant has no reason to believe Hall coaches with Frank Bibb and
Mr. and Mrs. Fes Hannon and
that any other person, association, or
EDW IN L. SCARLOTT
corporation has any Interest direct or has been a Camden visitor in the little daughter were a t Sennebec
SPECIAL COM POUND
Farm Thursday.
Indirect In th e said stock, bonds, or
Osteopathic Physician
You will not regret it. For sale a t all other securities th an as so stated by past, also having sung there in con
Roger and Maurice Morang were
cert.
him.
F. A. WINSLOW.
leading
drug
stores.
Let
us
send
you
• • • •
guests of Benny Hemenway Sunday.
Tel. 136
Sworn
to
and
subscribed
before
me
JAMES K ENT, D. O.
a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab this 27th day of September. 1932
Mr. Bagley and son-in-law of Cam
One of the outstanding music su
35 Limerock St.
Opp. Postofflce bot Village, Me.
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
ELMER C. DAVIS
pervisors in the State is Mrs. Mary den spent Thursday at Sennebec cot63-tf
Notary
Public
122Stf
(My commission expires April 13, 1939.) C. Smart of Dexter schools who has tage.
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Guardians o f Our Coast

What Our Lightkeepcrs and Coast Guardsmen Are Doing To Protect Coastwise Shipping By Day and By
night. The Day's News From Many Lonely Outposts Along Maine's Waterfront.

i

f

Rockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, October 1, 1932

The Guardians of Our Coast feature P. L. Marr, Mrs. William Clayter,
W H IT E H E A D
of The Courier-Gazette continues to Mrs. H. F. Marr and daughters Doris
and Beatrice visited the Noyes log
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williams of
enjoy a spreading publicity, which cabin at Pattangall beach.
the Coast Guard are receiving con
gradually is reaching to far corners.
Misses Hylda and Ethelene Payne, gratulations on the birth of a daugh
Now it is the New York Herald granddaughters of Mr. and Mrs. P. ter at Knox Hospital. The little or.e
Tribune that figures in the picture L. Marr have been visiting in Bruns has been named Corice.
through the reprinting in its metro wick for a week.
Charles Howard of Amesbury.
Mr. andi Mrs. H. W. Noyes of C. E.
politan columns of the article which | Noyes & Co., with Mr. and Mrs. Mass., has been at Spruce Lodge for
Fred C. Green prepared for the Bos Tyler of the A. P. Co., are on a va a fortnight's vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Andrews and
ton Transcript and which has already I cation in Canada. Mr. and Mhs.
Miss Kathryn Andrews were guests
appeared in this paper. The Herald I Marr received word from them from Sunday of Mr. and Mrs G. H. Higgins
The Berkley Hotel, Montreal and
Tribune headlines to the article read. | they report a wonderful trip through at their cottage. Edge Rock, at Shea's
"Summer Days Are Not Lonely In I the mountains. The girls will look Shore.
Dr. Julius Klein, assistant secretary
Lighthouses—Radio
Is
Principal around the city while the boys try
of commerce, of Washington, D. C.,
Solace of Isolated Keepers In Cold or their hand at •golf.
• • *
with a party of friends were visitors
Off Seasons—Maine Paper Prints
at the light station during the month
Heron Neck
Talk of Near-By Stations.”
of August.
Carl
Magnuson
recently
visited
his
• • • *
Mrs. Adelaide Shepard Spillane and
friend Philip Bennett ai the station. young son David of Rockland are
Cape Xcddick
Mrs. E. A. Lawler of Southwest guests of Mrs. J. W. Kelley for the
From Keeper Coleman comes an Harbor aunt of Mrs. Bennett and Mr week.
article th a t covers a description and and Mrs. John C. Ralph of Mystic,
Keeper and Mrs. A. J. Beale of the
history of his Light, gleaned from Conn., parents of Mrs. Bennett, visit Light, and their house guest Mrs.
pages of journals kept there and from ed the past week at the station. The Adolph Stevens of Monhegan motored
personal acquaintance with keepers trip from Rockland to Vinalhaven by to Westbrook for the weekend anil
and their relatives. It is the sort of plane with its wonderful scenic view also dined Sunday with Capt. F. O
thing valuable for preservation and of the many islands was especially Hilt and family at Portland Head
possibly may invite similar historical enjoyed.
Light.
articles from other Lights. It will b
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley and son
Miss Pauline Sanborn spent the
printed in the next installment of
weekend with her friend Joyce Ben Jackie were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Guardians of Our Coast.
Mrs. Eben Elwell at South Thomas
nett.
• • • *
The severe storm of wind rain and ton.
Indian Island
Mrs. Frances Russell and children
Just a few lines, as nothing has high seas on Sept. 28 prevented Keep Mary and Martha are at Mrs. Clifford
er
Bennett
from
getting
the
children
been sent in from the station here for
Elwell’s for an indefinite stay.
long, owing to the illness and death in town and to school. It is seldom
Mrs. Frank Alley of the light is a ’
th
a
t
a
school-day
is
missed.
of the keeper’s father Capt. William
Joncsport with her family, five of her
• • • •
Reed which occurred Aug. 25.
children attending school there.
Portland Head
Last Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Allison
Congratulations are extended to
Ames and daughter Barbara spent
Busy days of- a different nature are Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thompson of the
the day a t the station and Keeper a t hand and practically all the sum Eurnt Island Coast Guard on the
and Mrs. Reed motored to Round mer visitors have gone. The season birth of a son, Arnold Leslie, a t Knox
Pond to attend the funeral of Mary was not a busy one with us as com Hospital Sept. 22. Mr. Thompson was
Clifford, aunt of Mr. Reed and after pared with other years. Now we formerly of White Head Coast Guard
the funeral services went to East settle down for real work.
and they were married at the station
Boothbay their home town and called
Last Sunday Thayer Sterling and here five years ago in October. This
on friends there.
family with guests. Miss Elizabeth is their first born.
At this writing the wind is howling Sterling of Peaks Island went on a
Miss Marion Hergelshoe of Ames
and it is raining hard. V/e hope it motor trip, taking a picnic lunch. bury, Mass, is guest of Mrs. J. K.
will not be as bad as the storm of Not many more days to enjoy picnics Lowe a t Spruce Lolge, Rackliff’s
Sept. 16. which tore the ridge-pole in the open. However the Sterlings Island, for a week.
J. K. Lowe of Spruce Lodge is in
off the 'barn, filled the boat on the were fortunate in having a perfect day
Everett, Mass., for a visit with friends
mooring and spoiled all the flower for their trip.
gardens, which had been beautiful
Willard Hilt is busy picking up and relatives.
Mrs Judson Carver and sons Mer
all summer.
wood around the shore. His chum
The Hibiscus landed oil at this sta Albert Martin of the Post is attend ton and John and William Kelley of
Biddeford Pool Coast Guard were
tion Sgpt. 23 a t 6 p. m.
ing Portland High School.
overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Mr. Reed’s mother has come here
Mrs. Hilt and Mrs. Sterling attend W. Kelley, Wednesday of last week
to live with her son. She is 84. but ed the regular meeting of The Good
Mrs. Carver was enroute to DamarisVery active for one of her years.
Timers' Club last Wednesday. All cove to meet her husband Judson
• • • members were present and work was Carver of the Coast Guard station,
Saddle Back Ledge
outlined for fall meetings. Mrs. Annie who spent 48-hour leave at his home
A. Alley went ashore Sept. 14 for a Thomas was hostess and served a in Jon esport.
16-day trip to Beals Island with his New England boiled dinner with
Fred Wotton and Walter Wotton of
pumpkin pie for dessert. An enjoy
family.
Metinic Island were a t H. W. An
able
day
was
passed.
It was rough and windy so far dur
School days are in full swing, also drews' recently enroute to Rockland.
ing September and we have lost more
than half our traps so far. Guess football. Robert Sterling came in
NO RTH HAVEN
last Saturday with his left eye badly
the depression must have hit them.
News is scarce here just at pres swollen. But it’s all in the game, and
Tuesday Clouds, winds and rain—
ent. We have a very handsome grav Robert was sure game, even to meet
gull which recently landed here. I t ing his mother when he arrived home. a deluge.
Wednesday—summer returns, clear
seemed to be ailing and tired, but is These mothers don't seem to realize
O. K. now, and very tame, comes into the kick boys get out of it, and the skies and sunshine, a glorious day.
With Union Fair on and the Teach
the boat house but vzon't let us touch honor gained in breaking and bruising
limbs. Looks as if mothers should ers’ Convention in Rockland many
him.
Haven people took ship across
Sept. 13 the Hibiscus landed get out and learn the game to fully North
the bay Wednesday. Principal D an
here 11 tons of coal and other sup appreciate the sport found therein.
F. O. Hilt and family entertained forth and Miss Buzzell of the high
plies for the year.
school, Miss Nettie Beverage, Miss
Returned to station. Sept. 12. after last Sunday Keeper A. J. Beal and Mrs. Nye and Miss Duncan of the grades
spending a 16-day leave in Lubec. Beal of Whitehead Light. Mrs Adolph were among those to attend the con
of Monhegan and Mr. and
Visited Calais, St. Stephen, N. B . Stevens
Lindsay O. Goff, son Richard vention.
and Eastport. Met Charlie Allen of Mrs.
Church services Sunday: Session of
and Miss Eleanor Beal of Westbrook.
Doubling Point Light in Calais at.ti Mr. Beal broke open a bank before the church school at 9.45; worship
had not seen him before in a good leaving his station and he put some with sermon by the pastor at 11, sub
many years. Came to Rockland of the contents in a box which he ject, “Not By Bread Alone;” evening
Sept. 11, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas presented to Mrs. Hilt. The act of service at 7.30, with address by the
Brodie. Miss Imogene Carleton and kindness was much appreciated by pastor. Rally day for the Sunday
Mrs. Wells accompanying me. We Mrs. Hilt, and it is hoped depression school comes Oct. 10.
visited my cousin Mrs. W atts in War doesn't strike those clam banks.
Miss Isa Beverage was a Rockland
ren and spent the night with other
• • »•
visitor Tuesday. *
cousins Mr. and Mrs. James Cates of
Work on the State road is nearly
Little River
Pleasant street. Rockland and had a
The keeper and his son Neil have completed.
very pleasant evening. Mrs Wells, just completed digging their potatoes,
A. W. Dyer spent the last weekend
Miss Imogene and the Brodies re a very good crop, 41 bushels.
in Rockland.
turned to Lubec Tuesday.—IThe light
Wi'.l Gregory was at Vinalhaven
Little River bell buoy capsized
house editor hereby registers regret some time Tuesday night. I t will Monday after herring for lobster bait.
that these travelers didn't call at the probably be looked after when the
Evelyn Gregory is spending a few
newspaper office and give everybody tender comes this way with coal days with Mrs. 6 . A. Woodworth at
the pleasure of shaking hands with which should be very soon.
the village.
them],
Mackerel, boiled, baked or fried is
Mr. and Mrs. Newel Beam were
• • • •
a favorite dish on all our tables.
visitors at the Light last Sunday.
A. P. Beverage and family of Dor
Portland Breakwater
Mrs. Corbett was ashore one eve
chester. Mass., will spend the winter
Recent visitors at the light were ning last week.
We are very glad to have rain to in town.
; Mrs. Pearley Watson and sister Mrs.
The Granges throughout the nation
Irene Rogers with Mrs. Ethel Payne day as we were without water and
of Kennybunk. Their call had to be have bee bringing it from the main observed Sept. 30 as "Grange Booster
brief and Mrs. P. L. Marr returned land for the past two weeks. The Night." 8000 Grangers taking part.
to the city with them, as they were children did not attend school on Following is the program of North
Haven Grange:
Opening song.
account of the storm.
all on a shopping trip.
Florence Corbett has returned to America; reading. Mrs. Nettie W ither
Miss Theresa Burrows of Forest
avenue, Portland, niece of Mrs. Marr, Machias alter spending the weekend spoon; monologue, Nettie Beverage;
reading, a special message from the
at home.
was a recent visitor here.
National Grange master, Louis J. T a
Mrs. Harold Marr and family and
Too many golf players use the bor: guitar music, trio; essay, “What
Mrs. William Clayter spent the day
woods even when using the irons.— must be done to assure agricultural
at the light recently.
prosperity in America,” subject given
Sunday of last week Mr. and Mrs, Atlanta Constitution,

A nother St. G eorge M an
Takes a H a n d In the D e
bate O n L abor
Tenant’s Harbor, Sept. 25.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
An article by Hans Nelson of Ten
ant’s Harbor appearing in the Sept.
17 issue, and the reply by “An Ameri
can Citizen” in the Sept. 24 issue
interest me.
Mr. Nelson is possibly a Commun
ist, and while I hold no brief for
Communism I only wish th at all
Communists were as reasonable in
handling our present day problems
as Mr. Nelson was in handling the
100-year-old pauper law. This law was
hauled out for political reasons and
deserves just such handling as it re
ceived by Mr. Nelson.
Undesirable laws, as a rule, are not
repealed but become obsolete and die
a natural death.
Doubtless “An American Citizen”
would be surprised to know how
many of these antique laws he him
self is violating. I am surprised
th at an American citizen would be
ashamed to own his own country. I
am also surprised to hear that every
body in America is a worker.
Two classes th a t are not are those
unemployed, and those who toil not,
preferring to live upon profits taken
at the point of production from those
who do toil. We were told by one of
our statesmen th a t America was
owned by a very few individuals and
he went so far as to name them.
Simply wearing a white collar
doesn't take an individual out of the
ranks of the workers. Up until re
cent times many of these white-col
lared workers felt themselves closely
akin to the capitalist system, but to
day find themselves either in the
bread lines or else looking for em
ployment.
I would like to ask "An American
Citizen” how many unemployment
statistics he ever read coming from
Russia. Now don't let anybody tell
me that they have forced labor in
Russia or I shall be tempted to cite
a few instances of such a condition in
America and I might even pick out
a case or two in St. George.
Digging up the old chestnut of
race prejudice will not help us work
ers in the present crisis. As far as
aliens are concerned it is simply a
question of who got here first. We
are all here for economic reasons,
and when our masters can use us we
are hired not by nationalities but by
our abilities to produce. Whether
we like it or not, our present eco
nomic system of which our political
form of government is simply a hand
maiden, is in its old age, and will by
necessity be abolished and the indus
trial form of government be insti
tuted in its stead.
Forrest A. Wall
(An American citizen and World
War veteran).

R O C K V ILLE
There was a continuous stream of
cars passing through the village
Thursday and Friday. Union Fair
must have been the objective.
A. B. Butler of West Meadows,
Rockland, spent the weekend and
several days of this week with his
daughter Mrs. D. A. Sherer.
Work on the sidewalk has been
completed and the length of the walk
has been increased by 80 concrete
squares.
Many persons from the village at
tended the Union Fair.
School was closed all day Thurs
day for Teachers’ Convention.
Mr, and Mrs. W. A. Barrows who
spent several days including the
weekend at their summer home have
returned to Newtonville, Mass.
Mrs. Annie Rokes of Thomaston
who has been visiting her mother
Mrs. A. T. Oxton returned home
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Comery of
Northeast Harbor were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter.
A happy gathering was recently
held at Oak Grove Cabins when Mrs.
Nellie A. Perry entertained a t a lob
ster dinner her sister, Miss Mabel
Oxton, Mrs. A. T. Oxton and Elden
Oxton of Rockland and Mrs. Annie
Rokes of Thomaston.
by James C. Farmer, lecturer of the
National Grange, L. F. Crockett; read
ing, Ellen Parsons; charade, Nellie
Beverage; talk, “Value and Service of
the Grange,” W. Master, H. T. Crock
ett; song, State of Maine; tableau,
Meribah Crockett; recitation. Eliza
beth Bunker; reading, Carlton Snow;
song, Phyllis Duncan; pantomime,
Julia Beverage; recitation, Florence
M. Brown; guitar music, trio; clos
ing song, “God Be With You ’Till We
Meet Again."
• • • •
Church Officers Elected
At the meeting of the North Haven
Baptist Church Monday night the
following officers were elected and
committees created: President, Rev.
H. F. Huse; vice president, Mrs. Al
bert Beverage; secretary, Jennie O.
Beverage; financial secretary, Frank
Beverage; treasurer, Deacon C. S.
Staples.
Finance committee, Mrs. Chester
Dyer, Herman Crockett, Mrs. Albert
Beverage, Mrs. Frank Waterman
Nettie Beverage, Mrs. Lester Stone,
Mrs. Charles Bray, Mrs. Lloyd Dun
can, Mrs. Clarence Waterman; meet
ing house, E. S. York, Hiram Bever
age, Frank Beverage; parsonage,
Frank Beverage, Deacon C. S. Staples,
Mrs. H. F. Huse, Mrs. H. W. Crockett;
fuel and light, Herman Crockett, Al
ton Calderwood, Austin Brown; sex
ton, Etta Beverage, E. S. York, Les
ter Stone; advisory, Lester Stone,
Mrs. H. W. Crockett, Frank Bever
age, Mrs. W. L. Ames, E. S. York,
Mrs. Charles Bray, Mrs. Floyd Dun
can; flower and sick committee, Mrs.
Charles Bray, Mrs. H. F. Huse, Miss
Isa Beverage, Mrs. Herman Cooper.
Nettie Beverage, Mrs. James Tabbutt,
Mrs. Lester Greenlaw; music, Rev. H
F. Huse, E tta Beverage, Mrs. Albert
Beverage, Mercedes Calderwood; en
tertainment, Herman Crockett, Alton
Calderwood, Phyllis Duncan, Edna
Calderwood, Mrs. Clarence Water
man, Mrs. Pierce; evangelistic, Sun
day school teachers, superintendents
and deacons, pastor and secretary;
nominating for 1933. Herman Crock
ett, Mrs. Clara Waterman, Mrs.
Frank Calderwood; committee to
recommend deacons or deaconesses
for 1933, Mrs. Nellie York, Mrs. W. L.
Ames.

P age Five

day. Miss Nellie Teel presided and
The freshman reception will be held
V IN A L H A V E N
I at Town hall Saturday night. Music
Miss Adelaide Schellinger acted as
secretary. The prize recitation was
Sunday is rally day at Union i by the Fakers.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson who have ocmade by William Nuppula, who was Church Sunday school and Rev. P. J.
awarded the prize, a sheet of writing Clifford will speak to the children. | cupied Mrs. Ora Jones’ residence dur(By Elizabeth Walker)
paper.
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will j ing the summer months, returned Fri
♦»• *
hold installation a t Odd Fellows hall day to Dorchester, Mass.
Mrs. Annie Benner entertained the
We rejoiced in a holiday Thursday,
Mary Foster has been office secre next Wednesday. District Deputy
at her home.
occasioned by the Knox County tary this week.
President Margaret Crockett of Cam Weary Club Thursday
• • • •
Teachers’ convention.
den will install, assisted by District
Deputy Marshal Inez Crosby of Cam
The entertainment a t the sopho
Fred Austin Brown
G O R H A M N O RM A L
den. The elected officers of Ocean
more social included a farce, “The
Fred Austin Brown, 71, highly
Bound are: Beulah Gilchrist, noble esteemed citizen and native of this
School Clown,” which was full of
laughs and a huge success. Num
Louise Dolliver of Rockland assis grand; Violet Baum, vice grand; Nel town, died early Tuesday morning at
bered slips were passed out to the ted Virginia Clark at the “get-to- , lie Wilson, recording secretary; Villa his home on High street. He was a
classes, and holders of the lucky gether” sponsored by the Y.W.C.A. Calderwood, financial secretary; Sada retired stone cutter by trade and had
at the beginning of the school year. Robbins, treasurer. While in townJ served the town several years as road
numbers were admitted free.
• • «•
Games, dancing, and refreshments the installing officers will be enter commissioner; was a member of
tained at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Union Church, of Star of Hope Lodge,
The speaker at the assembly last were enjoyed.
E. A. Smalley.
I.O.O.F., and of Island Home Encamp
Tuesday was E. Carl Moran, Con
The first Dramatic Club meeting
The Two O'clock Club met Tuesday ment. He was the son of the late
gressman-elect for this district. He was held Sept. 20. Plans for junior
Francis and Eliza (Lindsey) Brown,
was introduced by his former teacher, try-outs were made. Jeanette S. John with Mrs. Frank Bogren.
Miss Fay Coburn entertained the and is survived by his wife, Estelle
Miss Coughlin, who read an editorial son of Appleton was chosen faculty
(Lucas) Brown, and son Arthur B.
of his from the school paper of which advisor. Louise Dolliver of Rockland Needlecraft Club a t her home.
he was sports editor; “—with the was chosen as a member of try-out
Mrs. Llewellyn Smitn is guest ol Brown of Boston; nieces, Mrs. A. M.
proper support, we truly believe that committee.
her sister Mrs. E tta Hall in Camden. Cassie and Mrs. Alfred Creed; three
cousins, Mrs. Allen Foster of Milford,
we will win—,” and a quotation from
Tne Ladies of the G.A.R. will hold N. H., Mrs. Eugene Sprague of Bos
These seniors from Knox and Lin
an article of his in the recent cam
counties are doing their practice inspection Oct. 7, preceded by the ton and Mrs. Elizabeth Carlon of
paign, “—if I receive the support of coln
usual supper.
Brookline, Massmy home town, I truly believe—” teaching at the Gorham Training
Nearly all the teachers here attend
School.
Roberta
Hathorne
of
Wis
Funeral services were held Thurs
which Miss Coughlin used to illus casset, Grade five; Lois Prior of ed the convention in Rockland.
day at the family residence, Rev P. J.
trate her statement that an outstand Waldoboro, South Gorham; Mrs.
Misses Nina Ames, Flavilla Arey and Clifford officiating. The Odd Fellows
ing man is an outstanding man from Celia Cross of Waldoboro, Junior Dorothy Thomas gave a delightful attended in a body. There were many
the beginning.
High School; Miss Margaret Reilly of party Wednesday evening at Ledge beautiful floral tributes. Interment
Mr. Moran gave an interesting and New Harbor, Valentine St. Westbrook; Lodge, which proved to be a utility was in John Carvor cemetery. The
highly practical discourse on “The ’ and Mrs. Lillian Wallace of Pemaquid, shower for Mrs. Ethel (Young) bearers were William Lawry, Charles
Art of Thinking Straight.” He spoke Valentine St. Westbrook.
Doughty and Mrs. Bertha (Miller) Webster, Harry Wilson, Melville
of the propaganda, put out by both
Winslow, who thought they were a t
The house committee held its first tending their class of 1926 reunion. Smith, all brother Odd Fellows. Those
political parties, which appears as
from out of town to attend the serv
•editorials” in the newspapers, and meeting Sept. 21, under the direction They were much surprised when Miss ices were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown
advising one to vote for the best man of Nellie W. Jordan, dean of women Ames announced th a t as it was rain  of Boston, and Herbert Cassie of Port
regardless of party. He deplored the and Dr. Walter E. Russell, principal. ing hard out of doors it would be well land.
lack of interest in politics which has Mrs. Lillian Wallace of Pemaquid1and to have a shower inside and conducted
been prevalent in the last few years; Roberta Hathorne of Wiscasset ,he two brides to a screen, behind
' MRS. SARAH A. YOUNG
and in conclusion counseled an have been chosen as members of the which was concealed two large, hand
house
committee
for
the
first
semes
somely decorated baskets filled with
analysis of the situation, “to see for
Mrs. Sarah A. Young died Sept. 20
gifts for each. The presents were ad
ourselves what to do, and do it.” Isa ter.
at
her home at Owl’s Head at the age
bel Choate conducted the opening
The Lincoln County Club elected mired and rhymes attached were
exercises, and Frank Harding was these officers for the present year. read, causing much merriment. T he of 91. She had been ill only the last
general chairman.
President, Miss Carolyn Crooker of living rooms were made doubly attrac three months, before which time she
• *• •
Bristol; vice president, Miss Marjorie tive with festoons of nile green and was able to work around her house
canary yellow and Japanese lanterns.
“The Tattler” comes out for the Cutts of Boothbay Harbor; secretary, The fireplace all aglow added a cheer and garden and enjoy the activities
first time this year, the second week Miss Margaret Riley of New Harbor; ful touch and making the decorations of her family. Her garden and flower
and treasurer Mrs. Lillian Wallace of
of October.
• • • •
Pemaquid. They will begin their work particularly effective. Cards and pots were her hobby every year. Up
dancing featured the evening’s en
The Student Council has put forth October 1st. and are planning some tertainment and a t 10.30 refreshments until her illness she had a remarkably
a new plan for financing school interesting events to take place dur were served. The guests wpre mem sound mind, fairly good eyesight and
sports. Anyone who wishes may pay ing the year.
bers and friends of the class of '26, a good appetite. Her sense of humor
10 cents a week, which amounts to
The following students have enrol V.HS. of which Mrs. Doughty and gained a great many friends.
She was the widow of Zealor W.
$3.50 in all, or $3 cash for a season led at the Gorham Normal School Mrs. Winslow were graduates; also of
ticket which will give admittance to for the coming year from Knox and class of ’28, of which Mr. Winslow is a Young, Civil War Veteran, who died
in February, 1905. They were for
all the games of all the sports dur Lincoln counties. Ethel Holbrook and graduate. There were 42 present.
ing the school year, and in addition Mary Sleeper of South Thomaston;
Mrs. Grace Marsh of Belfast who merly from Lincolnville.
She is survived by one son, Charles
will pay for “The T attler” each Dorothy Knight of Unity, Mary Bick has been guest of Mr. and Mrs. W.
month. If enough subscribe to this ford and Corrine Waltz of Damaris Y. Fossett has returned to her home. E. Young, Owl's Head; four grand
children, Frank and Margaret at
plan to make it practicable, it will go cotta; Lillian Wallace of Pemaquid;
Owl's Head; Earl E. Young at Had
Lois Harkins and Celia Cross of
into effect this year.
W O M E N donfield, N. J., and Mrs. Sadie Stimp• *• ♦
Waldoboro; Roberta Hathorne of M O D E R N
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay duo son at Rockland, and five great
In a moment of imprudence, Mrs. Wiscasset; Marjorie Cutts, Barbara to
colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Spear asked one of her classes to type Dunton, and Mary Dodge of Booth- Chi-ches-te® Diamond Brand Pills are effective, grandchildren; also one brother Da
reliable
and give QUICK RELIEF. Sold bj ~
vid of Scarsmont.
bay
Harbor;
Louise
Dolliver
of
Rock
out a list of 10 qualities which they
all druggists for over 45 years. Aik for—j
Mrs. Young's funeral took place
admire in a teacher. Mrs. Spear land; Flora W right and Winifred
Sept. 23 at her late residence at Owl’s
read some of these a t a teachers’ Lamb of Camden; Richard Clifford of
Head with interment a t Lincolnville.
meeting Monday night, much to the Vinalhaven and Keith Crockett and
Rev. L. G. Perry officiated.
edification of the assemblage. It is Earle Achorn of Rockport.
rumored that some of these master
pieces were not received with the
usual grave composure which charac
terizes the teachers' meetings. Most
of the students require patience, a
pleasant attitude and a sense ot
humor as chief attributes of a good
teacher. Some of the suggestions are
really constructive; all are interest
ing. Here are a few examples:
“Beauty in a teacher is not a
necessity but it does help.”
“I like a teacher any age as long
as she isn’t crabby.”
“A good sport all around is an ideal
not to be laughed at.”
“A teacher who is not abrupt and
who makes one feel like ten cents is
the best to be had.”
“I like a teacher who isn’t death on
whispering."
,
“They should be polite to their stu
dents.”
“They should not show parshallity.”
“A teacher who doesn’t give much
home work.”
“A teacher with patience.”
“The first and foremost qualifica
tion of a teacher is to know thorough
ly the subject he is teaching, i. e., he
should be an authority on the sub
ject.”
“A very good advantage for a
teacher is to have a way with “both
ersome’ students which will enable
him to have command of the situa
tion a t all times."
“A person who is not always giving
others sarcastic remarks."
“I like a teacher th a t will make
you work without the pupil even be
ing conscious of it.”
"Be nice to the pupils and they will
use you good."
“A teacher that is patient in ex
plaining the work to the uncomprending students."
“One that gives home work, but
not to much of it.”
“Most of all a teacher should stress
on her neatness.”
• • • •
The first meeting of the Press Club
was held Monday and these officers
elected: President, Shirley Barbour:
vice president, Carol Gardner; treas
You hear on ly the purr o f
urer, Alice Gay; secretary, Mildred
Sweeney. The list of editors will ap
power w ith Purple I’AN-AM
pear next week.

A t T he H igh School

»• • »

There has been a lot of fun in the
biology classes during their study ol
grasshoppers. All and sundry were
chasing their grasshoppers around
under chairs and discovering them on
other persons, only to find, as in the
case of the proverbial flea, that it was
the wrong grasshopper.
• • • •
Junior High assembly last Wed
nesday was given by Miss Brown’s
star geography class, with geography
as the topic in hand.
• **•
Seventeen of the High School
teachers, with their husbands or
wives, disported themselves at a
faculty picnic last weekend, going to
Lakewood to see “The Torchbearers”
Saturday evening, and spending the
night at Mr. Blaisdell’s home in Syd
ney. Six teachers labored mightily
in the kitchen, cooking, and serving
the ice cream which the faculty froze.
Two ball teams of three players
each, captained by Mr. Stewart and
Mr. Robinson respectively, did battle
Sunday, the score being approximate
ly 58 to 5 in favor of Mr. Stewart’s
team. The party returned home
Sunday night.
• • • •
The freshman social of Oct. 7 will
have as part of the entertainment a
meeting of the Demopublican Partv.
Although the meeting is national it
will Include a few local celebrities,
with slightly varied names.
• • • •
The first period Civics Club had
a very interesting meeting Wednes

G asoline.

Y our car picks up

quietly, sm o o th ly , w ith th e
feeling

of

speed

to spare.

Your m otor is your sile n t
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T e st Purple PAN-

AM for yourself. Even if you
have th e highest-eonipression
1932 m otor, Purple PAN-AM
gives th e la st ounce o f energy
w ith ou t
knock.
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whisper o f a

And the extra a n ti
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a penny cxlru.
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THOM ASTON

At the annual business meeting of
the Congregational Ladies' Circle at
the church parlors Thursday the fol
lowing officers were elected: Mrs. La
vinia G. Elliot, president: Mrs. Eunice
B. Shorey, vice president; Mrs. Louise
3. Hewett, treasurer: Mrs. Ella W.
♦
ESTATE SUSAN L. STROUT. late of
5unn. Mrs. Annie D. Wiley. Mrs. MinThomaston, deceased. First and Final
Advertisements in this column not to
lie G. Andrews. Mrs. Ida Parks. Mrs. exceed
account
filed for allowance by J. Walter
thrrt* lines inserted once for 25
the estates nereinaner namea:
of Thomaston. Exr.
|| laria Copeland, executive committee; cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
YOUNG woman wants housekeeper’s
FIVE-ROOM upstairs apartment with
At a Probate Court held at Rockland Strout.
ESTATE DORA F. METCALF, late of
CHICKENS dressed to order 25c lb.; in and for the County of Knox, on the
position for elderly couple or woman
diss Margaret G. Ruggles. Miss Jes tional lines five cents each for one time. bath. All rooms heated modern improve
10 cents for three times. Six words ments. 52 MASONIC ST. Tel 638-J.
alone go anywhere. Write Y.. 46 Moun also some fine pullets. O. B. RACKLIFF. 20th day of September in the year of our Rockland, deceased. Supplementary ac
sie K. Crawford. Miss Mary A. Rice, make
117-119 Lord one thousand nine hundred and count filed for allowance by Harry T.
a line.
tain St.. Camden. Me
117-119 19 Birch St. Tel. 212-J.
______________________________ 118*120 |
nusic committee.
and by adjournm ent from Sukeforth. Admr.
RESTAURANT for sale, all modern. thirty-two.
MIDDLE-AGED woman would like
TENEMENT to let. all modern, will let
ESTATE LEVI B. GILLCHREST, late of
day to- day
said
The October meeting of Gen. Knox
— .. from the 20th day of
hovino
housekeeping Job in small family or for accommodations for table and counter
it furnished or unfurnished, rent rea
Thomaston, deceased. Petition With
Now doing business at the b e st! September the
Chapter. D.A.R.. will be held at the
middle-aged man. MARY E GARDNER service
sonable. Apply F. L. SHAW. 47 North
Annexed
Copy of the Last Will and Tes
on Main St.. Rockland. Write ; been presented for the action thereupon
Tenant's Harbor. Box 34
117*119 location
Mam St Tel. 422-R_____________116-tf
tome of Mrs. Maria Copeland. Knox
B L G . eare Courier-Gazette.
115-117 1 hereinafter indicated it is hereby Or- tam ent of the said Levi B. Gillchrest.
praying
th
at the Will of the said Levi B.
---------------------------------------------------—
dered;
EXPERIENCED nurse would like po
street, Monday at 3 o'clock.
APARTMENT to let In Bicknell Block
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres.
T hat notice thereof be given to all per- Gillchrest. as w ritten in said copy a n 
sition as housekeeper or care of invalids.
MRS. B B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel 264
nexed,
must
be proved and allowed and
Colored slides depicting “Landscape
modern
buildings.
pasture
land,
hay
sons
Interested,
by
causing
a
copy
of
E. S.. care the Courier-Gazette office
105-tf
SMALL tender nicked vp at Andrew’s
118*120z apple orchards, lumber and fire wood this order to be nubllshed three weeks th at Letters Testam entary issue to Grace
hardening" issued by Better Homes
National
Bank
of New Vork City. N. Y..
successively
in
The
Courier-Gazette,
a
Inland. CKARLIB SMITH. 4 Rankin
THREE unfurnished rents of four, five
WOMAN wanted for housework One '*RS H P BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain newspaper published at Rockland in said the Executor named therein, w ithout
& Gardens Pub. Co., will be shown in St..
Rockland.________________ 117* 119 and six rooms, modern Applv ELIZA
105-tf
willing to work in exchange for good St., Camden. Tel. 2597.
bond.
Presented
by Nellie N. Gillchrest
County
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Pro
;he Baptist Church Friday evening at
BCY'S bicycle taken from Public Li BETH DONOHUE. 89 Park St. Tel. 741-R
home and small pay. Apply 6 WARREN
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times. bate Court to be held at said Rockland, of Thomaston.
7.30. under auspices of the Thomas brary. Reward. TEL. 770._______ 117*tf _______________________________ 111-tf
ST.
118*lt Prompt
on
the
18th
day
of
October
A.
D.
1932.
at
service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
ESTATE OLIVE E. AND ELIZABETH E.
on Garden Club. A cordial invitation
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of
105-tf nine o'clock in the forenoon, and be BLOOD, of Camden, Petition for License
FURNISHED apartment to let for the
heard thereon if they see cause.
is extended to everyone. Admission savings book numbered 7972 and the winter. 21 TALBOT AVE. Tel. 8-R
to Sell Certain Real Estate, situated in
ACCREDITED R. I. pullets. 18 weeks
owner of said book asks for a duplicate
Lincolnville, and fully described in said
116-118
ESTATE ANTILLA CASSENS. late of Petition,
ree.
old. $1 each LAWRENCE HEALD. North
in accordance with the provision of the
filed by Lewis M Blood, of
Word has been received here by State law. SECURITY TRUST CO.
Waldoboro. Me.
117*119 Camden, deceased. Petition for License Camden. Gdn.
STEAM-HEATED apartment to let.
To Sell Certain Real Estate, a t Public
levensaler Block, Thomaston. Water
■elatives of the death of Mrs. Edward Rockland. ELMER C. DAVIS. Treas
USED ONCE—Royal Blue ball bearing or Private Sale, situated in the Town of
Witness.
MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
______________117-Th-123 furnished. Applv to R O. & F. D
milk separator for sale, electric. 375 lb. Lincolnville. County of Waldo, and the quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knotf
?. Caldwell. 83. which occurred Wed
ELLIOT
117-tf
size,
can
be
seen
at
COBB-DAVIS
AN
GENERATOR
from
an
Essex
car
lost
County.
Rockland.
Maine.
SEVEN
passenger
Buick
sedan
in
good
Town
of
Camden.
County
of
Knox,
fully
nesday at her home in Larchmont, N. Wednesday somewhere between Armour’s
117-119 described in said petition, and distribute
FOUR or five room modern apartment
A ttest:
condition. 1926 model. Price $125. C. E. TIQUE SHOP. Elm St.. City.
Y. Mrs. Caldwell had a number ofI and Brown’s Market. Camden. Finder to let with garage at 120 Main St.. Thom
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE. Register.
OVERLOCK. Warren. Tel. 3-4 Warren
the
proceeds,
after
payment
of
expenses
OLD SHIP model for sale, in glass case,
118-S-124
118*120
118*120 a fine picture. 50 years old. J. BRIDGES. among the heirs at law of the late An•elatives in this town whom she was j please leave at BROWN'S MARKET. Re aston. Apply on PREMISES
war
d.__________________
_______H
7-119
tilla
Cassens.
presented
by
Stonnie
E.
118*11
i accustomed to visit in summer.
TWO RENTS to let in Rankin Block.
SPEAR S Cider Mill at West Warren 120 Old County Rd.. Rockland.
Richardson,
and
Howard
W.
Hall.
BLACK hand bag lost on Camden St. Warm and comfortable for the winter.
will start business Tuesday. Oct. 4 and
$250 Brunswick phonograph for sale
I Miss Alice George closed her house I Tuesdav
12.40 p. m Reward Tel. E R SPEAR Tel 137-R________116*118
each Tuesday and Saturday after
NAOMI J. O'BRIEN, late of Tnoinaston.
Notices of A p p o in tm en t
with large number of records. Will sell
IJ Friday and will spend the winter in ' 1051-J or about
Call at 49 CEDAR ST. 117-119
115*120 cheap. Inquire 31 UNION ST. 117-119 deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
COTTAGE
house
and
barn
at
Ingra
LPortland. She will pursue her art.
ham Hill to let. PHONE 86. Thomaston
MACHINELESS METHOD permanent
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale thereof, asking that the same may be
[(studies there.
______________________________ 116*118
waving,
$6.50
MRS.
KATHARINE —By manufacturer. Samples free. H. proved and allowed and th a t Letters Tes bate for the County of Knox, in the
tam entary issue to Lizzie S. Levensaler. State of Maine, hereby certify th a t in
SMALL.
Phone
37-M.
18
Gay
St.
Mrs. Aaron Clark is with her par- '
A.
BARTLETT.
Harmony.
Maine.
108-120
FIVE room upstairs rent, flush toilet,
of Thomaston, she being the Executrix the following estates the persons were
» cellar
L
116*118
and lights, shed, upper balcony
nts Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Keyes at
REAL PASSENGER or party boat for named in said Will, without bond.
appointed Administrators.
Executors,
♦ H B BARTER
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock sale. 3 year's old; 39 ft. x 10 ft. beam;
Tel. 25.__________102-tf
Bucksport, called there by the serious
ROBERT J ANDREWS, late of Warren, Guardians and Conservators and on the
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mail orders capacity 50 people, fully equipped; ma
....................
EIGHT-ROOM modern bungalow with
dates
hereinafter
named:
illness of her grandmother M rs.■♦
solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J
hogany finished, nice arrangement, ap deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
bath, hot water heat, garage. Thomas
__________________________ 105-tf
VESTA A PIERCE, of Rockland. Au
Huston.
pearance. fast. Hull worth $2500. Quick thereof, asking that the same may be
WHEN you are planning to sell vour ton. Just off Main St. MARY A. LUCE
sale price without m otor $1000; with new proved and allowed and th a t Letters Tes- gust 30. 1932. Emery F. Barbour, of Rock
MY
CIDER
MILL
is
now
running
every
Mrs. Jennie Salusbury of Eoston broilers and fowl, call PETER EDWARDS Thomaston. Tel. 118.
104-tf
tam
entary
issue
to
Jane
Andrews,
of
land.
appointed Guardian and Quali
day in the week until Nov. 25. making 6-75 Universal motor $1500. Must be Warren, she being the Executrix named fied bywas
fwho has been visiting Mr. and. Mrs. Tel. 80S-J. Rockland.____________ 105-tf
FIVE room modern apartment with
filing bond September 6. 1932.
3 cents. Dry wood, soft $5.75. hard. $6.75; seen to be appreciated. Inquire HARRY in said Will, without bond.
J.
N.
SOUTHARD
Tel
garage
to
let.
MIDDLEAGED WIDOW would like
■ Luther Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
WINTHROP P. GREENLAW late of
junks. Plenty of cider barrels. 25 cents N ROBINSON, Boothbay Harbor.
107-tf
position as housekeeper for widower. 396-W.
ANNIE R COOK, late of Friendship, Vlnalhaven. deceased. Aug. 30. 1932.
up. Vinegar and delicious sweet cider ______________________________ 118-120
Clark for five weeks returns to her Watres
reasonable. References furnished.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate Owen L. Balcom and Carrie E. Balcom
25
cents
JAMES
SIMONTON.
Meadow
PLEASANT
front
room
to
let.
heated.
DRY
FITTED
hard
wood,
under
cover
nhome Monday.
BOX 133. R. No. 1 Warren. Me. 118*120 Home privileges TEL 730_____ 116*118
St.. West Rockport._____________ 118*120 $10. Junks $10 W. L OXTON. West thereof, asking that the same may be of South Lynnfield. Mass., were appoint
and allowed and th at Letters ed Executors, and qualified by filing
Thomaston musicians Herbert Kirk- J LUNCH ~ counter wanted, stationary
FIVE room apartment to let. furnished
105-tf proved
HOME AND CARE furnished for re Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
THREE
furnished
rooms
to
let
for
light
Testam entarv issue to Clarence M. Du bond Sept. 13. 1932. Leslie B Dyer of
Patrick. Luther Clark. Aaron Clark stools, etc. Must be in good condition housekeeping, modern. M M. GRIFFIN. or unfurnished, all modern. DAVID fined.
elderly lady, excellent location,
DRY hard wood, fitted or Junk. $10; re tt of Wellesley. Mass , he being the Vlnalhaven. appointed Agent in Maine.
RUBENSTEIN__________________
118-120
PENOBSCOT
GRILL.
City______
115*116
pleasant home in family of tw’o. Write Ion". $8; soft wood fitted or junks. $6 Executor named in said Will, without
and Charles Linscott played Friday at
25 Ocean S t_____________________118-tf
ANNIE B DOUGLAS, late of Rock
SUNNY, warm room, with use of bath, P. O BOX 385. Thomaston. Me. 117-119 L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13 Rockland.
WOMAN for general housework w an t
the Union Fair.
bond.
TENEMENTS to let. in good locality, near
land. deceased. September 20. 1932. Guy
schools
and
hospital.
Price
verv
ed
Middleaged
preferred.
49
BREW
ROCKLAND Body and Fender Shop __ __ _________________________ 117-119
EMMA E WIGHT, late of Rockland, C. Douglas, of Rockland, was appointed
Charles Linscott left Friday morn STER St. after 6 p. m.__________ 118*lt at reasonable prices; also roomer wanted reasonable. 20 MAPLE ST Tel. 143-R
wood, top and glass work, welding,
MRS W S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St
SIX ROOM house at Pleasant Gardens, deceased. Will and Petition for Probate Exr.. without bond.
ing by automobile for Indianapolis
y ______________________ 117*119 Body.
spraying and fender work. TEL. 466-M has water, lights. Price $1000, on rent thereof, asking that the same may be
EXPERIENCED stitchers wanted on Tel. 874-W.______________________ 115-tf
WILLIAM S. WHITE, late of Rockland,
for a two weeks stay.
HEATED
apartments,
all
modern,
four
105-tf
plan
If desired
V. F. STUDLEY, 69 i proved and allowed and th a t Letters deceased. September 20. 1932. William
W’ool coats. Apply MODERN PANTS CO
AT 316 OLD COUNTY RD. seven room rooms. Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK
-•
----‘
Ti
Jestam
entary
issue
to
Carrie
B.
Shaw,
116-118 house,
Park
St.
Tel.
1080.
111-tf
Snow and sleet fell on the grounds
T.
White, of New York City. New York,
to let. all modern, garage, large
J. H. DAMON, dentist. New office
108-tf 153DRLimerock
of Rockland, and Alice Shaw Farber, of
St. Special prices this
at Montpelier Thursday evening a t ' HOUSEWORK wanted by day or hour. garden spot. Apply RALPH M STONE LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634.
BANTAM corn, cukes, squashes, green New York City. N. Y.. they being the was appointed Exr.. without bond. Alan
FURNISHED HOUSE at Ingraham Hill month. Work by appointment only. tomatoes and other vegetables. Chick Executrices named in eaid Will, w ith L. Bird of Rockland, appointed Agent
______________________________ 114*119
10 o’clock. Later in the night it Address A. B . care Box 143. Rockland.
let. eight rooms, bath, hot and cold TEL 1160-J ______
104-tf ens dressed to order. OVERNESS SAR- out bond.
in Maine.
FIVE rooms ail heated, fireplace, ga to
rained.
water, furnace heat, garage. MINNIE
KESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave. Tel. 568-W.
MATTI L. TOORPAKKA. late of St.
rage first class. Janitor service. In C.
ELDEN JONES, late of Rockland, de George,
SMITH,
37
Spring
St.
Tel.
981-W
' The following members of the
101-tf
deceased. September 20. 1932. Ida
quire MIKE ARMATA. Men's Shop. ______________________________ 118-120
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate S. Toorpakka.
of St. George, was ap
Park St._______________________ 118-120 1
Thomaston Loyal Legion attended
♦ DRY fitted hard wood and junks, $10; thereof, asking that the same may be pointed Exx. w ithout
bond.
SIX
and
seven
room
rents
at
17
War
fitted
soft
wood
and
slabs.
$6;
lumber
$25
proved
and
allowed
and
th
a
t
Letters
Union Fair Thursday: Enoch Clark.
APARTMENT to let. five rooms and ren St., to let. good condition. Apply
♦ per M. All under cover. T. J. CARROLL. Testamentary issue to Maude C. Sherer. FRANK R LEIGHTON,
late of Union,
bath, new paint and paper. $16. garage 11 JAMES ST. Tel. 577.
I Charles Smith. Walter Hastings.
110-t'f
deceased.
September
20. 1932. Ella F.
Tel.
263-21
or
739-M
Rockland
105-tf
of
Rockland,
she
being
the
Executrix
available. F. M. KITTREDGE. 30 Chest
I Stanley Copeland. Forrest Newbert.
Leighton,
of
Union
was
appointed
Exx.,
named
in
said
Will,
with
bond.
TW’O apartm ents to let at 7 Granite
nut St.
114-tf
MILL WOOD, four foot lengths $6.
ABOUT three rcres land at The High
. all modern. Apply A. S. PETERSON lands
i William Hysler. Bird Jameson. Albert
The simple German remedy. AdWALTER H BUTLER, late of Rockland, without bond.
with barn and cellar thereon, for stove length $7. Junks and fitted hard
FIVE ROOM furnished flat to let at 36 St
Fuller-Cobb-Davis
89-tf
ADA
R
ROKES.
late
of
Warren,
de
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
< James. Fred Burnham. Alfred Mor- lerika, reaches the UPPER bowel, Pleasant St. Apply on PREMISES
wood at market prices. L. A. PACKARD
sale. Nice building spot. TEL. 217-W.
September 20. 1932. Levi L.
105-tf thereof, asking th at the same may be ceased.
113-tf
FIVE ROOM flat, all modern. 23 _______________________________ 105-tf R.F.D. Thomaston.
fjton. Earl Risteen. The Auxiliary washing out poisons which cause
Rokes.
of
Warren,
was
appointed
Admr.
proved
and
allowed
and
th
a
t
Letters
St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
FIVE English setter pups for sale, also
20-ACRE farm, good buildings, priced
FOUR room apartm ent with bath to Fulton
I members reported were Mrs. Edith stomach trouble. One dose stops gas
105-tf for quick sale; 2 min. from village cen three fox hound pups V. T JOHNSON. Testam entary issue to Ann Gay Butler, c.t.a.. without bond.
all modern improvements, at 7 Tal 240 Broadway.
of Rockland, she being the Executrix
FREDERICK A SHERER. late of Rock
yClark. Mrs. Ednah Smith and Mrs. bioating. C. H. Moor & Co., D rug let.
bot Ave. MRS A. H. JONES. 22 Masonic
FURNISHED room to let at 14 Masonic ter. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St . Tel Lake Ave.. R. F. D.. Rockland. Tel. named in said Will, without bond, and land. deceased. September 20. 1932.
rEarl Risteen.
114*119 the petitioner further prays th a t the Margie S. Ingraham, of Rockland, was
105-tf 352-32
112-tf St.
104-tf 1080.
gists.
I St. Phone 304.
The Eaptist Ladies' Mission Circle
Court determine as a m atter of fact th at appointed Admx.. w ithout bond.
the omission of any devise or legacy in
J will meet with Mrs Lucy Sillery next
ANTILLA CASSENS. late of Camden,
said will to Walter H. Butler, Jr., was
August 23. 1932. T. J. French
Tuesday at 2 o'clock.
HAS FAMILIAR SOUND
. ful column for the presidential elec- Intentional or was occasioned by mis deceased.
in singing, dancing and comedy nov
tored to Jonesport Friday to spend
CAM DEN
of
Camden, was appointed Admr d b n.
Mrs. Cornelius Cronin who has been the weekend at Mr. Higgins' home.
James A. Farley. Democratic Na- tion and that all of them will be take.
elties. Commencing Monday, show..:
and oualified by filing bond September
MABEL STEVENS RAWLEY. late of 21. 1932.
'a t Knox Hotel the pas: month has
tional chairman, said Thursday that dsfinitely Democratic before the cam
Capt. Earl Starrett mad-? his last
Capt. and Mrs. William F. Annis ol start at 2. 6 30 and 8 30.
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
HATTIE C EMERY, late of Rockland,
rrtturned to her home in New York,
Mrs. Ada Dyer, librarian at the less than five States are in the doubt- i paign closes.
trip for the season Friday with mail Hudson. Mass., are guests of Mr. and
for Probate thereof, asking th a t the deceased.
July 19. 1932. Frank R. Greeley,
j A recent call at the J B Pearson from Thomaston to Boothbay Harbor,
same may be proved and allowed and of West Rutland.
Public Library, is spending a few days
Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur.
Mass . was appointed
th a t Letters Testamentary issue to Administrator d.b.n.c.t.a.,
[factory showed a small force at work. via Monhegan. The mail for Monwithout bond.
in
New
York.
Harry Franklin Curtis, of Rockland, he Robert U. Collins, of Rockland,
John Hinds has returned to his
appoint
Attention was called to a consignment hegan will te carried from Eooihbay
Friends of Night-watch William S.
being the Executor named in said Will, ed Agent in Maine.
heme
In
Roslindale.
Mass,
after
[of coats being made up for San Fran Harbor
w ithout bond.
Capt. Starrett will leave spending the summer in Camden
Dyer, will be pleased to know he is
CAROLINE W WATTS, late of Thom
cisco. Cne was made of a cloth called Thomaston in his steamboat every
ESTATE FRED L. DAVIDSON, late of
deceased. September 27. 1932. Ed
Miss Harriet Godfrey who spent the convalescing from his recent severe
Appleton, deceased. Petition for Ad aston.
Ubox sued? which had been rubberized. Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday
ward
K Leighton, of Rockland, was ap
illness.
m
inistration.
asking
that
Maynard
M.
summer
a
t
Ellsmere,
has
returned
pointed
Exr.. without bond.
I another was of several colors, green mornings until further notice, taking .
Brown, of Appleton, or some other su it
FLORENCE M. CROCKETT, late of
Band brown and numerous other shades freight and passengers and retu rn  to Brookline. Mass.
able person be appointed Admr.. with
Rockland, deceased. August 30. 1932.
M A K E FO R H E A L T H
The Philathea class of the Baptist
bond.
Cmaking an attractive garment. Col- ing at night.
uth E. Smith, of Boston, Mass., was ap
ESTATE SARAH A YOUNG, late of R
Church met Friday night a t the home j
Eorado is another slate that has lately
Admx. and oualified by filing
The Congregational Ladies' Circi?
Owl’s Head, deceased. Petition for Ad pointed
September 27. 1932. Elisha W Pike
com? into the market for warm coats. recently elected these officers: Presi of P. A. Packard on Chestnut street. j Now Js tJ,e f i me J o Store
m inistration. asking th at Charles E. bond
of
Rockland,
appointed Agent in Maine
Young, of Owl’s Head, or some other
Sunday services at the Baptist dent, Mrs. Lavinia Elliot; vice presi with Mrs. Laura Mathews and Mrs
suitable person be appointed Admr.
V egetables For Use the
[Church: At 9.45 a. m. Bible school; dent. Mrs. Eunice Shorey; treasurer, Alice Paul, hostesses.
CHARLES
L. VEAZIE. Register.
w ithout bond.
Mrs. W. F. Lockhardt and daugh
41 a. m. morning worship, topic. “A Mrs. Louise Hewett; executive board.
MARY R. VALENTA. of Rockland. Pe
C
om
ing
W
inter
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Fair Deal; " communion service; 6 Mrs. Ella Dunn. Annie D. Willey, Mrs ter returned Friday to their home in
tition for Guardian, and custody of
., . a "
. . .
minor child, asking that William J. VaSTEAMBOAT CO.
p. m.. Y.P.S.C.E.; at 7. vestry service, Ida Parks. Mrs. Minnie Andrews. Mrs. Sunnv Ridge. Harrison, N. Y„ hav- ’ _
e ^ t o
lenta,
of
Rockland,
be
appointed
G
uar
ing
passed
the
summer
at
their
cot’
Even
lf
'
t
He
depression
h
less
deWINTER ARRANGEMENT
topic, "Supreme Generosity. " Junior Maria Copeland: music committee-.
dian
of
said
Mary
R.
Valenta.
and
th
at
tage at Lincolnville Beach.
pressing this coming winter, every(In effect Oct. 1. 1932)
choir will sing.
custody of said minor be decreed to said
Miss MargaretMie-Marv
G. Ruggles.
DURING THE BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
RiceMiss Jes i The annual meeting of the Con- | c? e w“ h a ' allaLle vegetab.es shuu.d
Guardian.
Vinalhaver. Line
Sayward Hall who has been living sie» Crawford
Crawford.
Miss
Marv
Rice
? Crawlord. M isa Mary Rice
I
H
, d, circle'wiU be held 1stcre them now to lnsure mineral and
ESTATE FRED T. STUDLEY. late Of
Steamer leaves Vlnalhaven daily ex
in the Peaslee house, corner of Knox
^ L l n? , MrL Wl'1;am ConEell ?!?d I t the oarish house Wednesday
' vitemln content in winter meals, beRockland,
deceased.
Petition
to
Deter
cept Sunday at 8 A M. Arriving in
Make vour reservations now at the Capitol Park. One block
and Flucker streets, has moved his children who have been guestsof Mr. at the parish house Wednesday.
mine Inheritance Tax. filed by Claire S. Rockland at 9.20 A M Returning leaves
from Union Station and Capitol lacing beautiful park. The
Mrs. Allie O. Pillsbury will enter lieves Therese E. Wood, foods sdpfamily to Camden.
Hodgkins, of Rockland. Administratrix..
Rockland at 2 30 P. M.. direct for Vinaland Mrs. Edwin F. Lyrch have re
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Lee W. Walker re turned to their home in Elmhurst, tain the Friends-In-Council Tues cialist for the Extension service.
ESTATE SUSAN L STROUT. late of haven arriving at 3.45 P. M.
large comfortable rooms and homelike meals will assure you
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
"In
addition."
she
says,
"an
adequate
Thomaston,
deceased.
Petition
to
De
turned Friday from a trip that in N. Y.
day afternoon at her home on High
a memorable visit.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
term ine Inheritance Tax. filed by J.
supply of properly selected vegetables
cluded Portland, York Beach and Bos
cept Sunday at 6 A. M.. arriving at Ston
Walter Strout. of Thomaston. Exr.
Horace E. Keizer motored to W ar street.
at 6.55 A. M . North Haven at 7.50
ton.
The Baptist ladies circle will meet will relieve the monotony of the win
ESTATE EMMA C. PERKINS, late of ington
ren. Mass.. Tuesdav with the Hudson
M due to arrive at Rockland about
Rockland, deceased. Petition to Deter 9A. o’clock.
The Ladies' Aid will serve a harvest family who have been spending the at the church parlors Wednesday aft- ter diet.
eturning leaves Rockland
mine Inheritance Tax. filed by Fred M. at 1.30 P. M..RNorth
“If one stores all the vegetables that
supper at the church vestry on Hyler season a t their summer home on Mon crr.ccn.
Haven at 2 35 P. M .
Kittredge, of Rockland. Admr.
Stonington
at
3.40 P. M.. due to arrive at
are
adapted
to
storing,
they
will
have
street. Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Standish Perry and
hegan Island. Mr. Keizer returned
ESTATE FLORENCE M CROCKETT, Swan’s Island about 5 o ’clock.
Very
reasonable
rates.
beets,
carrots,
parsnips,
rutabaga,
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will the same night, covering 395 miles.
daughter Joan sail Tuesday from
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
License to sell certain Real Estate,
C. L Hutchinson Manager.
118-tf
meet in the vestry Wednesday afterNew York city for a two months' cabbage , potatoes, onions, celery,
situated
in
Rockland,
and
fully
described
squash, and pumpkins to choose from.
l son. A business meeting will be held
Mediterranean cruise.
in said Petition, filed by R uth E. Smith,
WATCH YOUR BATTERY
and supper served at 6 o'clock.
of Boston. Mass.. Admx.
William Hansell. 61. died Thursday It will be easy then to practice the
4
Capt. Arthur J. Elliot who is serving Ernest C. House Gives 4 Tip To the morning, following a long and painfu' dietary rule cn the family of serving
ESTATE ALICE L. CROCKETT, late of
Camden, deceased. Petition for License
on the Federal Grand Jury in PortMotorwi
On Approaching Prob illness. Mr. Hansell moved here from three vegetables every day, one of
to
sell certain Real Estate, situated in
land was at home Thursday.
South Berwick 35 years ago. Ht which may be potatoes; a second
lems Of Cool Weather
Rockland, and fully described in said
should
be
a
yellow
or
green
colored
The- correspondent learns that C.
Petition,
filed by Robert G. Carle of
leaves a wife, two sons. Emerson and
Woonsocket. R I., Exr.
A Morse & Son are to make a new
“With the approach of cooler Irving, and a daughter Eleanor, a' vegetable. Leafy vegetables should
ESTATE HUGH M BENNER, of Rock
yard for the Heine Marie Stewart,
of Camden. He was a member of Mt. be included often and every day
land. minor. Petition for License to sell
which A. J. Elliot recently sold. The weather, and the possibility of sharp Battie Lodge of Oddfellows and Me- some raw fruit, raw vegetable or
certain Real Estate, situated in WaxWASHINGTON, ME.
new owners are talking over changes ; temperature drops at most any time,’’ gunticook Grange. The funeral will canned tomato.
ren. and fully described in said Petition,
filed by Bessie R. Benner, of Rockland,
which they may make. The barken- says E. C. House of House-Sherman, be held Saturday at 2 o'clock from
E. R. ST. CLAIR
“The particular value of the green
Gdn.
tine has to go into a dry dock to be local E xile Dealer, “car owners the residence on Mechanic street, Rev and yellow vegetable is in their high
Funeral Director and Embalmer
ESTATE SARAH E. CALER, late of
iron and vitamin A content. Both of
recaulked.
should consider the condition of their Winfield Witham officiating.
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Distri
1bution filed by Alfred M. Strout. of,
Lady Assistant
Mrs. Mabel'Creighton has sold to battery."
Miss Jeannette Stahl left Friday these are needed for good health and
Thomaston. Admr.
Albert Anderson the field in the rear
“Any battery in reasonably good fcr Mars Hill, where she is an in both are apt to be somewhat deficient
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON
STREET
ESTATE
LEANDER
C.
WOODCOCK,
TEL.
WASHINGTON
5-23
and on the north side of his house on condition," continued Mr. House. structor in the High School.
in the ordinary diet.”
late of VlnalhavA. deceased. Petition for
Betchwoods street. This land was "will function so long as the weather
i
Perpetual
Care
of
Burial
Lot,
filed
by
If
you
would
like
further
informa
115’S124
Leo and his family were in
Charles H. Woodcock, of Thomaston, j
formerly a pasture own’d by the late | is warm. But let a real cool night anDominic
automobile accident Thursday tion on the storage of vegetables,
Admr.
James H H. Hewett and was sold by come along and the heavy suntmer afternoon on their way to Union falr. write to the Extension Service at the
ESTATE HARRY P. BUCHANAN, la te '
him to his son-in-law John Creighton grade oil used in most cars stiffens M
thi k cOmething went wrong University of Maine for mimeo
of Camden, deceased. Petition for Li
Located on Beacon
who changed it into a field.
I! almcst .mhoiiovahiv
thu ibm
,,., a, mr. neo ininits ^omeinmg wein wrung graphed directions on "Storage ot
cense to sell certain Real Estate, situated
unbelievably. This
throws
with the steering gear as he suddenly
Hili Next to the
: in Camden, and fully described in said
Services at the Federated Church heavy strain upon the battery when
Vegetables" by R. M. Riley, vegetable
i Petition, filed by Mary A. Buchanan, of
State House.
Sunday will be: Church school at 9.45 the starter is used and often results lest control and the car was over specialist. He has just prepared the
Camden. Admx.
turned four times. Mrs. Leo is in
a. m.; morning service at 11, subject, in battery failure.
ESTATE KATIE E. SULLIVAN, late of j
latest information on this and dis
Community
Hospital
with
severe
in
Rockland, deceased, Petition for Allow
| “The Religion of the Spirit: I. Amos,
"In previous years, right a t the
cusses the kinds and varieties to store
juries.
Mr.
Leo’s
forehead
was
cut
ance
filed by John J. Sullivan, of RockI Piophet of Righteousness;" the an- start of frosty weather, we have been
the selection and handling, the opti
j land, widower.
| them will be. ‘I Am Thine," by Berge; called upon to render emergency bat and the two children also received mum temperature and moisture con
ESTATE WILLIAM J. PERRY, late of
'' evening service at 7, when the subject tery service which, in almost all in slight cuts and bruises. The car was amon. ventilation, and improving the
i Rockland, deceased. Petition for Allow- I
Ju st a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
i
ance
filed by Addle G. Perry, of Rock- ;
will be, "The Courageous Life."
stances, could have been avoided by badly damaged.
and shopping centers.
land, widow.
Comique theatre attractions for the effectiveness of the home cellar
i The W.C.T U. met Friday afternoon a timely check-up of the battery's
storage.
ESTATE
WILLIAM S. WHITE, late of,
* with Miss Margaret Crandon. Mrs. condition.
Hard summer driving coming week: Monday and Tuesday.
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Con
Charles Webster was appointed flower bears down on a battery and oft times Joan Blondell in “Make Me A Star;"
firmation of Trustee, asking th a t Wil- i
liam T. White, of New York City. N. Y.. |
mission director to fill the position it needs only a cold snap to take it Wednesday, "The Doomed Battalion;"
SIMON K. H A R T
be confirmed as Trustee of the estate .
Thursday. Jack Oakie in “Million
made vacant by the death of Mrs. ‘for the count.’
given in Trust, for the use and benefit |
Rooms
without
bath,
up;
with
bath,
up
MONUMENTS
Dollar
Legs;"
Friday,
double
feature
Susan Strout. Mrs. Ella Richards was ' "For th e motorist who w ants to
i of Jane T. White, of Rockland. Filed j
, by William T. White.
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
admitted to membership Mrs. Clara avoid delays and sometimes costly bill, “Almost Married” and “Dancinf
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
1 ESTATE EMILY SARGENT LEWIS,
31Stf
T. Sawyer made a report of the State , repairs, tve suggest that he have his Dynamite;" Saturday. Edmund Lowe
late of Haverford. Pennsylvania, de
convention and various matters pre- battery inspected regularly and pre and Claudette Colbert in “The Mis
ceased. Petition for Confirmation of
Trustee, asking th at Wilfred Sargent
sented in the report were taken up i vent cold weather battery failure."— leading Lady.” Tonight, Saturday.
Lewis, Leicester Sargent Lewis, and
“The Gladstone Revue; stage stars
and discussed. A number of plans for adv.
Girard Trust Company of Philadelphia.
work were presented and talked over ____
_____
Pa. be confirmed as Trustee of the es
ta te given in Trust, for the use and
action on them being deferred u n til, --------------------------------------------benefit of Wilfred Sargent Lewis. Leices
T
he
Ideal
H
otel
for
You
in
B
O
ST
O
N
1 another meeting.
ter Sargent Lewis, and Milllcent Hacker
1 Robert Creighton left Friday for
Lewis Pettit. Filed by Wilfred Sargent
Is
T
h
e
New
21
Limerock
Street,
Rockland
Lewis. Leicester Sargent Lewis, and
Boston.
Girard Trust Company of Philadelphia.
Phone 886
Harold Higgins, teacher of commer
Pa.
Y
O
U
T
O
O
Since 1849 this firm has faithfn'i® <
116-tf
cial subjects in the high school moCLEMICE B. COLLETT, of Rockland.
served the lamilies of Knox County
Petition for Change of Name, asking
George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.
th a t the name of the said Clemice B<
W IL L LIK E TH E L IN C O L N
LADY ATTENDANT
Collett be changed to Clemice BlackingA t N orth Station
i ton.
Day Telephone 450—781-1
H A R D C O A L $13.50
W ork Done Anywhere
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. & M. STA TIC!
ESTATE ANTTI PERTTULA. late of
GLE This modern hotel meets every
PROMPT SERVICE
St. George, deceased. Petition praying
B U R PE E ’S
m
possible requirement for on en 
. th a t the Court determine the amount of
Water pipes repaired and rclaid.
S O F T C O A L $7.50
A
ll
Transit
Facilities
at
Door
i
money
which
the
Public
Administrator
ROCKLAND,
ME.
Inside and out, digging nirludjoyable visit.
i may pay for the perpetual care of the
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug.
grave plot, in which the body of said !
Every one of its 1400 ROOMS con
A TOWER OF
' Anttl Perttula. is buried, and to whom '
laid out and cleaned when plugged.
Delivered in Rockland or
the same shall be paid. Presented by
Cescpools dug and rot-ked, and sep
HOSPITALITY
tains a RADIO, PRIVATE BATH
Thomaston
Frank H. Ingraham, of Rockland. Pub- '
tic
tanks.
Shallow
cellars
dug
deep
lie Administrator.
Each
Room
equipped
with
a
Tub
and
Shower
Built-in
(tub and shower) and SERVIDOR.
50c Extra Outside Towns
er. Floors cemented and wa’ls re
ESTATE ERIK GUSTAF NIKANDER
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tickless Electric
! late of St. George, deceased. Petition
A few minutes to theatres, shops,
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French
praying
that the Court determine the
Keys made to order. Keys mane
work, etc.
business centers and all R.R.Terminals.
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.
i am ount of money which the Public Ad
J. B. PA U LSE N
to fit locks when original keys are
m
inistrator
may
pay
for
the
perpetual
S. E. Eaton
ROY MOULTOW
New England’s Most Modernly Equipped
Thomaston
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
Tel. 84-2
care of the grave plot, in which the body
TEL. 1187-Y ROCKLAND, ME.
Manager
and Perfectly Appointed Hotel....................
of said Erik Gustaf Nlkander. is burled. J books provide keys for all locks
Spacious Sample Rooms
118‘ lt
and to whom the same shall be paid.
118*lt
Scissors and
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar, and Soda
Presented by Frank H. Ingraham, of ' without bother.
Knives Sharpened.
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
Rockland, Public Admr.
ESTATE SARAH E. CALER. late of
W ILLIAM E. DO RNAN
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
S tro u t Insurance A gency
Thomaston, deceased. First and Final
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up
account filed for allowance, by Alfred M.
Vinal Building. I’hone 158
& SON, Inc.
Strout. of Thomaston. Admr.
Write for Descriptive Literature
110 MAIN ST.
THOMASTON, ME.
ESTATE FAIRFIELD F. WILLIAMS. I
C em etery M emorials
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
late of Thomaston, deceased. First and
Insurance in all its branches
Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass.
EAST UNION, MAINE
Final account filed for allowance by
Telephone
791
Probate Bonds
Notary 1'ublit
53*137
4 -tf
Marian D. Williams, of Thomaston, Ad
4 4 t h 4 5 th S T . 8 t h A V E. N.Y .C
.
Ofl-tf
m inistratrix.
Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout

In E verybody’s Column

: LOST A N D FOUND ;

‘ MISCELLANEOUS \

WANTED

I

SIMPLE GERMAN REMEDY
FOR STOMACH TROUBLE

REAL ESTATE

WASHINGTON

•C A P IT O L
PA R K .
H O T E L

May We Suggt2St —

ST. CLAIR’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

HOTEL BELLEVUE

CARS FOR HIRE

N e w L o w e r R a te s
‘2.00
'3.00

U DRIVE IT

■

U \H /A liF U V I il

M u n sey M otor Co.

H o tel

M ANGER

500

► EMBALM ING J
MOTOR AMBUIANCf

R oom s

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

N£W

HOTEL

Crie H ard w are Co.

J.
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Every-O ther-D ay

MANY SCHOOLM A’AM S

O C l ETY

HERE

Teachers’ Convention W as Fruitful In Advice— Miss
Anna E. Coughlin New President

The Knox County Teachers' Asso ; Let 'Better Schools' he our slogan for
ciation meeting Thursday at the High this year.”
The afternoon session opened with
School building, with a registration of
i selections by the Thomaston High
185 teachers, was graced by the School Orchestra Miss Alcada Hall
presence of four prominent educa directing. The election of officers
tors—Bertram E. Packard of Augusta. lesultea thus:
Miss Mary Harrington who was
President—Miss Anna Coughlin.
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. holds
Commissioner
of Education; H. C
Vice president—Charles Dwinal of
its first meeting of the season Mon called here by the death of Judge Lyseth of Augusta, State Agent for
day afternoon at 2.30 at the home Walter H. Butler has returned tc Secondary Education; Dr. Anna D. Warren.
Secretary-Treasurer — Miss Mary
of Mrs. Ann Snow, regent, Talbot Boston.
Cordts of Cedar Falls, Iowa, pro
avenue. Mrs. Clara Thurston will be
fessor of Education in the State Uni Taylor of Camden.
The Sunshine Society will meet versity; and Dr. Edwin Shaw, an out
• **•
program chairman. Col. E. K. Gould
Delegates to the Maine Teachers'
who was scheduled to be guest speak Monday afternoon at the club rooms, standing trainer of teachers and pro
er will be unable to be present. The 447 Main street.
fessor of mathematics, of Tufts Col Association are Miss Coughlin, John
Chapter has secured Rev. Walter S
! Creighton of Thomaston, Smith HopRuth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., has a lege.
; kins of Vinalhaven, Clayton Hunne
Rounds to fill the vacancy. Mr
The
morning
session
opened
with
Rounds is taking as his subject public card party Monday afternoon stirring selections by the Rockland well of St. Georges. Martha Knight cf
“Stepping Stones in Our National at Grand Army hall, with play to be High School orchestra and prayer of Camden, Donald Knapp of Friend
gin at 2.30. Supper at 6 will have
ship, Albert Adams of Hope and Claia
Constitution.”
Mrs. Lizzie French and Mrs. Carrie fered by Rev. George H. Welch of the Lane of Rockport; alternates, Charles
House in charge. Business session in Universalist Church. Principal Jo Dwinal of Warren, Eva Rideout cf
Mrs. Sarah Prescott was the guest the evening.
seph E. Blaisdell gave a most inter
esting report of the National Educa Camden, M artha Carter of Thomas
Thursday of Mrs. Florence Adams at
her summer home in Lincolnville.
The first meeting of the season of tion Association meeting which he at ton, Raymond Perkins of Rockport
the Woman's Association of the Con tended in Washington. D. C., this year Charlotte Jackson of Rockland.
Walter Stover of North Weymouth, gregational Church will be held at as delegate. Group sessions of rural, Carleton P. Wood of Camden. E. A.
who had been in Belfast to visit his the vestry next Wednesday afternoon elementary and secondary divisions Smalley of Vinalhaven and Relief
were held, with demonstrations, ! Nichols of Rockland. Delegate to
father, who is ill, called on relatives at 4 o'clock.
roundtable discussions, and addresses i the National Education Association.
and friends in this city last week
Mrs. Eunice Thomas who since in order. An unusually fine demon ' Supt. Charles E. Lord of Camden;
Mrs. Dexter Simmons who has been Sept. 19 has been in Knox Hospital, stration was presented by Miss Mary alternate, Supt. Frank D. Rowe of
at Knox Hospital and at the Britt where she underwent an operation is A. Brown and pupils of the Junior Warren.
The keynote of Mrs. Cordts’ bril
home, has returned to her home, expected to return home tomorrow. High School; entitled "Appreciation
of Geography." The demonstration liant address Was for teachers to de
Knox street She is improving slowly.
Mrs. Lizzie Pearson and Joshua was in the form of a play written and velop a stimulus for pupils, so that
children may become eager, for learn
Mrs. Fred M. Beggs is spending her Thorndike have left for St. Peters arranged by the pupils of Grade Vll. ing. “Develop personality,” said Mrs
vacation in Concord, N. H„ with burg. Fla., after spending the sum stressing America’s wonder spots Cordts, "stimulate your pupils, make
mer at Wessaweskeag Ihn. They Descriptive bits were interspersed
friends.
with songs and recitations. Miss them hungry for knowledge, truth,
visit in Boston enroute.
Brown was assisted in the prepara i beauty and righteousness." Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Gregory
The
Auxiliary
of
the
Sons
of
Union
tion by Miss Relief Nichols, teacher Cordts a speaker of magnetic person
have returned from a week's visit
Veterans
has
a
bridge
party
Tuesday
of literature and Miss Elizabeth ality, held her audience absorbed, ar.d
with Mr and Mrs. George Bucklin in
evening at Grand Army hall, under Hagar, departmental teacher tf gave the teachers inspiration for fuPortland.
I ture work.
Dr. Shaw's address
the chairmanship of Mrs. Mabel music.
• ***
brought out many points in ranking,
Miss Winifred Burkett of Camden Beaton and Mrs. Nellie Achorn, with
Mr. Packard’s address was one of stressing the importance of getting
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Guy picnic supper at 6 o’clock.
the high lights of the convention, behipd the reason for ranking points
Douglas.
Mrs. S. A. Burpee and Miss Addie covering the present day situation pupils are getting.
All in all the convention in its
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union Holmes motored to Boston for the neatly and presenting with confi
Veterans meets Wednesday with weekend with Alvary Gay a t the dence an optimistic view for the fu j speakers, group sessions and discusi sions , developed inspirational heln
ture.
public supper at 6, followed by the wheel.
“The economical manner in which ] for all present who will carry on their
usual business session.
Mrs. David Rubenstein motored Maine has conducted its schools and alloted work with higher hope for the
Frank L. Clark, who has been con from Boston with her daughter Miss school buildings is worthy of praise.” ' future.
valescing from a recent ill turn, has Jessie Rubenstein for a visit of a said Commissioner Packard. "W ith
"DEAR OLD CAMDEN"
returned home from Biddeford Pool. week or ten days. Miss Rubenstein out sacrificing needs and comfort to
has returned. Miss Madelyn Ruben gain this point, Maine has never di
Mrs. H. O. Gurdy returned Tues stein enters Emerson College, Bos verted from the stand of economy. Song Written By Miss Mary Brown
and Dedicated To Mrs. Bok
The system has always been sound
day from Montclair. N. J., where she ton, next week.
and judicious. Contrary to what may
visited her daughter. Mrs. Wilson B.
Mrs. Ella Grimes and Mrs. Victor be said, the ‘Three R’s' are being ! FThe accompanying article, which
Keene.
Atwood leave today on a weekend
■appeared in the Camden Herald folmotor trip to Moosehead Lake. Mrs. taught today and being taught much I lowing the recent meeting of the
Madame Florence Mascicka, bril Atwood is to be soloist at the Chris better than ever before. But in the | Garden Club, is by request reprinted
liant violinist and instructor, who has tian Science Church in Dover-Fox- development of the school system in I in this paper.]
the succeeding years, other studies—
been at Waldoboro for several croft tomorrow morniqg.
• • • •
creative, idealistic, and artistic—hav;
months, has gone to Florida for the
Mrs.
Edward
W. Bok. while at the
winter. She is accompanied by her
Mr. and Mrs. William Robbins, come to assume an importance, such annual awards meeting of the Cam
as
music,
drawing,
domestic
science
mother.
Mrs. William Thomas and Freddie
den Garden Club last Thursday eve
di Cicco motored to Cadillac Moun manual training. These are rated b. ning in the Opera House was the reMr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall left yes tains Sunday, returning by the way many as non-essentials, yet they play Jcipient
of. a very heartful token of
terday for a two weeks’ vacation trip of Brooklin, where they visited with a vital part in school training today appreciation for her untiring interto Portland, Lewiston, Pittston and Mrs. Thomas' daughter, Mrs. Grace Music is particularly important.
! est and love for Camden and Cam
“In the development of school den's people, in the form of a beau
other places.
Thomas Allen.
bands, orchestras, glee clubs and in tiful and expressive song-poem en
Pales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R.
Mrs. F. M. Beggs is visiting her general chorus singing and study, titled, “Dear Old Camden," penned
will have a card party Tuesday eve sister, Mrs. Charles Nickerson, in children get something th at never by Miss Mary Brown and dedicated
ning at the home of Mrs. Bertha Concord, Mass., and friends in Bos leaves them—an inspiration for the to Camden's benefactress.
Everett, Ingraham Hill. Mrs. Everett ton.
future. I am much impressed by the
The song-poem was rendered by
and Mrs. Bernice Jackson will be
tine work done by the All-State Or
Alfred Wilman, soloist of the
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner French and chestra in its two weeks of intensive Mrs.
hostesses.
Congregational Church in a
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Drinkwater are training at Castine. I doubt if the:e First
very clear and sweet lyric soprano
Mrs. Mabel Beaton entertained the on a motor trip through the White is any other State in the Union whic- and she was never listened to with
P.&T. Club Tuesday afternoon at Mountains over the weekend.
can produce an organization of 160 greater interest, nor received great
her home on Oliver street. Mrs. A. D.
school children capable of the work
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Orne re- accomplished by these youngsters er applause. Mrs. Maude Wolcott, or
Morey being high liner in bridge.
ganist at the same church, was
I turns to Dexter today, Mr. Orne re during just two weeks' training.
piano accompanist for Mrs. Wilman.
***•
Mrs. John H. Flanagan, Mrs. J. C suming his duties on the faculty of
Miss Brown formerly of Northport,
Cunningham and Mrs. Lucius York Wassookeag School.
“However, when the financial crisis now of Camden, trained as a nurse,
won prizes at the bridge party Thurs
came upon us and it became neces
Frank Bibb, noted coach-accom sary to draw the strings of the school but was obliged to forego her pro
day evening given by the BPW Club
fession and retu rn to the old home
panist,
who
has
been
at
his
summer
a t the Country Club, with Mrs. June
budget a little tighter, these so-called to care for her parents in their de
home
in
Camden
during
August
and
Kalloch as hostess. The patty next
non-essentials were the first to b; clining years. After their death she
week will be omitted, owing to the ! September, has returned to New attacked for temporary curtailment. found herself tired in body and
York.
His
parents,
Rev.
and
Mrs.
C.
monthly meeting falling on Thursday
’ Domestic science and manual train spirit, and soon after began to write
evening, to be in the form of a corn W. Bibb, plan to remain through ing have seemed to take the lead. Ir, poetry, and after a time penned "A
I
October,
going
then
to
New
York
for
and weinie roast a t the summer home
almost no instance has the removal Winter Scene in The Maine Woods,"
; the' winter.
of Mrs. Retta Cole, South Hope.
of music been suggested The sound a pen picture written from an actual
Miss Rose Adams and brother ness of public education is shown by scene she could see from her win
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets George Adams return to Dexter to the fact that never has there been a dows. This, and other poems were
Tuesday evening a t 7.30. There will day to enter upon the fall session of hint of curtailing, French, Latin or penned, accepted and published and
be no supper, and the play sched the Wassookeag School of which they some such similar study And let me set to music by Luther A. Clark, the
uled for presentation has been post
say that these school committees who well known composer of music of
are faculty members.
poned to a later date.
have been obliged to curtail certain Thomaston, Me. Others of her songGardner French entertained departments in cur schools look for poems are: "When It Is Springtime
Mrs. A. M. Moody entertained at 1at Mrs.
supper
and bridge Tuesday eve ward with confidence to the time Up In Maine;" "Dear Old Penobecot
dinner at “Moody’s Whim" Georges
ning at her home on Rankin street. when they may be reinstated, realiz Bay," and "It Is Your Maine. It Is
River, Tuesday, her guests being Mrs. j There
ing the value of their place in the My Maine." All of these songs have
were three tables.
Harry French. Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Mrs. !
been featured over the radio on the
| educational system
Gardner French, Mrs. Millie Thomas
“We have more fear within than Maine programs.
William H. Wincapaw, Jr., is
and Miss Phronie Johnson.
Fresh from Miss Brown's pen.
spending the weekend with "Bake” without We introduce new subjects
into the school curriculum withou' “Dear Old Camden," copyrighted
Coombs at Vinalhaven.
Capt. Richard K. Snow who has j
making the public understand them 1932, and dedicated to Mrs. Bok, is a
been a patient a t Knox Hospital for
Mrs. Joseph Adams, Misses Rose and their value It is necessary al beautiful song-poem, and many
several weeks has returned to his and Margaret Adams, and George ways to have public sentiment back compliments are being extended the
home on Ocean avenue.
Adams have returned from a motor | of the school system Therefore, we author/ for her success.
Following are the words of “Dear
trip to Quebec.
have got to teach better than ever Old
Maine:"
Miss Carrie Sherman goes to Port
before There has never been a time
land today to be the guest of her
Opportunity Class will meet Thurs when we have had such efficiently One calm day in golden summer
As we climbed Ml. Battle height.
niece, Mrs. Homer Smith, for three day evening at 7.30 at the home of
: trained teachers, when our pupils Where we watched the lights so radiant
weeks
Mrs. Hattie Richards, 24 Main street, were housed in such comfortable and Of the golden sunset bright.
That fair scene still clings to memory
Thomaston. Members are asked to
As again to her I say:
There will be a meeting of the take articles for the Mather School convenient buildings
• *♦•
"Just you look across to all those Isles of
executive board of the Home for box.
Old Penobscot Bay:
"In
this
critical
period
when
citi
See below Its sparkling waters,
Aged Women Wednesday afternoon
zens are turning their thoughts to There serene 'neath sunlight's play
at 2.30 at the home of Mrs. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond S. Bird and
And that pearl of Maine's bold seacoast.
W. Fuller, Talbot avenue. Import- Miss Helen Bird are in Hollis, N. H.. ward the more serious things of life Camden, where the tourists stay.
»
j is the time for them to become more Camden's fame is ever growing
<' ant business is to be discussed.
today to attend the wedding of Sid fully acquainted with our schools and As God’s scenes are helped by man.
ney M. Bird and Miss Katherine
And I say to nature-lovers
Mrs. Frederick Gerst of New York Hardy, which takes place at high ] to discover that our teachers are Duplicate it if you can.
j ipnong our finest citizens. Consider
gave a 1 o’clock luncheon and bridge noon.
Chorus
| these teachers as citizens. They have
Tuesday at the Sumner Whitney
Camden, dear old Camden
cottage in Friendship. There were
Mrs. E. D. Spear of this city and met salary reductions, curtailment of By the m ountains and the sea.
two tables, and an attractive favor her nephew, Edward Dart of Provi courses, cutting down in supplies, With your stately amphitheatre
was presented to each player. Mrs. dence, sailed yesterday, on the Red i etc., without a whimper. In many And your gardens, shrubs and trees.
re all proud of fair "Lyndonta."
Gerst's guests were Mrs. W. H. Win Star Liner Minnetonka for England cases they have voluntarily made We
Queen of Camden's yachting fleet.
capaw, Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook, where they will be for the w'inter further cuts to enable certain courses Calmly riding there at. anchor.
Mrs. Maynard Marston, Mrs. Harry while Mr. Dart is at Oxford Uni j to remain. They have met this try Seemingly Just at our feet.
ing period with a valiant spirit Once inside the arch marked Camden.
Brown, Mrs. Lena K. Sargent, Mrs. versity.
worthy of being followed by other of Strangers feel a friendly thrill.
Sumner Whitney, Mrs. Basil Stinson
Friendship dominates her people
and Mrs. Rodney Feyler of Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Freeman and our citizens.
close to rock and rill.
“I would bid teachers to be mindful Living
son Richard motored to Cadillac
As those friendship ties grow stronger.
ton.
of the unfortunate children whom we Strangers wish to come again
Mountain Sunday.
they’ve proven friends worth having
shall always have among us. Some And
Mrs. James Doherty has returned
With their showering gifts to Maine.
Owen Quinn and son Ivan and times I feel the backward child is be When they first came, people wondered.
from a visit with her aunt, Mrs. Laura
Donald Witherspoon of North Haven ing given more attention than the 'Twas a feeling close to fear
Bolton, Portland.
that feeling long has vanished.
were in the city Thursday and a t child of superior ability. I am con But
And to us they're very dear;
vinced that the exceptionally talent- So keep friendly with the stranger
The Junior Harmony Club Oct. 7 tended Union Fair.
1ed child should be given a better Who In time proves our best friend.
resumes its meetings which will take
Helping us In times of trouble.
NEW SERMON SERIES
chance to develop, for in these chil Boosting
place on alternate Fridays, instead of
Camden to the end.
dren of genius and talent and out
Wednesdays as heretofore, the meet
ing place to be Legion hall. Limerock Rev. J. Charles MacDonald Will De standing ability lay our finest citizens
FASTER FREIGHTS PROMISED
vote October Sunday Evenings To of the future—men and women des
street. Mrs. Leola Noyes will continue
Interesting Theme
as councillor and conduct the pro
tined to be leaders.
A further development in efficiency
“Keep sane and courageous. There of freight service, one which will pro
grams, while Mrs. Faith G. Berry will
A series of sermons on the theme, is always whole-hearted belief in vide faster and even more dependable
carry on lessons in musicianship. Enlollment of new members is now in "What Can We Believe?" will be de public education which means that service for Maine shippers and re
order, children from 10 to 14 years be livered a t the First Baptist Church everyone will rally if they become ceivers, will start Monday with in
ing eligible, if studying some instru during the Sunday evenings of Octo convinced of the value of the present auguration of through freight trains
ment and capable of appearing on ber The subjects are as follows: Oct system and give their loyal support. in both directions, between Bangor
programs. Teachers are asked to co 2, “What can we believe about God?”
and Boston, and between Waterville
operate by recommending pupils for Oct. 9. “W hat can we believe about
and Boston. The new service, similar
C
H
I
L
D
R
E
N
the
Bible?"
Oct.
16,
"What
can
we
be
membership. The season is opening
to the practice on through passenger
Find
it
valuable
for
lieve
about
Christ?”
Oct.
23.
"What
earlier than usual, to be prepared for
on the Maine Central Railroad,
Cuts, Scalds, Burns, trains
Junior Day of the State Federation ol can we believe about the future life?”
and the Boston and Maine Railroad
Bruises,
Pain
in
Stom
These discussions will seek to an 
Music Clubs in Portland. Oct. 29 Old
December, 1931, will not only
ach, Mosquito Bites. since
and new members will be welcome. swer some of the questions th at are
MONEY REFUNDED if speed up service and make surer con
Plans being shaped up by Mrs. Noyes troubling people today. Each subject < w - .
it fail., used as directed. nections to and from Maine and the
and Mrs. Berry promise a “bigger and will be preceded by an inspirational Prepared by Norway Medicine Co, West, but will provide more economi
better” year than ever before.
N orw ay, Maine.
AU Dealers. cal operation by both railroads.
service of song and special music.
Tr, «aat‘tnn to nprcnno' nr>?»q rptrarH■Ing departures and arrivals, this depart
m ent especially desires information ol
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Not«*s sent bv mail or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................... 770 or 794

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Gerst who
hav^ been at Owl's Head Inn for sev
eral weeks, and later at the Sumner
Whitney cottage in Friendship, re
turn to New York tomorrow.
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FREE
COOKING
SCHOOL
EVERY

DAY

O c t. 4 to O c t. 8 I n c lu s iv e

You are cordially invited to join a CLASS IN COOKING Conducted by Miss Libby, at our store every afternoon
at 3.00 o ’clock, beginning Tuesday, Oct. 4, and ending Saturday, Oct. 8. The art of cooking on an up-to-date
range will be given a practical demonstration. All baking and cooking done on Atlantic Ranges.
Those visiting the store during the school will have a chance to win a grand prize, to be given at the close of the
school.

COME A N D BRING YOUR FRIENDS

...I M P O R T A N T ...
F R E E P R E M IU M OFFER
Ac a special inducement to purchase one of our beautif ul modern ranges we will offer you a selection from our
clock of 9x12 Congoleum Rugs— ABSO LUTELY FR E E — included with each New Atlantic Range purchased
our'ng the week c f our Cooking School. Liberal allow ance on your old range.

R em em ber— 3 .0 0 P. M., O ctober 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , and 8
- A T O UR STORE Complete Line of ATLANTIC RA NG ES Carried A t This Store

S to n in g to n

F u r n itu r e

C om pany
ROCKLAND, M AINE

313-325 MAIN STREET,

117-118

MAKES BELFAST HA PPY
BEEDY'S EXPLANATION
Defense and Legislation in
BUSY SEA SO N A H E A D 1' National
I
the U. S. Congress, Mary P. Rich;
Student Loan. Ellen Cochran; Ellis Local Insure; Determined Maine Re Shoo Factory In Up-River City Em
Lady Kqox C hapter, D. A. R. L'land. Hester Chase: Conservation
ploying 350 and On Full Time
sult, Congressman Tells Pre:, dent
H as Live Program s and and Thrift, Katherine St. Clair; His Hoover
Daly Brothers' shoe factory in Beltorical and Genealogical Research.
Representative Carroll L. Beedy. ' fast is now employing 350 hands on
Clara Thurston; Historical and Lit
State Board M eeting

erary Reciprocity, Mabel Sherman: only Republican survivor of the
By invitation of Lady Knox Chap Preservation of Historic Spots and Maine State election, told President
ter the State Advisory Board of the Old Trails, Mary Ladd; Girl Home Hoover Tuesday that purely local
Maine Society, D.A.R., will hold a Makers, Ella Euffum; Burying issues, rather than the National race
meeting in the Congregational Grounds and'M arking Revolutionary had determined the outcome. He
Church Oct. 13 commencing at 9 Soldiers' Graves, Maude Blodgett; predicted that Maine electoral vote;:
a. m. This program has been a r  General Knox Memorial, Suella would be cast for the President in
Sheldon; D. A. R. Magazine, Irene S.
ranged:
November.
Cail to order bv State regent, Mrs. ! Mcran.
Beedy admitted prohibition was a
The
Chapter
officers
for
this
seaE. F. Danforth; prayer, State chap
factor in the Maine elections, but said
con
are:
Regent,
Mrs.
Anne
F.
Snow;
lain, Mrs. Arthur Heald; Salute to the
it was not the determining issue.
Flag, led by Mrs. Eugene Lawrence: vice regent, Mrs. Irene S. Moran; sec
“The general unhappy state of
retary,
Mrs
Grace
E.
Veazie;
treas
singing, "America;" greeting, regent
mind, the depression and the excel
urer,
Mrs.
Carolyn
O.
Page;
registrar,
Lady Knox Chapter, Mrs. C. F. Snow;
lent organization which the Demo
response. State vice regent. Mrs Mrs. Alice W. Karl: historian, Mrs. crats had were primarily responsible,"
Lucie
H.
Walsh;
chaplain.
Mrs.
Helen
Ralph Cowl: reading of minutes,
he declared.
State recording secretary, Mrs. Vic H. Carlson; members of the board.
tor Binford: outline of year's work, Mrs. Suella M. Sheldon and Mrs.
National vie? chairmen and State Mary Perry Rich.
The Chapter's past regents arc;
chairmen; address. Mrs. Russell Wil
MON.-TUES.
liam Magna. President-General. N. S Mrs. Eva A. Butler, Mrs. Jennie T.
White,
Mrs.
Maude
S.
Smith,
Miss
DA.R.; announcements; roll call:
report of committee on courtesies: Lizzie O'Donnell, Mrs. Adelaide Farmus'c, "Blest Be the Tie That Binds;" well, Miss Mary Hitchcock. Mrs. Ade
lunpheon at 12 30 p. m.; round table laide'Farwell, Mrs. Ada Blackington,
meeting at Montpelier. Thomaston, at Mrs. Julia Burpee. Mrs. Ella Buffum,
1 45 p m.; reception in the oval room. Mrs. Adelaide Lambert. Mrs. Lucie H.
Walsh. Mrs. Hester Chase, Mrs. Julia
Montpelier, at 3 p. m.
Lady Knox Chapter has issued its Blackington, Mrs. Mary Cooper. Mrs
prc'-pectus for the coming reason, and Mary P. Rich. Mrs. Hester Chase
Mrs. Suella M. Sheldon.
it embraces thes; meetings:
Oct; 3.—Program chairman, Clara
Thurston; subject, Stepping Stones COLBY C O L L E G E NEW S
To Cur National Constitution; host"sses: Mrs. Anne F. Snow. Miss Anna
The 115th year of Colby College
Thorndike. M rs. Eva Wisner, Mrs. opened auspiciously with the largest
Annie Simmons.
entering class since the 600 enrollOct. 13—State Advisory Eoard m ;nt limit was put into effect a few
Meeting, Congregational Church, 9.3(1 years ago. The freshmen number
a. m.
185, including 122 men and 63
Nov. 7.—Program chairman, Mrs. women. There are also 24 new stu
Irene Moran: subject: Library and dents with advanced standing, chief
Need of Recreational Facilities ly coming from junior colleges.
Hostesses: Mrs. Clara Thurston. Ha
The newcomers were given a three
zel Parker. Mrs Ann Butler, Miss day's period of welcome before the
Edith Bicknell.
upperclassmen arrived. This gave
Dec. 5.—Program chairman. Mrs. them an opportunity to become ac
Maude Blodgett; subject: Reform In quainted with each other and the
i City Government. Hostesses: Mrs. college by the time classes started
Mabel S. Sherman. Mrs. Mary South on Friday morning.
President Johnson addressing the
ard. Mrs Mary Cooper, Mrs. Beulah
men at the opening assembly Fri
! Al’en.
Jan. 2 —Program chairman. Mrs. day pointed out th a t the parents of
Mary Perry Rich; subject: The Politi many of the students this year were
cal Parties. Hostesses: Mrs. Suella undergoing real hardships in order
Sheldon, Mrs. Etta Stoddard. Bernice to provide a college education for
their children and that both the stu
Parker, Mrs. Helen Hyde Carlson.
Feb. 6—Program chairman, Mrs. dents and college were thereby ob
Alice Karl; subject: BalloL Host ligated to see th at the ensuing year
esses: Mrs. Mary ladd. Mrs. Anna be as fruitful as possible.
Among the new students registered
Haskell. Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear.
at Colby are Sumner Archer, Ten
Mrs. Alice Cobb.
March 6.—Program chairman, Mrs. ant's Harbor; William Ellingwood,
Katherine St. Clair; subject: Educa Rockland; Saxon Lurvey, Rockland;
Rockland.
tion, National, State. Local. Host Helen deRochemont,
* • • *
esses: 'Mrs. Hester Chase. Mrs. Grace
Colby opened its football season
Ayers Black, Miss Ellen Cochran, Saturday with Amherst. The squad
Mrs. Delia K. Cross.
has been practicing for two weeks
April 3.—Program chairman, Miss and seems to be in shape for the
Caroline Stanley: subject: Civic Con schedule.' There is a veteran backtrol of Health Problems. Hostesses: field and good end material, but the
TODAY
Mrs. Ella N. Buffum, Miss Jennie strength of the line will depend on
“ARM OF THE LAW"
Blackington, Mrs. Julia Burpee, Mis inexperienced men. Tilson Thomas
Carolyn G. Page.
of Camden is playing full back on
May 1.—Annual meeting. Host the varsity squad.
A Paramount Publlx Theatre
esses: Mrs; Alice Karl. Mrs. Adelaide
Butman. Mrs. Lucie Walsh, Mrs.
Tourists are people who travel 200;
Grace Veazie.
miles to get kodak pictures of them
The chairmen of committees are: selves standing by the car—Canton
Patriotic Education, Beulah Allen; Repository.
J

PAR.

full time and the weekly pay roll is
between $5500 and $6000.
Large orders are now on hand with
the best of prospects for more In the
near future. Present conditions are
the best since Daly Brothers took
over the factory in 1929.
I Daly Brothers are said to be among
the most experienced and efficient
shoe manufacturers in New England
and during the depression the Belfast
factory has had its share in the
amount of work done.

MON.-TUES.

fU

CROWDED
M IN U T E S

OF

JUNt
13
th a t ch an ged
a d o z e n liv e s
o n th e str e e t
" w h e r e 'n o th in g e v e r h a p pened"!

EIIVE BROOK LILA LEE
(HAREIE RllWilEI (iEIIE RAYMOffl)
IRAIItEt DEL H1ARY BOLAIfD
ADRIAIini ALEEB
(I <lUntmoiint1hi lure
NOW SHOWING
“OKAY AMERICA”
with
LEW' AYRES
A Paramount Publix Theatre

2.00, 0.30 and 8.3)
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IF

Y O U

C A R E

Every-Other-Day

A B O U T

MAKING EXTRA MONEY
Thrift!
m oney?

H ave you inherited it?

D o you have the am bition to m ake extra

, . TH IS IS Y O U R
M ONEY M AKING
C O U PO N
USE I T !

To m ake m ore m oney than you are now m aking? T o m ake M O R E m oney

outside of your regular incom e?

T hen you will, of course, be interested in this

T H R IF T C LU B of The Courier-G azette.

T his T hrift Club, ju st being organized,

will turn loose to the am bitious people who w an t to m ake extra m oney

H undreds of

Dollars in Prizes and Cash Salary Checks in the course of these com ing few weeks.
It costs you nothing at all to becom e a T h rift C lub m em ber, a n d w in a substantial
Prize, except the intelligent use of your spare hours, pleasantly, entertainingly and
profitably.

T he coupon at the right will m ake you a club m em ber, and the coupon

below will help you along tow ard your w in n in g goal.

Send in your nam e to the

T h rift Club M anager, care T he C ourier-G azette, and secure y o u r share of all this
extra m oney.

Look over the list and save y o u r counts for y o u r favorite if you do

not w an t to enter yourself. W hen you pay y o u r subscription, y o u are entitled to
counts on it for w hoever you wish.

A sk for them .

MEMBERSHIP COUPON

Best of all, enter the nam e of

GOOD FO R 5000 COUNTS IN
TH E CO URIER-G AZETTE TH RIFT CLUB
ROCKLAND, MAINE

som e m em ber of the family. A nd do it to day, while the Club is still being organized.

r.
I suggest the name of ..............................................................................
Address ...................................................................................... ■ - .......
As a Member of Your Thrift Club

Y O U R SPA R E H O U R S C A N BE

My name and address is ..........................................................................
I t is understood th at only the first entry coupon received for the
same person, will count five thousand. The names of persons sug
gesting Club Members will, of course, be confidential.

W ORTH $50Cf
TO Y O U
H ER E A R E

T H E FREE PRIZES
YOU CAN W IN

IF Y O U R E A D
T H IS P A P E R

$500

S A V E T H IS

.0 0

F IR S T P R IZ E

$200

.0 0

S E C O N D P R IZ E

$ 1 0 0 .0 0 T H IR D PR IZ E
$50.00 F O U R T H PR IZ E
■HHaaa ■
20% C ash Com m ission to All
W ho Do N ot W in a P rize

i

T-

Pultz

